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ABSTRACT

This study explores the teaching and assessment practices used by teachers in environmental 
learning processes and emergent curriculum and sustainability competencies. The focus is the 
school subject Life Sciences in the Further Education and Training Phase. The study is based 
on four cases of teachers in schools in the Midlands area, in the province of KwaZulu-Natal.

Lenses used to review the data included curriculum defined cognitive skills and cognitive levels 
to review the curriculum competencies and a systems approach to teaching and learning (Wiek, 
Withycombe, Redman & Mills, 2011) to review emergent sustainability competencies.

This study employed qualitative methods, namely a questionnaire, stimulated recall interviews, 
observations (of lesson plan implementation in classrooms) and document analysis (detailing 
lesson plans, assessment tasks and learners’ work) to generate data. Analysis took place in four 
phases and included: a descriptive contextual analysis of factors influencing teaching and 
assessment practices; a descriptive analysis of teacher intentionality, topics, assessment 
planned and resources used; an analysis of emergent curriculum competencies in informal and 
formal assessment tasks; and, finally, a second layer of analysis describing emergent 
sustainability competencies in the environmental learning processes. Ethical considerations 
included permission for access, anonymity, participant rights and awareness of my role as 
cluster leader for the group of teachers involved.

The study found that the nature of Life Sciences environmental topics and implementation 
influences the development of curriculum and sustainability competencies. Also, the choice of 
teaching methods influenced the emergence of particular curriculum and sustainability 
competencies. The findings also suggested that switching between isiZulu and English, 
unfamiliarity with action verbs, and the inconsistent use of higher order questions in classroom 
discussion, informal and formal assessment tasks might have affected success in the 
development of higher order thinking skills. Finally, the study revealed that environmental 
learning has the potential to support the development of integrated sustainability competencies.

This study was driven by an interest in environmental content knowledge, teaching and 
assessment within the South African Fundisa for Change network of environmental educators. 
It is hoped that the study’s illustration of how consideration of curriculum and sustainability 
competencies can contribute to quality education practices in environmental learning, will be 
of use in this network.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION AND CONTEXT

1.1 Background and context

After South Africa’s first national democratic election in 1994, there was a need to reform 

education in order to overcome the curricular divisions of the past. The White Paper on 

Education and Training (1995) stressed the need for major changes in education and training 

in South Africa in order to standardise and transform teaching and learning. It explicitly 

called for the integration of environmental education and adoption of an active integrated 

approach to teaching and learning. It required the integration of environmental education for 

sustainable development into all levels and phases of the education system. A new curriculum 

2005 (C2005) was pronounced in 1997, that replaced a pre-democracy content-based 

curriculum with outcome-based education (OBE). A 2009 national curriculum review 

(Chisholm, 2000) reported a number of problems that had been experienced with C2005. For 

example, the report noted that there was a lack of content knowledge, assessment 

requirements were not clarified and the main methodologies used by teachers in C2005 for 

teaching and learning were facilitation and group work (South Africa. Department of Basic 

Education [DBE], 2009). The revision of C2005 led to the introduction of the Revised 

National Curriculum (RNC) which was completed in 2002 and implemented in 2004.

The introduction of the NCS led to the development of Subject Frameworks and Subject 

Assessment Guidelines which outlined how to plan for teaching as well as how to assess. 

Greater clarity around content and assessment was provided in the policy. Although the NCS 

stipulated the content to be taught and the assessment standards, it lacked clarity on what 

teachers were required to teach from grade to grade (South Africa. DBE, 2009).

The curriculum review led to the introduction of the Curriculum and Assessment Policy 

Statement (CAPS) which explicitly outlined assessment requirements and the content 

knowledge to be taught in each grade (South Africa. DBE, 2011a). Although CAPS has 

streamlined content, concepts and skills progression as mentioned above, it lacks prescribed 

methods teachers can use in mediation of their lessons. According to CAPS, “educators have 

the freedom to expand concepts and to design and organise learning experiences according to 

their local circumstances, including the availability of resources” (ibid., p. 10). This study 

focuses on the methods and assessment practices used in Life Sciences classrooms to explore
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how curriculum and sustainability competencies are being developed in the learning 

processes.

The study draws on Wiek, Withycombe, Redman and Mills (2011) who have developed a 

model outlining sustainability competencies that are appropriate when applying knowledge 

specifically to problem-solving in the context of Education for Sustainable Development 

(ESD). Because of the emphasis on environmental studies in the Life Sciences curriculum 

(Knowledge Strand 3), the work by Wiek et al., with an emphasis on competency in an 

environment and sustainability context, seems to be an appropriate lens to review curriculum 

competency in this study.

1.2 Research question and goals

The research question guiding this study is:

How are teaching methods and assessment practices used to develop curriculum and 

sustainability competencies in environmental learning practices?

The goals of the research are:
1. To investigate the local contextual factors influencing classroom teaching and 

assessment practices.

2. To investigate curriculum planning, teaching and assessment practices.

3. To investigate the development and emergence of curriculum competency in informal 

and formal assessment in environmental learning.

4. To investigate the emergence of an integrated approach to developing sustainability 

competencies in environmental learning processes.

1.3 Motivation for the study

Motivation for this study came from the 2013 annual examiners’ report. This report 

highlighted learners’ challenges in Life Sciences matriculation examinations, with achieving 

the curricular competencies of developing lifelong skills and attitudes. Such competencies 

include application of knowledge, evaluation, synthesis and analysis (National Diagnostic 

Report, 2013). These are competencies typically associated with higher order questions in 

examinations, and competencies closely associated with the sustainability competencies 

developed through environmental learning (see Section 2.11).
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My personal motivation for this study is that I am a Grade 10 to 12 Life Sciences teacher, 

teaching environmental and sustainability content knowledge to those who have passion and 

interest in environmental education. I am involved in environmental projects including Eco

Schools, the School Environmental Education Programme (SEEP) and Cranes in the 

Classroom offered by the KwaZulu-Natal Crane Foundation. The GAP roadmap and a further 

personal interest in exploring educational methods as well as assessment practices that 

respond to the need for developing higher order thinking skills, has inspired my interest in 

exploring these practices in the context of environmental learning.

1.4 Research site and participants

The study was conducted in four schools offering Life Sciences in Grades 10-12 in the 

KwaZulu-Natal Midlands area. All of them were farm schools, of which three were non-fee 

paying and one was an ex-model C fee-paying school. Teaching staff numbers at the schools 

ranged between 8 to 21 teachers with learner enrolment ranging from 80 to 690 learners. The 

teacher-learner ratio ranged from 1:12 in the ex- model C school to 1:40 in the other three 

schools. English was the language of instruction. Three teachers taught Zulu-speaking 

learners and the fourth taught learners who spoke a variety of different home languages 

(Afrikaans, English, Sotho and Zulu) in the ex-model C school.

Two teachers’ home language was isiZulu, one was Shona and one was English. Four 

teachers, one from each school were involved in the study and all were teaching Life 

Sciences in Grades 10 to 12. These teachers all participated in a Life Sciences ward cluster 

of which I was the coordinator at the time of the study. All four teachers were qualified to 

teach Life Sciences. Three had Bachelor of Education degrees and one had a teacher’s 

diploma. Teaching experience and teaching of Life Sciences ranged from 5 to 28 years, three 

teachers having taught Life Sciences when it was still termed Biology prior to the 

implementation of the NCS (Pandor, 2006).

1.5 Overview of the study

This first chapter has given a brief introduction to the study and described the national 

educational context and the international Education for Sustainable Development context of 

the study. This was followed by the research question and goals. My own role and interest as 

well as the research site and participants were also discussed.
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Chapter 2 reviews relevant literature on environmental education within the curriculum in the 

global, regional and national context. The chapter also outlines the conceptual and theoretical 

frameworks of the study (sustainability competencies) drawing from Wiek, Withycombe, 

Redman and Mills (2011).

Chapter 3 is a description of the research methodology. The chapter discusses the interpretive 

case study method deployed and methods of data generation and analysis. The chapter also 

discusses ethical issues, validity and trustworthiness of the study.

Chapter 4 presents the data generated for the four cases from the questionnaire, lesson 

observations, stimulated recall interviews, assessment tasks and learners’ work.

Chapter 5 discusses the findings, recommendations arising from the research study and 

recommendations for further research.
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Introduction

This chapter reviews literature on the background of environmental education in South 

Africa, as well as curriculum changes in relation to environmental education in Curriculum 

2005, the National Curriculum Statement and the Curriculum and Assessment Policy 

Statement curriculum. It further reviews literature on pedagogic approaches to environmental 

education to help in understanding the implementation of teaching methods and assessment 

practices in developing CAPS curriculum competencies. In addition, literature on 

sustainability competencies in the context of ESD is reviewed.

2.2 Background of environmental education in South Africa

South Africa held its first international conference on environmental education in 1982 at 

Treverton College, Mooi River in KwaZulu-Natal, which resulted in the establishment of the 

Environmental Education Association of Southern Africa (EEASA). In 1992, EEASA 

coordinated a policies and procedures survey in response to a call to develop an education 

curriculum policy within formal education. This resulted in the establishment of the 

Environmental Education Policy Initiative which then called for the establishment of the 

Environmental Education Curriculum Initiative. In 1994 the African National Congress 

government realised that South Africa was confronted by serious economic, social, political, 

cultural and environmental problems. In response to these problems, a socio-economic policy 

framework, the Reconstruction and Development Programme (RDP) was tabled (South 

Africa [SA], 1994). One of the roles of the RDP was to ensure that all South African citizens, 

present and future, have the right to a decent quality of life through sustainable use of 

resources.

The White Paper on Education and Training (1995) stressed the need for major changes in 

education and training in South Africa in order to standardise and transform teaching and 

learning. It further stated that environmental education should adopt an active integrated 

approach to teaching and learning (SA, 1995). That meant that methods used should engage 

learners in activities within lessons with active learning. A principle in this White Paper 

noted that:

environmental education, involving an interdisciplinary, integrated and active 

approach to learning, must be a vital element of all levels and programmes of the
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education and training system, in order to create environmentally literate and active 

citizens and ensure that all South Africans, present and future, enjoy a decent quality 

of life through the sustainable use of resources. (p. 18)

The EECI which operated from 1996 -  2000 (EECI, 2000) played a key role in ensuring the 

inclusion of environmental education as a cross-curricular concern in C2005 (South Africa. 

DBE, 1997). This led to the defining of environment as a cross-curricular phase organiser in 

C2005 which required all teachers, in all learning areas, to consider an environmental focus. 

Each learning area had a particular environmental focus embedded within it.

Frohlich (2006) and Lotz-Sisitka, Olvitt, Gumede and Pesanayi (2006) noted that Southern 

Africa’s environmental problems (socio-ecological issues) include poverty, biodiversity loss, 

global climate change, unemployment, ozone depletion and water scarcity. According to 

Ketlhoilwe (2010), the implementation of environmental education in Botswana needs 

teachers to have a deeper understanding of what is required and how to implement 

environmental learning in particular contexts.

Rosenberg (2008) reported that most schools in South Africa are in the former homelands, 

with inadequate resources. Rosenberg further noted that education policies are focused on 

addressing a past inequality, on the relevance of curriculum content, but implementation is 

falling short as some schools are characterised by lack of discipline, lack of motivation as 

well as poverty. According to Loubser (1997), Ketlhoilwe (2003), Ketlhoilwe (2007) and 

Hogan (2008), some of the factors that influence the mediation of environmental learning in 

Southern African schools are a perceived lack of funds and lack of educational resources.

Rosenberg (2008) noted the significance of motivation and support by non-governmental 

organisations such as the Eco-School programme, initiated in 2003 by the Wildlife and 

Environment Society of South Africa (WESSA), in improving the quality and relevance of 

environmental education. The programme improves learner motivation, provides resources to 

support teaching and learning, improves teacher competence and manages curriculum and 

delivery. This study is focusing on methods and assessment practices in environmental 

learning in the CAPS curriculum. For this initiative, it has been important to investigate how 

teachers teach and assess the environmental content in the curriculum. The following section 

will look at curriculum changes in South Africa in relation to changes in teaching methods
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and assessment practices in environmental content knowledge across the three curricula 

namely C2005, the NCS and the CAPS.

2.3 Significant changes in relation to environmental content, teaching 

methods and assessment practices in C2005

With the introduction of Curriculum 2005 in South Africa, integration became a key feature 

of lesson planning and teachers were expected to integrate across learning outcomes and 

across learning areas. However, it was noted that in practice, a problem with the cross

curricular approach to environmental learning was that the focus on a cross-cutting theme 

tended to detract from furthering the “aims of the learning area” and “deepening of 

knowledge or process skills from specific learning areas” (Lotz-Sisitka & Raven, 2001, 

p. 61). Thus, C2005 trivialised content knowledge by threatening to atomise and fragment 

curriculum knowledge when topics on environmental education were identified, singled out 

and taught separately (Holland, 1994). By organising knowledge around discrete disciplinary 

demands encountered in learning a complex task, C2005 was criticised for knowledge that 

was “thin, interspersed and inconsistently presented” (Dada et al., 2009, p. 45). This concern 

was consistent with reports from environmental education research that teachers experienced 

difficulties with finding and contextualising relevant content knowledge (Schudel, 2010) and 

experienced difficulties with their own unfamiliarity with environmental concepts new to 

their frame of reference (Lotz-Sisitka, 2009).

C2005 emphasised group work as a method of teaching and learning where learners were left 

to construct their own knowledge without the teacher’s mediation of new content knowledge 

(Dada, Dipholo, Hoadley, Khembo, Muller & Volmink, 2009). The teacher’s role was to 

facilitate group work as learning outcomes were favoured over content and a learner-centred 

approach over a teacher-centred approach (Chisholm, 2000; Harley & Wedekind, 2004). In 

South Africa, environmental teachers working with Curriculum 2005 reported that teachers 

had difficulties with selecting and adapting activities that made appropriate links with 

learning outcomes and assessment standards. Teachers also had challenges in designing 

assessment activities that would enable them to judge how well knowledge, skills, attitudes 

and values had been met (Mambinja, 2008; Ncula, 2007; Schudel, 2006). C2005 emphasised 

continuous and criterion-referenced assessment where mastery of learning was competence- 

based (Spady, 1994).
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2.4 Significant changes in relation to environmental content, teaching 

methods and assessment practices in the NCS

The C2005 revision led to the NCS which focused on promoting a greater emphasis on 

subject-related content-based knowledge. This was in order to balance out an over-emphasis 

on outcomes and integration which characterised C2005 (Lotz-Sisitka & Janse van Rensburg, 

2000). One of the principles that underpinned the NCS curriculum was the recognition of the 

relationship between social justice, a healthy environment, human rights and inclusivity 

(NEEP-GET, 2004). This principle had been extended to the Further Education and Training 

band (FET) where a strong focus on environmental justice is integrated into all subjects. In 

South Africa, education is broadly aimed at ensuring that learners acquire and apply the 

ability to identify and solve problems and make decisions using critical and creative thinking. 

It further aims at “producing learners who are able to demonstrate an understanding of the 

world as a set of related systems by recognising that problem solving contexts do not exist in 

isolation” (South Africa. DBE, 2011a, pp. 4-5).

The NCS was concerned with the attainment of assessment standards, as shown by this 

extract from Life Sciences NCS curriculum:

Content and context are provided to support the attainment of the Assessment 

Standards. The content indicated needs to be dealt with in such a way as to assist 

learners to progress towards the achievement of the learning outcomes. Content must 

serve the learning outcomes and not be an end itself. The assessment standards and 

not the knowledge areas determine the depth or level. The criteria used to select core 

knowledge and concepts were derived from the learning outcomes and assessment 

standards, as well as the principle underpinning the NCS. (South Africa. DBE, 2003, 

pp. 32-33)

This curriculum was further reviewed and replaced by the new curriculum called CAPS.

2.5 Significant changes in relation to environmental content, teaching 

methods and assessment practices in CAPS

The CAPS curriculum was implemented in 2012 with a strong emphasis on content 

knowledge as an important foundation for learning. This was influenced by the 2009 national 

review which highlighted that the “key dimension related to the successful implementation of 

curriculum relates to the detail and clarity provided by policy in relation to what to teach”
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(Dada et al., 2009, p. 47). The focus on content knowledge and specified assessment within a 

further streamlined curriculum was shared by the South African Minister of Education when 

introducing new CAPS documents to the public: “The intention is to streamline the 

curriculum documents into single documents for each Grade and each subject in which 

content and assessment are specified” (Motshekga, 2010, p. 6). The CAPS curriculum 

expects teachers to help learners to recognise the links between related topics so that they 

acquire a thorough understanding of the nature and interconnectedness of life (South Africa. 

DBE, 2011a, p. 10).

The reason for focusing on environmental content in this study is the statement that 

inadequate attention is being given by teachers to this knowledge area (environmental and 

sustainable development knowledge) which is essential for improving the quality and 

relevance of teaching in South Africa (Lotz-Sisitka, 2009). The 2013 examiners’ report 

concurs with the statement above explaining that “generally questions on environmental 

studies were poorly answered giving the impression that this topic, which is scheduled 

towards the end of the year, was neglected by both teachers and learners” (National 

Diagnostic Report, 2013, p. 121).

In Life Sciences CAPS, the content framework is organised according to four ‘knowledge 

strands’, which are developed progressively over the period of three years of the FET phase 

(South Africa. DBE, 2011, pp. 9-10). The four knowledge strands are:

Knowledge Strand 1 -  Life at a Molecular, Cellular and Tissue Level 

Knowledge Strand 2 -  Life Processes in Plants and Animals 

Knowledge Strand 3 -  Environmental Studies 

Knowledge Strand 4 -  Diversity, Change and Continuity

The curriculum states that the topics in each knowledge strand “should not be studied 

separately or independently” and that “it is very important to help learners to recognise the 

links between related topics so that they acquire a thorough understanding of the nature and 

interconnectedness of life” (South Africa. DBE, 2011a, p. 10). The curriculum document also 

states that the links between topics should also be made across Grades (ibid.). The 

curriculum indicates that learning is not simply about knowledge transmission in its statement 

that “content framework focusses on ideas, skills and concepts as well as connections 

between them rather than on listing the facts and procedures that need to be learned” (ibid.: 

10). This requirement has implications for assessment as well.
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The focus of this study is on knowledge strand three (environmental studies) particularly to 

explore how the environmental content knowledge is taught, assessed and contributes to 

developing curriculum and sustainability competencies. While the CAPS curriculum claimed 

to have more structured content “in which content and assessment are specified” (Motshekga, 

2010, p. 6), such structured content, referred to above has the potential to narrow 

opportunities for environmental learning. The topic “human impact on the environment: 

current crises” in Environmental Studies in the Life Sciences CAPS document highlights the 

problems to be solved within the next generation. (South Africa. DBE, 2011a, p. 51). For 

example, the Life Sciences CAPS document specifies an interest in the emphasis of the 

interrelatedness and interdependence between humans and the environment (with content 

emphasis on causes and consequences of atmosphere and climate change, water availability 

and quality, food security, loss of biodiversity and solid waste disposal). However, content 

coverage does not extend to mitigation considerations related to such human activities nor 

encourage learners to take action in solving problems caused by such activities. Learning 

about cause and effect only, does not engage learners fully with the full body of knowledge 

regarding environmental issues. This limitation reflects the “dominant knowledge practices 

... in environment and sustainability-related teaching” described by Lotz-Sisitka as tending to 

be “limited by content on problems and issues for raising awareness, and [failing] to develop 

conceptual depth and understanding of environment and sustainability” (2011, p. 30).

Monroe and Kaplan (1998) observed that action projects are often not carried out in schools, 

as they entail a variety of constraints including lack of materials to guide the process and 

short class periods. Cotton (2006) highlighted that action projects provide knowledge, skills, 

awareness and creative thinking in learners. They also develop ownership and pride in their 

schools, a point made by Rosenberg (2008): linking environmental projects with curriculum 

learning provides teachers with opportunities to bridge between everyday knowledge and 

experiences of learners and the formal knowledge required by the curriculum. Lee (1997) 

also observed that ‘learning by doing’ is recommended for learners to acquire knowledge, 

skills and attitudes through practical and applied activities.

Even though the CAPS document states that “ . educators have freedom to expand concepts 

and to design and organise learning experiences according to their local circumstances, 

including the availability of resources” (South Africa. DBE, 2011a, p. 10), the concern is 

whether all educators are knowledgeable enough to “expand” beyond given content 

knowledge specified in the document.
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Taylor and Vinjevold (1999) reiterated the importance of content knowledge in the 

curriculum by stating that when learners do not have a strong foundation of content 

knowledge, they are unable to develop systematic understanding of ideas. They highlighted 

that learners should acquire a high level of content knowledge and problem-solving skills. 

This demands a depth and sophistication in teachers’ grasp of academic subjects.

Summers, Kruger and Childs (2001) are of the view that teachers need wider and deeper 

knowledge than that required by learners for responding to learners’ needs and dealing with 

unforeseen questions. This means that teachers should have a deep understanding of content 

to develop sustainability competencies. The following topic looks at the methods that can be 

employed by teachers to meaningfully teach the content to learners.

2.6 Teaching methods

The CAPS curriculum aims to ensure that learners acquire and apply knowledge and skills in 

ways that are meaningful to their own lives (South Africa. DBE, 2011a, p.4). As such, the 

current South African National Curriculum Statement Grades R-12 aims to produce learners 

that are able to:

•  Identify and solve problems and make decisions using critical and creative thinking;

•  Work effectively as an individual and with others as members of a team;

•  Organise and manage themselves and their activities responsibly and effectively;

•  Collect, analyse, organise and critically evaluate information;

•  Communicate effectively using visual, symbolic and/or language skills in various 

modes;

•  Use science and technology effectively and critically showing responsibility towards 

the environment and the health of others; and

•  Demonstrate an understanding of the world as a set of related systems by recognising 

that problem solving contexts do not exist in isolation. (South Africa. DBE, 2011a, 

p.5)

The above are the overarching aims which all teachers are expected to achieve across subjects 

they teach. While methods for achieving these aims are not specified, the implications are for 

methods that develop critical and creative problem solving capacity in both individual and 

collaborative work, drawing on important organisational and communicative skills in
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response to society’s needs and challenges. There are also implications for assessment and 

for the need for developing higher order thinking skills.

The South African White Paper on education states clearly that environmental education 

should adopt an active integrated approach to teaching and learning which is in line with 

CAPS curriculum that encourages an “active and critical approach to learning instead of rote 

learning which does not create opportunities for critiquing of given truths” (South Africa. 

DBE, 2011a, p. 4). Active learning is interpreted by the Fundisa for Change Programme 

(2013) as requiring learners to engage actively with complex social and ecological concepts, 

issues and risks relating to local and global contexts. This suggests that learners should be 

given opportunities to critique and evaluate content, concepts and issues introduced to them. 

This is important as they are working with environmental content knowledge which is 

contested. Environmental concerns are often complex and contested, so learners need to 

engage critically with these issues. Teachers therefore need to develop the capacity to design 

teaching and learning interactions that encourage critical thinking and analysis of topics at 

different scales and in different contexts (Fundisa for Change, 2013, p. 11).

The reason for focusing on teaching methods in this study is to explore teaching strategies 

used by teachers to provide learners with opportunities to acquire the knowledge, 

understanding and skills required to engage effectively with environmental issues, including 

those of sustainable development. In this study methods are also considered with respect to 

whether they cater for the aims of the NCS mentioned above.

Lotz-Sisitka and Raven (2001) have stated that for learners to acquire diverse skills, active 

learning strategies should be used, that is critical thinking and involvement in real issues 

(authentic learning). This implies learning about real environmental threats and problems, 

and looking for real solutions to these challenges. In authentic environmental learning, 

teachers use local, community sources of information, community newspapers, resources, 

organisations and indigenous knowledge available in the community. Authentic learning 

helps learners to understand the interaction of environmental, social and economic processes 

and cope better with the complexity of sustainable development (Guarevitz, 2000).

Ketlhoilwe (2010) indicated that in Southern Africa, the implementation of environmental 

education demands a review of current epistemological and pedagogical practices.
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Ketlhoilwe (2003) supported the use of learner-centered, participatory and active learning 

methodologies when teaching environmental content knowledge.

According to Kostova and Atasoy (2008), successful environmental learning depends on the 

teaching and learning methods used. They argued that a combination of teaching and learning 

methods oriented towards agency, capabilities and social and structural changes are likely to 

achieve environmental education objectives. Examples of these methods are role play, active 

learning, investigation, experiential learning, group work, presentations, discussions, debates, 

field work, homework studies, demonstrations, observations and collaboration. Loubser 

(2008) emphasised that effective teaching of environmental education should move away 

from teaching and learning based solely on transmission of knowledge. He also supports 

learner-centered approaches for stimulating and maintaining learners’ interest in the 

environment. However, Uugwanga (1998) and Ketlhoilwe (2003) noted that large class sizes 

make it difficult for group work and other learner-centered activities to teach environmental 

learning effectively.

A learner-centred approach is also supported by Lotz-Sisitka, Olvitt, Gumede, and Pesanayi 

(2006) who reported on (ESD) practices and noted that learner-centred, active approaches to 

learning are strongly supported in Southern African environmental education/ESD. The 

teacher should be able to facilitate learning by stimulating learners to ask questions, think 

critically and offer creative solutions (Fundisa for Change, 2013, p. 13). Therefore, the 

successful teaching in environmental learning will depend on teachers’ chosen methods. 

CAPS is silent on this, as it does not prescribe particular instructional strategies or methods 

(South Africa. DBE, 2011a, p. 10).

Hogan (2008) highlighted the use of everyday contexts and experience for meaningful 

learning. She argued that using everyday contexts involves learners in classroom activities 

that increase learners’ confidence in solving local issues. She found that integrating local 

environmental issues successfully contributes to curriculum relevance. UNEP (2006) 

supported this by noting that the study of issues and concerns related to the environment 

should engage learners and should be relevant to their communities.

Ketlhoilwe (2003) declared that, for a conducive learning environment to be created, there 

should be more opportunities for fieldwork and projects to supplement theoretical classroom 

activities. Similar to Chi-chung Ko and Hci-kin Lee’s (2003) study in Hong Kong,
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Ketlhoilwe (2003) indicated that fieldwork is seldom done due to transport and time 

constraints.

2.7 Assessment and curriculum competencies in CAPS

Assessment is a continuous planned process of identifying, gathering and interpreting 

information on learners’ performance, using various forms of assessment (South Africa.

DBE, 2011a). According to the CAPS curriculum, assessment in Life Sciences must cater for 

a range of cognitive skills (competencies!) that have been outlined for each of the specific 

aims (South Africa. DBE, 2011a). This study focuses on how teachers use assessment 

strategies to develop curriculum and sustainability competencies. CAPS explicitly outlines 

the forms of assessment that must be used, but teachers are encouraged also to give informal 

assessment as it provides feedback to learners about their performance and informs the 

planning for teaching and informs the development of assessment. Table 2.1 below shows 

the forms of formal assessment required by CAPS for Life Sciences Grade 11 for each term 

as well as the percentages each should contribute to the total mark.

Table 2.1: Formal school-based assessment for Grade 11

Term 1 Term 2 Term 3 Term 4 final

One test One test One test One test Examination

One selected One selected One selected One project/

practical task practical task practical task assignment

Mid- year Environmental

examination Studies: fieldwork

25% 25% 25% 25% 75%

The above table is important to this research as it shows the different forms of assessment 

within which curriculum competencies can be developed. The CAPS curriculum is content- 

based but highlights that content knowledge needs to be developed in tandem with these 

competencies. These curriculum competencies emphasise low, medium and higher order 

cognitive demand (see Table 2.2) below.

1 The Life Sciences CAPS curriculum equates cognitive skills with competencies.
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Table 2.2: Weighting of cognitive demand (competencies) for the assessment of content 
in Life Sciences Grades 10, 11 and 12 (South Africa. DBE, 2011a, p. 67; South Africa. 
DBE, 2011a, p. 87)

Knowing

Science

Understanding

Science

Applying Science Evaluating, analysing and 

synthesising scientific 

knowledge

Low Order Medium Order High Order

% 40% 25% 20% 15%

Examples State Explain Predict Select

of useful Name Compare Apply Differentiate

verbs Label Rearrange Use knowledge Analyse

List Give example of Demonstrate Infer

Define Illustrate Solve Suggest a reason

Describe and Calculate Implement Discuss

others Make a

generalisation and 

others

Judge and others Categorise and others

This table is used in the thesis to explore cognitive levels development and weighting in the 

methods and assessment practices reviewed. It has been one of the suggestions of the 2013 

examiners’ report that learners should understand what is required by the different action 

verbs mentioned in the table above used in examination questions (National Diagnostic 

Report, 2013, p. 121).

The table below lists the curriculum competencies Life Sciences teachers are expected to 

develop in learners in relation to each of the specific aims. The table outlines the three 

specific aims and the skills each aim relates to curriculum competencies. The table below is 

summarised from the Life Sciences CAPS document (South Africa. DBE, 2011a)
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Table 2.3: Outline of specific aims and curriculum competencies learners are expected 
to acquire during teaching and learning

Specific Aims CURRICULUM DEFINED COMPETENCIES (CAPS)

Specific Aim 1
Content

Acquire knowledge: access information, describe concepts and 

processes, recall facts, select key ideas, build a conceptual framework

knowledge of science ideas, organise or reorganise knowledge to derive new 

meaning, write summaries, develop flow charts, diagrams and mind 

maps, recognise patterns and trends.

Apply knowledge on Life Sciences in new and unfamiliar contexts:
use information in a new way and apply knowledge to new and 

unfamiliar contexts.

Analyze, evaluate and synthesise scientific knowledge, concepts 

and ideas: Analyse information/ data, recognise relationships between 

existing knowledge and new ideas, critically evaluate scientific 

information, identify assumptions and categorise information.

Specific Aim 2
Investigating

phenomena

Follow instructions, make observations, handle equipment or 

apparatus, record data or information, measure, interpret, design/ plan 

investigations or experiments

Specific Aim 3
Appreciating and 

understanding the 

history,

importance and 

applications of 

Life Sciences in

Understanding the history and relevance of some scientific discoveries, 

the relationship between indigenous knowledge and Life Sciences and 

the value and application of Life Sciences Knowledge in the industry 

in respect of career opportunities and everyday life.

Society

According to curriculum policy, the specific aims, topics, content and range of cognitive 

skills in the subject should be used to inform the planning and development of assessments 

(South Africa. DBE, 2011a, p. 67). In this study teaching methods and assessment tasks 

designed and implemented by teachers will be analysed according to the curriculum 

competencies mentioned above. However, in order to avoid a reductionist view on these 

competencies, they will be related to an integrated and systems approach to sustainability 

competencies as elaborated in Section 2.9 below.
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2.8 A systems approach to sustainability competency

Part of the aim of this study is to investigate the relationship between CAPS Life Sciences 

competencies and sustainability competencies in the context of environmental learning.

Wiek et al. (2011) emphasised that competencies considered essential for sustainability have 

not been the focus of traditional education and therefore require special attention. They 

argued that sustainability education should enable learners to analyse and solve sustainability 

problems, to anticipate and prepare for future sustainability challenges, as well as to create 

and seize opportunities for sustainability. Because sustainability problems and challenges 

have specific characteristics, analysing and solving sustainability problems requires the 

particular set of interlinked and interdependent key competencies proposed by Wiek et al. 

(2011).

A systems approach to competency will be used as a lens for examining the development of 

Life Sciences curriculum and sustainability competencies. Life Sciences teaching and 

assessment practices will be examined with respect to how they relate to the five 

competencies for transformative processes as outlined by Wiek et al. (2011). Figure 2.1 

presents O’Donoghue’s (2011) adaptation of Wiek et al.’s model representing a series of five 

interrelated competencies as key dimensions of sustainability competency.
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Figure 2.1: Competencies for transformative learning process (O’Donoghue, 2011 
adapted from Wiek et al., 2011)

Strategic 
initiatives 

and change 
practices

Interpersonal engagement 

and communication

Analyze sustainability 

problem from a holistic 

perspective

Create intervention 

strategies to avoid 

understandable scenarios

Access a problem and its context 

comprehensively with respect to 

sustainability problem

1) Systems thinking and modelling is when a learner demonstrates the ability to analyse 

sustainability problems cutting across different domains and scales (from local to 

global). This would include describing how human activities contribute to, solve or 

mitigate sustainability problems (Wiek et al., 2011).

2) Anticipatory tracing and imagining (futures thinking) is the ability to employ future 

thinking in sustainability problem solving. For example, anticipating how a 

sustainability problem might evolve over time. It is also a pursuit of visions and the 

ability to make decisions to prevent and mitigate sustainability problems (Wiek et al., 

2011).

3) Strategic initiatives and change practices (action-oriented competence) involve the 

ability to develop and test systemic interventions, transformational actions and 

transition strategies in relation to sustainability problems. For example, they involve 

the activities that can make a sustainable vision happen. Activities include strategic
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plans of how to mitigate sustainability problems (Wiek et al., 2011). Wiek highlighted 

that “a solution always has two parts: a vision (what do we want to accomplish?) and 

a strategy (how do we get there?). Strategic competence is only about the second part” 

(A. Wiek, personal communication, July 18, 2015).

4) Interpersonal engagement and communication or collaboration is the ability to 

initiate, facilitate and support different types of collaboration, including articulating 

the roles, responsibilities and contributions of different stakeholder groups for 

effective sustainability problem solving. It includes the skills of knowing how to work 

in teams, communicate, present, and facilitate meetings as well as how to effectively 

work with different stakeholders (Wiek et al., 2011).

5) Normative reflexivity and re-imagining or values thinking competence, is the ability 

to specify, compare, apply, reconcile and negotiate sustainability values, principles, 

goals and targets, informed by concepts of justice, equity and responsibility in various 

processes including visioning, assessment and evaluation (Wiek et al., 2011). 

“Normative competence is really about values and enables students to differentiate 

and pursue sustainability values” (A. Wiek, personal communication, July 18, 2015).

According to Wiek et al. (2011) these competencies can be applied to undergraduate and/or 

graduate programmes, and even in efforts to prepare high school students for sustainability 

programmes in higher education institutions. For this study, the above five competencies 

central to a systems approach to learning will be used as a lens for reviewing the development 

of Life Sciences curriculum competencies in the context of environmental learning. This lens 

will help with a review of learners’ competence for working on solutions to real-world 

sustainability challenges. In the following chapters of this thesis, these five competencies will 

be referred to as ‘sustainability competencies’.

2.9 A competency critique

This section highlights some key axes of tension regarding the notion of competencies as they 

are interpreted and enacted in different ways and with different intentions in different 

contexts. The section draws predominantly on an international perspective on the notion of 

competencies offered by Barnett (1994) and a South African perspective on competencies 

offered by Christie (1997). These perspectives highlight the following concerns about the 

notion of competence and its application in educational contexts:

• Responsiveness and transferability of competencies in different contexts,
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Competencies promoting an instrumentalist purpose in education and lacks 

reflexivity,

• Fragmentation of knowledge through the competence approach.

These potential problems with using competencies in educational contexts are integrated into 

the discussion below which outlines the particular approach to competencies taken in this 

study.

Barnett (1994) described two approaches to competence; namely an academic approach 

which focuses on student mastery within a discipline as well as an operational approach to 

the competence concept that defines competence as skills, outcomes, transferability, and 

enterprise and credit accumulation. According to Barnett (1994), operational competencies 

refer to a broad range of higher order skills and behaviours that represent the ability to cope 

with complex, unpredictable situations. Coping with such new situations in a creative way is 

assumed to be a critical part of the concept of this notion of competence.

Barnett raises concerns about each of these approaches and proposes a third way forward that 

goes beyond competencies. However, for this study, the decision was to still use the notion of 

competencies as a conceptual framework because competency was a key driver in the 

development of the outcomes-based system (Christie, 1997) which dominated South African 

curriculum for 18 years. The outcomes-based system could be argued to fit with the elements 

of an operational competence system which, according to Barnett (1994), include a focus on 

‘know how’ (rather than ‘know that’), outcomes, experiential learning, economic survival and 

better practical effectiveness. Also, the current Life Sciences CAPS curriculum still 

highlights the importance of competencies in its reference to cognitive skills (see Section 2.7 

which explains how the CAPS curriculum equates cognitive skills with competence). This 

content-based CAPS system could be argued to fit Barnett’s (1994) conception of academic 

competencies which emphasise ‘know that’, relative strength of discipline, and better 

cognitive understanding.

One of Barnett’s (1994) concerns was the need for the development of responsiveness, 

because coping with profound societal, international and ecological change cannot be simply 

covered by the concept of standardised competencies. In his view, no standardised 

competencies can be identified that carry us forward in a changing world because while 

competencies may be stable, they become worthless in a changing world. The problem of a
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changing world is also highlighted in the South African Fundisa for Change programme 

which warns that: sustainability knowledge is “rapidly changing and developing as scientists 

strive to understand environmental issues better and come up with possible solutions and 

alternative practices” (Fundisa for Change, 2013, p. 7).

In response to the concern regarding standardised competencies, this study focusses on a 

perspective on competence developed by Haan and Seitz (2001) who defined competence as 

having knowledge and skills to enact changes in economic, ecological and social behaviour 

without such changes being merely a reaction to pre-existing problems. This means that there 

is a need for a responsive rather than a standardised approach to education. In an operational 

approach to competencies, Wiek et al. (2011) defined competencies as a “complex of 

knowledge, skills and attitudes “that enable successful task performance and problem solving 

with respect to real-world sustainability problems, challenges and opportunities” (Wiek et al., 

2011, p. 204). The sets of five competencies could be argued to be broad enough to not be 

limiting in their standardisation. Applicability in a variety of contexts could be argued to be 

an indicator that the notion of competencies is not seen in a limiting and standardising way, 

but in an expansive and responsive way.

De Haan (2006) and Wiek et al.’s (2011) definition of competence specifically involves a 

number of key competencies which accommodate the topical knowledge required for 

successful problem solving in a particular context. For this study, the assumption is that the 

problem-solving framework that underpins Wiek et al.’s conception of competencies is a 

framework that will enable responsiveness to constantly changing real-world problems and 

enable the application of acquired competencies in different contexts. Such a view of 

competencies as transferable is consistent with the view of competencies developed in South 

Africa at the time of the development of the outcomes-based approach to education. This 

view of competencies was influenced by an Australian report which described competencies 

as “the ability to apply skills to performing a task, and encompass theoretical understanding 

of the task, as well as the ability to transfer knowledge, skills and understanding to another 

context” (Christie, 1997, p. 56).

According to Barnett (1994), operational competence proclaims to represent a higher level of 

competence by introducing the idea of coping with unpredictability. He acknowledged that 

“we live in an unpredictable age, and corporate life is one of living effectively with 

continuous change” (Barnett, 1994, p. 173). Similarly, the CAPS curriculum implies a need
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for coping with unpredictability and open-endedness as necessitated in the curriculum 

principle focusing on the complex relationship between a healthy environment, human rights, 

social justice and inclusivity (South Africa. DBE, 2011a). It is this principle statement that 

ensures an environmental focus in all school subjects (Fundisa for Change, 2013) and which 

is evident in, for example, the Life Sciences content knowledge which requires learners to 

“engage actively with complex social and ecological concepts, issues and risks relating to 

local and global contexts” (Fundisa for Change, 2013. p.11).

From an environmental learning perspective, open-endedness is a significant concern as 

environmental learning needs to deal with the complex social-ecological nature of 

environment issues which requires people to deal with “uncertainty, poorly-defined situations 

conflicting, or at least diverging, norms, values, interests, and reality constructions” (Wals & 

Jickling, 2009, p. 78). From an operational perspective Wiek et al.’s (2011) sustainability 

competencies seem to cover the broad range of higher order skills and behaviours that 

represent the ability to cope with complex, unpredictable situations. South Africa’s Fundisa 

programme aims to develop learners’ capacity for understanding “social and ecological 

change processes, and therefore ... to actively conceptualise and prepare themselves for 

action, or actually engage in action-oriented learning processes” (Fundisa for Change, 2013, 

p. 11).

However, according to Barnett (1994), the notion of operational competence and its claims 

on dealing with unpredictability, views people in an instrumentalist way, that is, expecting 

learners to tackle the world by trying to cope with its challenges, but failing to reflect on 

problems in the world or form judgements on these. This is the second concern with 

competencies raised in this study.

In South Africa, the notion of outcomes-based education has been similarly critiqued by 

authors such as McKernan (1994 cited in Jansen, 1998) who pointed out the instrumentalism 

of a “means-ends” stance in education or a linear approach to education. McKernan (1994 

cited in Jansen, 1998, p. 2) presented “the mechanical repair of a bicycle tube” as an example 

of such an instrumentalist approach to working with outcomes.

Spady (1994) argued that this linearity of pre-determined outcomes discourages reflexivity. 

However, in the South African schooling context it does not appear that this is necessarily the 

curriculum intention considering that a call for reflexivity was evident as a critical outcome in
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both C2005 and in the RNCS. This same outcome has now been re-stated as one of the aims 

of the current CAPS curriculum which states that learners must be able to “use science and 

technology effectively and critically showing responsibility towards the environment and 

health of others” (South Africa. DBE, 2011a, p. 5). So, despite the critique offered above 

highlighting instrumentalist approaches to outcomes, these aims/critical outcomes illustrate 

that in the schooling system in South Africa there was, and is, an underpinning ideology that 

called for critical, creative and reflexive thinking.

The sustainability competencies model on which this study relies, do not have the same 

problem of instrumentalist outcomes nor linearity nor lack of reflexivity. According to Wiek 

et al. (2011), sustainability competence (particularly strategic competence) aims to develop 

students who will be able to design and implement systemic interventions and 

transformational actions. These interventions, operating in an unpredictable system, 

necessarily need open-ended responses and therefore particular pre-determined outcomes or 

competencies cannot be dictated. Additionally, Wiek et al.’s (ibid.) approach to sustainability 

competencies and strategic thinking requires that learners look back critically (reflexively) at 

their own ideas and practice and change them as a result of this reflection (Fundisa for 

Change, 2013, p. 14).

Another concern with the notion of competencies is the argument that curriculum 

competencies ought not to be seen in a reductionist sense (MacFarlane & Lomas, 1994). The 

problem of reductionism (or atomisation or fragmentation of competencies) is also a problem 

that has been highlighted in critiques of outcomes-based and competency-based education. 

For example, Holland (1994 in Jansen, 1999, p. 152) in a review of outcomes-based 

education at the time of South Africa’s post-Apartheid curriculum revision, raised the 

concern that outcomes-base education “overlooks the important cross-curricular and 

interdisciplinary demands encountered in learning a complex task”.

In South Africa, the problem of reductionism was clearly taken into account in C2005 where 

“integration and deriving common themes across a phase was privileged in planning” (Dada 

et al., 2009, p. 26). Yet ironically, integration became a problem as its emphasis continued in 

the RNCS. Dada et al. (ibid., p. 24) explained that the root of the problem was in “integration 

realised through theme-driven learning [which] compromised conceptual learning and 

progression within subjects”. Then the CAPS curriculum’s emphasis on addressing the issue 

of fragmentation of content through the notion of progression in its principle that calls for the
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“content and context of each grade [to show] progression from simple to complex”. This is an 

instance of a focus on ‘vertical integration’ within a subject rather than the horizontal 

integration across subjects that was the focus of C2005 and the RNCS (Dada et al., 2009).

For this study, it is assumed that the five competencies as suggested by Wiek et al. (2011) 

above also specifically guard against reductionism as they are seen as a functionally linked 

complex of knowledge, skills and attitudes. This point is highlighted when the authors 

describe competencies as “conceptually embedded sets of interlinked competencies” (Wiek et 

al., 2011, introduction, paragraph 7) that enable successful task performance and problem 

solving with respect to real-world sustainability problems, challenges and opportunities. 

Koning et al. (2005, in Wiek et al., 2009) stated that competencies are interrelated as one 

systematically leads to another. This highlights a different way of looking at integration as 

opposed to vertical and horizontal as described above. This integration of competencies can 

be said to be an integration of skills and knowledge around a particular problem. De Kraker, 

Lansu and van Dam-Mieras (2007, p. 109) also highlighted the importance of integration 

when working with the notion of competencies when they noted that “learning should focus 

on integrative competences required in professional life, and not on the acquisition of isolated 

skills and pieces of knowledge”. They emphasised that this is a different perspective on 

competencies beyond a list of competencies (ibid.). A competency defined in this way 

accommodates the topical knowledge required for successful problem solving in a particular 

context.

The above discussion highlights problems with a competency-based approach to learning 

including lack of responsiveness reflexivity, and fragmentation. However, what becomes 

evident as the pros and cons of competency frameworks in education are discussed is that 

often the problem is either in a narrow interpretation or in a difficulty with implementation 

rather than a problem inherent in competence itself. These potential problems have been 

discussed in the light of curriculum intentions and intentions of environmental learning, 

acknowledging that the competency discourse is still critical from both a formal schooling 

curriculum as well as an environmental learning perspective. These ‘warning signs’ enable a 

critical perspective on environmental learning in the school context and are borne in mind in 

the discussion of the data in this study.
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2.10 Conclusion

To fully understand the broad overview of the context within which the research has been set, 

this chapter has outlined the historicity of environmental education across national 

curriculum changes and challenges in South Africa. The chapter emphasised teaching and 

assessment practices specifically relating to environmental learning processes of the Life 

Sciences curriculum. It also explored competency in a sustainability context, by elaborating 

on the five key sustainability competencies described by Wiek et al. (2011). The study also 

finally considered the concerns made by other authors around the notion of competence in 

education. The chapter that follows discusses the methodology that was employed in the 

research.
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CHAPTER 3: RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

3.1 Introduction

This chapter describes the research process and activities that were used to investigate the 

research question of how teachers implement teaching and assessment practices in 

developing Life Sciences curricula and sustainability competencies. It starts by explaining the 

research orientation in relation to the purpose of the research and then describes and justifies 

the use of case studies for this research. It also describes the choice of participants for the 

study and the process of generating data (questionnaire, document research, lesson 

observation and semi-structured interviews) and relates each of these to the research question 

and goals. Additionally, the chapter explains how data were analysed and discusses issues of 

validity and reliability, ethics and limitations of the study.

3.2.1 Research orientation

This study is influenced by an interpretive paradigm, because knowledge is constructed not 

only by observable phenomena but also by descriptions of people’s meaning-making and 

self-understanding (Henning, 2004). According to Neuman (1997), an interpretive approach 

is defined as the systematic analysis of socially meaningful action through direct settings in 

order to arrive at understandings and interpretations of how people create and maintain their 

social worlds. In this case, the socially meaningful action was teachers’ teaching and 

assessment of curriculum competencies when working with environmental content in the Life 

Sciences curriculum.

Interpretive orientations allow for an opportunity to understand the situation of the 

phenomena being studied by learning through the process of interaction (Cohen & Manion, 

1994, p. 37). This is appropriate for this study where the aim was to understand the teachers’ 

experiences by interacting with them and listening to what they said. The study was designed 

to provide rich insights and understanding of the teachers’ practices regarding the mediation 

and assessment of environmental content knowledge in Life Sciences in relation to the 

development of the CAPS curriculum and sustainability competencies.

3.2.2 Case study approach

A case study approach enables the collection of information that is specific to the particular 

case (Stake, 1995). It is useful in seeking to understand complex social phenomena, while
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allowing an investigation to retain the holistic and meaningful characteristics of real-life 

events. I chose the case study approach because case studies are used to observe effects in 

real contexts (Cohen et al., 2007), and in this instance the real context was the schools.

The study is based on four case studies of four Grade 11 Life Sciences teachers who were 

selected to provide rich insights and understanding of the CAPS Life Sciences environmental 

content knowledge. The case study enables the collection of information that is specific to the 

particular case and the idea of each case is to understand that particular case under study 

(Stake, 1995). Patton (1990) observes that case studies become particularly useful where one 

needs to understand a particular person’s or group of people’s problem, in great depth.

This case study approach helped me to get close enough to the participants (teachers and 

learners) and the context (schools) to personally understand in depth the details of what was 

happening and to capture what actually took place. The findings of this study will not be used 

to generalise how Life Sciences teachers mediate environmental content knowledge. 

However, it may be useful for deepening insights into potential challenges and opportunities 

for teaching and assessment amongst teachers as well as educators wanting to improve the 

quality of environmental education in the Life Sciences in schools.

3.3 Participants and site

The study was conducted in a rural town in the KwaZulu-Natal Midlands area, South Africa 

There are five schools in this town’s circuit that offer Life Sciences in Grades 10-12. Four of 

these schools, with one participant from each school, participated in the study. Participating 

schools were selected according to their performances in Life Sciences: two from well

performing schools and two from underperforming schools. Three of these schools were farm 

schools and the fourth was an ex-model C school. Therefore, this was purposive sampling 

which means that “participants are selected because of some defining characteristics that 

make them holders of the data needed for the study” (Marre, 2007, p. 79). In this study, the 

defining characteristic was the learners’ performance in Life Sciences. This type of sampling 

made it possible to build up a sample that was specific to the study (Cohen et al., 2007).

3.4 Data generation process

The methods used to generate data included questionnaires, document analysis, lesson 

observations and semi-structured interviews. Each of these is discussed in detail below.
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3.4.1 Questionnaire

A structured questionnaire (see Appendix 1) was used at each school -  one per teacher. This 

was an open-ended questionnaire which invited personal comments from teachers. Patton 

(2002) explained that written responses to questionnaires take the form of documents that 

require examination. Questionnaires can have both open-ended and closed questions with 

predetermined response categories. The questionnaire sought information about the school 

and teacher context, the availability of teaching resources, teacher learner ratio, infrastructure 

(electricity, classrooms), human resources, the school quintile, social factors, teaching 

experience, methods and assessment. All four teachers completed the questionnaire which 

was collected and analysed towards achieving Goal 1 of the research: To investigate the 

contextual factors influencing classroom teaching and assessment practices.

3.4.2 Lesson observations

After administration of the questionnaires, lesson observations were conducted to seek insight 

into the challenges and realities of the classroom situation. Stake (1995) indicated that using 

observations helps to increase understanding of the case being studied. Croll (1986) stated 

that an observation is an attempt to describe first-hand direct experience and thus enables the 

generation of detailed descriptions of the setting, the activities, interactions and participants’ 

experiences. Morrison (as cited in Cohen et al., 2007, p. 397) stated that observations enable 

the researcher to gather data on:

•  the physical setting (e.g. the physical environment and its organisation);

•  the human setting (e.g. the organisation of the people, and the characteristics and 

make-up of the groups or individuals being observed, for instance, gender, class);

•  the interactional setting (e.g. the interactions that are taking place, formal, informal, 

planned, unplanned, verbal etc.); and

•  the programme setting (e.g. the resources and their organisation, pedagogic styles, 

curricula and their organisation).

According to Cohen et al. (2007, p. 396), the distinctive feature of observation as a research 

process is that it “offers an investigator the opportunity to gather ‘live’ data from naturally 

occurring social settings”. They further stated that “the researcher can look directly at what is 

taking place in situ rather than relying on second-hand accounts” (p. 396).

The weakness of observation as a method, highlighted by Simpson and Tuson (2003), is that 

observation is susceptible to various factors. One of these is bias, which might occur either
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because the observer records what he or she thought occurred rather than what actually took 

place, or because of the observer’s lack of attention to significant events. To address this 

weakness, lessons were videoed and photographs were taken in order to give the researcher 

and the Life Sciences teacher a chance to view a lesson afterwards to clarify matters that 

arose during the lesson presentation. Photographs referred to in the study are presented as a 

series of ‘plates’ in Chapter 4 of this thesis.

Seven lessons were observed from four schools. The plan was to observe eight lessons in 

total, two from each of four schools; but due to challenges with one school, the second lesson 

was not observed. Of the seven lessons observed, two were not analysed as, despite my 

request to teachers to observe lessons with an environmental focus, the lessons to which I was 

invited did not focus on human-environment relationships (the essence of environmental 

learning). These lessons thus fell outside of the scope of this study. The five remaining 

lessons were transcribed for analysis (see Appendix 2 for an example of one of these 

transcripts).

One of the lessons observed needed to be translated from isiZulu into English. Polkinghorne 

(2005) cautions that meaning may be distorted when gathered data are translated from one 

language to another. As an isiZulu speaker, I was able to do the translation myself to English.

The lesson observations enabled the generation of detailed descriptions of the classroom 

setting, teaching methods used, the lesson activities, types of assessment, teaching and 

learning materials used to present environmental content knowledge, and teacher interactions 

with the learners. The duration for the lessons were an hour each. As a non-participant 

observer, I took a seat at the back of the classroom and did not say anything during the 

lessons.

3.4.3 Stimulated recall interviews

After the lesson observations, video-stimulated interviews were conducted based on the 

lessons presented. Interviews were structured in order to generate data to address Goal 1: To 

investigate the local contextual factors influencing classroom teaching and assessment 

practices; Goal 2: To investigate curriculum planning, teaching and assessment practices; and 

Goal 3: To investigate the development and emergence of curriculum competency in informal 

and formal assessment in environmental learning. The aim was to provide an opportunity to 

maintain a real-life context. This type of interview was used because it favoured a ‘stop and
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remember’ rather than a ‘talk you through it’ approach. This provided an opportunity for 

both researcher and the teacher to reflect on the lesson presented. Yinger (1986) noted that 

the result of this opportunity for reflection in stimulated recall interviews is that the subjects 

report what they are currently thinking and take the opportunity to elaborate the reasons for 

their interpretation of the video recording. According to Cohen et al. (2007), an interview is a 

flexible tool for generating data. Kvale (1996, cited in Cohen et al., 2007) viewed an 

interview as a tool that recognises people as resources of knowledge generation through 

exchange of ideas on topics of mutual interest and conversation.

Stimulated recall interviews were conducted to create opportunities for teachers to provide in

depth information. Three educators were interviewed; each had one interview except for one 

teacher who had two interviews.

There were four interviews in total and these were tape recorded. During the interview, I 

played the videoed lesson and watched it together with the teacher of that lesson. The video 

was paused intermittently to allow discussion. The questions were focused on lesson 

intentionality, teaching methods, as well as curriculum competencies that emerged in 

response to certain mediation and assessment strategies implemented by the teacher.

Interviews were audio recorded and transcribed. Three teachers were second language 

English speakers (two teachers’ first language being isiZulu, the other, Shona) and for data 

authenticity, grammar or English used in the lesson transcription and presentation of quotes 

in the thesis was not corrected (see Appendix 3 as an example of a transcribed interview).

3.4.4 Documentary evidence

Documents are primary sources that are useful in qualitative research because of the nature of 

the data they contain (Yin, 2011). According to Cohen and Manion (2004), primary sources 

are original objects that are related directly to the events being investigated. This method was 

used to read and analyse documents giving insights into teachers’ teaching methods and 

assessment practices. The documents that were analysed were:

•  Five lesson plans, which provided teachers’ implicit and explicit intentionality in 

relation to curriculum and sustainability competencies, teaching methods used, as well 

as the teaching interactions (see Appendices 4.1 to 4.5).
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•  Seven assessment tasks (four informal and three formal), which provided evidence of 

the development of curriculum and sustainability competencies. These assessment 

tasks provided the evidence of assessment practices used and the types of questions 

used (see Appendices 5.1, 5.3, 5.5, 5.7 and 5.9).

•  Six samples of learners’ work, per task which provided evidence of learners’ 

development of curriculum and sustainability competencies (see Appendices 5.2, 5.4, 

5.6, 5.8, 5.10, 5.12 and 5.14 as examples).

3.4.5 Additional questionnaire

One informal interview was replaced by a questionnaire after several attempts were made to 

contact the teacher through the use of a telephone. His school is an Agricultural College. 

Every year towards the end of third term, they offer farming courses to Grade 11 learners. He 

was so busy that he did not have time for the interview. The questions were hand delivered to 

his school and collected once completed. This questionnaire is included in Appendix 6.

3.4.6 Summary of data generation methods

Table 3.1 below summarises the data generation methods discussed above together with their 

reference labels as used in Chapter 4.
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Table 3.1: Summary of data generation methods

Method With whom Reference label Appendix
Questionnaires 
(contextual profile)

4 teacher profiles in total, 1 
from each teacher

[School initials] 
TP 1- 4

Appendix 1

Lesson observations 5 lesson observations in total, 
1 each from 3 teachers and 2 
from 1 teacher

[school initials] 
observ.1-2

Appendix 2

Stimulated recall 
interview transcript

4 interviews in total, 1 
interview with 2 teachers and 
2 with 1 teacher

[school initials] 
interv. 1-2

Appendix 3

Documents analysed 
(a) Lesson plans

5 lesson plans, 1 each for 3 
teachers and two for 1 
teacher

[school initials] 
LP1-5

Appendix 4

(b) Assessment 
tasks

7 assessment tasks, 1 each 
from 2 teachers, 2 
from 1 teacher and 3 from the 
other teacher

[school initials] 
AT1-2

Appendices 
5.1, 5.3, 5.5, 
5.7, 5.9, 5.11. 
5.13

(c) Learners’ 
work

6 learners’ work per 
assessment task. 30 samples 
in total

[school initials] 
LW1-2

Appendices 
5.2, 5.4, 5.6, 
5.8, 5.10, 5.12, 
5.14

Additional
questionnaire

1 interview replaced by an 
additional questionnaire from 
1 teacher

TONIC1 Appendix 6

All the data generation methods described above were included in the data analysis as 

described below.

3.5 Data analysis

According to Gay, Mills and Airasian (2006), data analysis is the process of making sense 

and finding meaning in the data, interpreting what has been seen and what has been said. 

Qualitative analysis is a relatively systematic process of coding, categorising and interpreting 

data to provide explanations of a single phenomenon of interest. According to Stake (1995), 

data analysis is the process the researcher engages in, in order to make visible information 

that is hidden in data, and to convert it to beneficial and meaningful information. Data 

analysis is a process of working with data to demonstrate the meaning of written or visual 

sources by systematically allocating their content to pre-determined, detailed categories and 

interpreting their outcomes (Payne & Payne, 2004).

Data analysis in this study took place in four phases in response to the four goals of the study 

as outlined in Section 1.2.
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• Phase 1 responded to Goal 1 of the study which was to: Investigate the contextual 

factors that influence classroom teaching and assessment practices.

• Phase 2 responded to Goal 2 of the study which was to: Investigate curriculum 

planning, teaching and assessment practices.

• Phase 3 responded to Goal 3 of the study which was to: Investigate the development 

and emergence of curriculum competency in informal and formal assessment in 

environmental learning.

• Phase 4 responded to Goal 4 of the study which was to: Investigate the emergence of 

an integrated approach to developing sustainability competencies in environmental 

learning processes.

Data was organised into four different analytical memos as part of the analytic process:

• Analytic Memo 1: Contextual analysis;

• Analytical Memo 2.1: Curriculum planning and assessment practices,

• Analytical Memo 2.2: Teaching methods and lesson activities;

• Analytical Memo 3: Cognitive skills and cognitive levels in Informal and formal 

assessment tasks; and

• Analytical Memo 4: Emergence of five sustainability competencies.

3.5.1 Phase 1 data analysis: Contextual profiling

The Phase 1 data analysis in this study entailed analysis of the contextual profiling 

questionnaires (see Analytical memo 1 -  Appendix 8.1). This analysis was descriptive in its 

presentation of the social-ecological context of the school, community, teacher educational 

positions and practices. The intention was to establish contextual factors that influence the 

classroom teaching and assessment practices (Goal 1). Data generated through contextual 

profiles was analysed by categorizing issues. The following contextual aspects were captured 

in the memo: Demographic, social factors, structural factors and teacher qualifications.

3.5.2 Phase 2 data analysis: Curriculum planning, teaching and assessment

In this phase, lessons and stimulated interviews were summarised and categorised according 

to curriculum and teacher intentionality, topics, assessment planned and resources used 

(Analytical memo 2.1 - Appendix 8.2. Analytic Memo 2.1 was addressing part of Goal 2. 

Additionally, the data generated through lesson observations and stimulated recall interviews 

were transcribed, coded and categorised according to teaching methods and assessment 

practices used during teaching and learning (Analytical memo 2.2 - Appendix 8.3). Analytic
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Memo 2.2 further addressed Goal 2. Direct quotations from teachers were transferred into the 

memos to enable their ideas to emerge in this study.

3.5.3 Phase 3 data analysis: Curriculum competencies

In this phase assessment tasks and learners’ work were analysed to explore the emergence of 

curriculum competencies in informal and formal tasks.

Completed assessment tasks from all five observed lessons were analysed and categorised for 

evidence of the emergence of cognitive skills and cognitive levels (low, medium and high 

order questions as discussed (see Table 2.2) as well as learner performance at each level. This 

analysis is presented in table form for each teacher in Chapter 4 to address Goal 3 

There were four informal assessment tasks and three formal assessment tasks.

One of the three formal tasks was analysed differently as it did not have a rubric showing 

how marks were allocated. Analysis of assessment tasks thus took place in four groups as 

described below.

1) For two of the three formal tasks, learners were given marks by the teacher and these 

were recorded for their year mark. Analysis of these tasks was done in two parts. Part 

1 was an analysis of the actual task set by the teacher according to the cognitive skills 

for the different specific aims as outlined in the CAPS curriculum, as well as the 

cognitive level of each of these skills. The cognitive level was determined by the 

distinction between low, medium and high order cognitive levels as outlined in the 

Senior Phase Natural Science CAPS document (South Africa. DBE. 2011b. p. 87).

Part 2 was an analysis of the six examples of learners’ work associated with each of 

these tasks. These examples were chosen according to learner performance in terms of 

marks attained in the tasks given. The first two examples were those graded at the 

highest level, the second two examples were graded at a medium level and the last 

two were the learners’ work graded at the lowest level. Each example of learners’ 

work was analysed according to the marks given by the teacher for the separate parts 

or specific questions. To help categorise learners’ achievements, the marks for each 

section were converted into a percentage. Percentages given were analysed according 

to seven levels of achievement ranging from 1 to 7 as prescribed in the National 

Protocol for Assessment (South Africa. DBE. 2011c, p. 14). In this study percentages 

from 60% to 100% were categorised in the range of level 5 to 7. Percentages from
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30% to 59% were categorised in the range of level 2 to 4. Percentages from 0 to 29% 

were categorised as level 1.

2) In the third formal task, an analysis was done according to the cognitive levels and 

cognitive skills that emerged in the learners’ responses.

3) In two of the four informal tasks, learners were given marks by the teacher and these 

were used informatively (not counted for year marks). These were analysed in the 

same way as the formal tasks as described above.

4) For the other two informal tasks, learners were not given marks but verbal feedback 

on oral presentations. These tasks were analysed in two parts. The first part (the actual 

task) was analysed in the same way as the formal tasks as described above. Because 

these tasks were not allocated marks, the Part 2 analysis was simply descriptive of the 

learners’ responses

3.5.4 Phase 4 data analysis: Sustainability competencies

This analysis phase was aimed towards achieving Goal 4 by investigating the representation 

of sustainability competencies across the learning activities. The key features for each of 

Wiek et al.’s sustainability competencies were drawn on from Chapter 2 (see Section 2.11). 

The analysis examined the particular teaching and assessment practices used by the teachers 

and explored to what extent the environmental learning reflected an integrated approach to 

sustainability competencies as outlined by Wiek et al. (2011). The analysis at this phase was 

a second level analysis of analytical memos 2.1, 2.2 and 3 and was captured in Analytical 

Memo 4 (Appendix 8.5).

The analysis focused on the development of skills relevant to sustainability competencies, 

such as ability to analyse given situations and phenomena (which was linked to systems 

thinking and modeling); to critically evaluate the future impact of such a phenomenon or 

situation (which was linked to anticipatory tracing and imagining); to recognise contextual 

factors that exist and lead to such a situation or phenomena (for example, human behaviour 

and its impact on the environment linked to systems thinking) and critically think how to 

overcome them (normative reflexivity and re-imagining). Further analysis of interpersonal 

communication and the use and application of knowledge in a new context, examined how 

learners used knowledge gained to address local or global situations/environmental problems, 

and avoid future occurrences of such situations (strategic initiatives and changes practices).
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3.6 Validity and trustworthiness

A variety of methods was used to generate data in order to strengthen the validity of the 

findings. Methodological triangulation (Cohen et al., 2007) was used to reduce the 

weaknesses and partiality of using only one method of data generation. To ensure validity 

and trustworthiness in the study, four methods of data collection were used: questionnaires, 

lesson observations, stimulated recall interviews and document analysis. Patton (2002) 

advocates the use of triangulation by stating that triangulation strengthens a study by 

combining methods. The questionnaire was used to generate data on contextual analysis and 

teacher profile. Lesson observations, stimulated recall interviews and CAPS document 

analysis as well as lesson plans were used to generate data on curriculum planning, teaching 

methods and assessment practices. Assessment tasks and learners’ work were used to analyse 

the emergence and development of curriculum and sustainability competencies.

For reflecting on validity and trustworthiness in this study, I also considered interpretive 

validity and descriptive validity. According to Maxwell (1992, p. 288), interpretive validity 

can be described as “appropriate primarily because this aspect of understanding is most 

central to interpretive research, which seeks to comprehend phenomena as the interpretation 

of interviews relied as much as possible on the participants’ own words and concepts 

(interpretive data). The information which I reported in Chapter 4 was as true to the intended 

meanings of the teachers as possible to ensure that I understood the teachers’ perspectives on 

the lessons they were conducting. A video recorder and field notes were used to capture the 

data and reflect on what had been interpreted. The videoed lessons were analysed with the 

participants using stimulated recall interviews in order to strengthen the validity of the claims 

made. This provided the opportunity to share my interpretations with teachers in order to 

validate these interpretations. A thick description, necessary for accurate explanation and 

interpretation of events, has been provided (see Chapter 4) to add to the trustworthiness of the 

study.

It was never my intention to ‘prove’ a particular perspective or manipulate the data to arrive 

at predisposed truths (Patton, 1990). What I did was try to understand the world as it is, to be 

true to complexities and multiple perspectives as they emerged. To represent the original 

data, I used direct quotations from teachers as a way of providing depth.
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3.7 Ethics

I visited the schools personally first to speak to the principals and the Grade 11 Life Sciences 

teachers to ask for permission to work with them in the study. Informed consent forms were 

issued to participating schools (see Appendix 7a). The informed consent forms had the 

following information (guided by Leedy and Omrod, 2005): a brief description of the purpose 

of the study, statement of voluntary participation, guarantee that all responses would remain 

confidential and anonymous, place for participants to sign and date the letter indicating 

agreement to participate, researcher’s name and supervisor’s name and how they could be 

contacted. The request to conduct research was further sought from the Department of Basic 

Education (KwaZulu-Natal Head Office) (see Appendix 7b). According to Diener (1978, 

cited in Cohen et al., 2007), informed consent is the procedure by which individuals choose 

whether to participate in an investigation after being informed of the facts that are likely to 

influence their decisions. Anonymity was ensured by giving codes for school names as well 

as by hiding faces of participants and blocking the school name on assessment tasks.

Drawing on Bassey (1999), I discussed with participants their option to withdraw from the 

study at any time if they so desired.

I was the ward leader for the Life Sciences cluster from which the participants were drawn, 

but my role did not make participants feel pressured to participate in the study. In our cluster, 

we work as a team and contribute to each other’s development as we discuss our common 

teaching and learning challenges. I ensured that my colleagues benefitted from experiences I 

was exposed to, for example, I shared the knowledge of teaching methods and resources I 

received from Fundisa for Change workshops.

3.8 Limitations of this study

As explained in Section 3.4.3 above, seven lessons were observed, but two were lessons 

which were not related to human interaction with the environment. This meant they could not 

be used as data because sustainability competences are only applicable when considering 

problem-solving in the context of socio-ecological challenges.

3.9 Conclusion

This chapter has described the research methodology used in the study. The research 

approach or design was explained by describing in detail the sample size, the data generation
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process and the four analytic phases used to achieve the goals of the study. Phase 1 

considered the socio-ecological context of the school and teacher practices; Phase 2 

considered curriculum planning, teaching and assessment practices used in the environmental 

learning; Phase 3 focused on the development and emergence of curriculum competency in 

informal and formal environmental learning categorised as low, medium and high order 

questions; and Phase 4 examined the emergence of an integrated approach to developing 

sustainability competencies in environmental learning.

The chapter also discussed how issues of validity and trustworthiness were addressed in the 

study through the use of triangulation and interpretive and descriptive validity. Finally, the 

chapter outlined how ethical questions regarding respect for persons and were addressed. The 

following chapter presents the data generated by the various research processes outlined in 

this chapter.
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CHAPTER 4: PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF DATA

4.1 Introduction

This chapter presents data which describes the lessons implemented by the four teachers in 

KwaZulu-Natal in the Midlands area, as well as the specific context in which those lessons 

were presented. In this chapter the context and the practices of the four teachers are each 

discussed in four sections. The first section for each teacher presents a contextual analysis 

which was drawn from the questionnaires and synthesised in Analytical Memo 1. This data 

contributes to addressing Goal 1 of the study: To investigate the local contextual factors 

influencing classroom teaching and assessment practices.

The second section for each teacher details the lesson plans through describing curriculum, 

teacher intentions, lesson activities and teaching methods. This data was generated from 

lesson plans, lesson observations, interviews and extracts from the Life Sciences CAPS 

document and synthesised in Analytical Memo 2.1. The investigation of the teaching methods 

used by teachers in the development of Life Sciences curriculum and sustainability 

competencies in environmental learning is synthesised in Analytical Memo 2.2. This section 

addressed Goal 2: To investigate the curriculum planning, teaching and assessment practices.

Data describing assessment practices is presented in the third section for each teacher. This 

data was generated from informal and formal assessment tasks and synthesised under 

Analytical Memo 3. This section was aimed at addressing Goal 3 of the study: To investigate 

the development and emergence of curriculum competency in informal and formal 

assessment in environmental learning.

The fourth section for each teacher highlights the emergence of sustainability competencies 

from teaching and assessment practices. These sections are aimed at addressing Goal 4: To 

investigate the emergence of an integrated approach to developing sustainability 

competencies in environmental learning processes.

4.2 ZOK school

The data used in this section comes from the ZOK school and teacher profile (ZOKTP), the 

observation of one lesson conducted in this school (ZOKobserv.1), the one stimulated
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interview with the teacher after the lesson (ZOKint.1), the lesson plan (ZOKLP1), an 

informal assessment task (ZOKAT1) and work from six learners (ZOKLW1).

4.2.1 School context and teacher profile

This school is a farm school and it is a no-fee school. It has an enrolment of 480 learners with 

14 teachers thus giving a teacher learner ratio of 1:40. It is a combined school starting from 

Grade R (5-year-old child) to Grade 12. The learners’ home language is isiZulu and the 

medium of instruction from Grade 4 to 12 is English. The school community is faced with 

social concerns such as unemployment, illiterate parents and lack of parental support for 

learners. The teacher reported that the school had no laboratory, and that they experienced 

shortages of textbooks and furniture (extracted from ZOKTP). She explained that,

Especially in my school we do not have resources, we do not have money and  we have 

many learners. So to do practical activities that ju s t becomes a problem. 

(ZOKinterv.1// 64-65)

The teacher is qualified and specialised to teach Life Sciences. She has a Senior Teachers’ 

Diploma and has taught Life Sciences for 15 years. In terms of teacher professional 

development, she attended a CAPS workshop which was organised by the KwaZulu-Natal 

Department of Education. She found this useful in terms of assessment and methods. She also 

reported that she had attended a Fundisa for Change workshop organised in the Midlands area 

and that she gets support from other Life Sciences teachers. She said:

As I was saying environmental content is new to me but through working with other 

Life Sciences teachers and  through the help o f  my subject adviser and  also through 

the [Fundisa] workshop that I attended at Treverton College, I know that there are 

more methods that you  can use in this environmental study lessons. (ZOKinterv. 

1//124-127)

4.2.2 Lesson detail

This section presents the details of one lesson (including curriculum, planning and 

implementation) that focused on human relations with the environment, namely population 

ecology (see Appendix 4.1). There were 35 learners in the class and the duration of the lesson 

was an hour covering the lesson presentation and class activity.
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4.2.2.1 Curriculum links and teacher intention

The focus of this lesson was estimating population size which falls within the Life Sciences 

Knowledge Strand 3 (Environmental Studies). With this topic, the CAPS curriculum intends 

“learners to become more informed and more sensitive to environmental issues and to modify 

their behaviour to lessen their impact on the environment” (South Africa. DBE, 2011a, p. 49). 

Population ecology was the main topic with the mark-recapture technique as one of the sub

topics. The teacher’s aim for the lesson was twofold: firstly, it was to make learners aware of 

the impact of human population growth size on the environment. Secondly, the aim was to 

enable learners to develop investigations skills, namely follow instructions, make estimations, 

perform simple calculations and apply knowledge of theory to practical situations (see 

Appendix 4.1). This is evidenced by the following comment from the teacher:

M ost o f  my learners are not doing Mathematics. They are doing M athematical 

Literacy. A lso they are struggling in M athematical Literacy. So the problem  is 

calculation, application and  interpretation. So with this lesson I wanted to address 

these three because I  know and have noticed that my learners are struggling on these 

competencies. (ZOKinterv. 1 // 16-20)

4.2.2.2 Description of activities

Activity 1: The teacher explained ways of determining population size, illustrated the

mark-recapture technique and the four factors that influence population size: 

natality, mortality, immigration and emigration (see PLATE 1, Photograph 1). 

Activity 2: The teacher gave learners an activity to simulate the mark-recapture technique 

using beans (see PLATE 1, Photograph 2).

Activity 3: The teacher wrote a question relating the increase in population to environmental 

impact on the board for discussion.

Activity 4: Informal assessment: Learners did an activity on mark-recapture from their

textbooks and completed as homework (see PLATE 1, Photograph 3). Photograph 

4 shows a learner’s response to the activity.

These activities mostly addressed the second objective of the lesson of performing simple 

calculations and making estimations rather than the first objective of making learners more 

aware of human population growth size on the environment.
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PLATE 1: ZOK School
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Photograph 4: L earner’s w ork on mark- 
recapture technique

4.2.2.3 Teaching methods

Teaching method 1: Question and answer

The teacher explained the content using the question and answer method. It was mostly used 

as a strategy to assess learners’ understanding and prior knowledge. The teacher did a class 

activity orally with the learners as an example to show how a population is calculated using
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the mark-recapture formula. The following questions were asked to involve learners in the 

class activity:

Teacher: Put your beans together right, and  then let us do our practical. What is our 
aim in this? We are estimating the number o f  beans by using which method? 
Learners: Estimate number o f  beans, using mark-recapture technique 
Teacher: You took a handful beans and  p u t them back, then now fo r  the f ir s t time you  
were not supposed to close your eyes, but fo r  the second time now you  need to close 
your eyes, why?
Learner: So that I  w ill not take the m arked beans only.
Teacher: What impact w ould an increase in population w ould have on the 
environment?
Learner: I f  the population increases, there w ill be shortage o f  houses, water, fresh  air 
and food.
(ZOKobserv.1//269-539)

Teaching method 2: Using definitions and giving summaries
The teacher provided definitions of concepts to introduce and develop concepts in lessons. 

For example, for factors influencing population size, words such as natality, mortality, 

immigration and emigration were defined. Summaries of content knowledge were written on 

charts for learners to write in their exercise books.

Teaching method 3: Using simulation

The teacher wanted learners to determine the size of a population by simulating the mark- 

recapture technique. Learners were divided into groups. Each group was given a packet of 

dried white kidney beans, a plastic bag and a permanent ink marker. Each bean represented 

an individual in an animal population. Learners took a handful of beans out of the plastic, 

counted them and marked each one with an X using the marker pen. They recorded the data 

in a table. The marked beans were put back into the plastic bag and mixed with the rest of the 

beans. After mixing, a second handful of the mixed beans was taken out from the bag. These 

were counted as well the number of marked beans in this sample. The total number of 

organisms in a population was estimated using a given formula.

The activity was repeated four times to find the average estimate of the number of beans. The 

Life Sciences CAPS document encourages teachers to simulate the mark-recapture technique 

in order to explain the process of mark-recapture (South Africa. DBE, 2011b p.49).
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In this case, no formal assessment was conducted; only the informal task that was conducted 

was analysed. Table 4.1 below represents the analysis of the informal assessment task 

(ZOKAT 1, Appendix 5.1) and associated learners’ work (ZOKLW 1 Appendix 5.2). Table

4.1 shows the variety of questions and their cognitive level of curriculum competency. The 

questions ranged from low order to high order. In analysing this assessment task, competence 

was categorised according to different cognitive levels as stated in the CAPS curriculum.

Low order questions included questions that assess content knowledge, medium order 

questions assess understanding of science and application of scientific knowledge, and high 

order questions assess evaluation, analysing and synthesising of scientific knowledge (South 

Africa. DBE, 2011b).

4.2.3 Emergence of curriculum competencies

Table 4.1: Analysis of curriculum competencies and learner achievement in the ZOK 
informal assessment task

Cognitive
assessment

Challenges/
task

Analysis of learners’ 
work

Extract Cognitive
skill

Cognitive
level

No. of learners

(Level)
5-7

(Level)
2-4

(Level)
1

1.1 Estimate the total 
number of grasshoppers in 
the field. Show all working.

Calculate Medium 6

1.2 Suggest two reasons for 
why the estimated size of 
the population may differ 
from the real population 
size

Suggest a 
reason

High 4 1 1

1.3 State two ways in which 
the reliability of this method 
can be improved?

Discuss High 6

2.1 Estimate the population 
sizes of species B. Show all 
working

Estimate Medium 6

2.2 Estimate the total 
number of moths in the 
area. Show all working.

Estimate Medium 6

2.3 Suggest why there is a 
difference in number 
between species A and B.

Suggest a 
reason

High 1 5

2.4 Why did the student 
mark the moths on the 
undersurface of the 
animals?

Suggest a 
reason

High 6
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It is noticeable in the table above that the questions focused on medium and higher order 

cognitive levels with three medium order and four higher order questions. From the table 

above one can deduce that learners were weakest with the questions that needed deeper 

reasoning and application of knowledge. This is seen particularly in questions 2.3 (one 

learner correctly answered the question) and 2.4 (all learners incorrectly answered the 

question) and partly in questions 1.2 and 1.3. That affirmed what the teacher said in the 

interview when asked about the curriculum competencies of her learners. She said:

Basically they [learners] are good  at competencies where one w ord is needed. Once 

you say explain, they struggle to support the statement to say why are you  saying that 

... but why are you  doing that becomes difficult. (ZOKinterv.1//40-42)

4.2.4 Emergence of key sustainability competencies

Section 2.9 defines competence as a functionally linked complex of knowledge, skills and 

attitudes that enable successful task performance and problem solving with respect to real 

world sustainability problems, challenges and opportunities (Wiek et al., 2011). The section 

below describes the key sustainability competencies that emerged from the lesson according 

to the five sustainability competencies identified by Wiek et al. (ibid).

Systems thinking

Systems thinking was strongly evident in this lesson as seen from the focus on:

• System dynamics when the teacher explained the factors influencing population 

size (natality, mortality, immigration, emigration and migration). 

(ZOKobserv.1//84-87)

• Quantitative modelling where learners used a given formula to estimate the size of 

a bean population -  this supported the development of systems thinking 

competence.

In the calculations, all learners demonstrated competence for quantitative modelling (Table 

4.1, Q1.1, 2.1, 2.2). However, five of six learners were not able to answer the interpretive 

question (2.3) and no learners could answer the critical thinking question on the mark- 

recapture methodology.

Anticipatory competence

During the lesson the teacher asked learners to explain the impact of an increase of 

population on the environment (ZOKobserv.1//531-533). Learners anticipated that if the
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population increased, there would be a shortage of houses, water, clean air and food 

(ZOKobserv.1//534).

Noticeable with respect to these competencies was that there was no integration between 

systems thinking and anticipatory competence. Learners were asked to anticipate a human- 

environment relationship based on tacit knowledge, while the systems thinking knowledge of 

population dynamics and quantitative modelling built during the lesson was not helpful in 

providing the specific systems perspective needed for understanding human-environment 

relationships.

4.3 DBL school

The data used in this section comes from DBL school and the teacher profile (DBLTP), the 

observation of one lesson conducted by this teacher (DBLobserv.1), the stimulated interview 

with the teacher after the lesson (DBLinterv.1), the lesson plan (DBLLP1), formal assessment 

task (DBLAT1) and learners’ work (DBLLW1).

4.3.1 School context and teacher profile

The school is a farm school and it is also a no-fee paying school. It has an enrolment of 297 

learners with 13 teachers. It is a combined school starting from Grade R (5-year-old children) 

to Grade 12 (final year, 18-year-olds). The learners’ home language is isiZulu and although 

the medium of instruction from Grade 4 to 12 is English, the teacher presented her lesson in 

isiZulu. Only the scientific concepts and notes were written in English. When the teacher was 

asked in the interview the reason for using isiZulu in her lesson, she responded by saying that 

learners:

... are growing up into is isiZulu. So it is important fo r  me that when teaching I  have 

to code switch to isiZulu so that they w ill understand the concepts better. (DBLinterv. 

1// 22-23)

The school had a library although it did not have enough teaching and learning support 

materials. There were no laboratories but the school had an adequate water supply and 

electricity. The teacher’s highest qualification was a Bachelor of Education (Honours) and 

she had taught Life Sciences for five years. In terms of teacher professional development, she 

had attended a CAPS workshop which was organised by the KwaZulu-Natal Department of 

Education subject advisor. She said she had found it ‘a bit’ useful and insightful. She 

mentioned that the methods that she frequently used in her teaching are a textbook approach,
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question and answer, and learner-to-learner approach. A challenge she highlighted with the 

teaching of environmental content knowledge was the lack of teaching and learning support 

materials. She further mentioned that she sometimes uses a DVD if she happens to find one 

on environmental concerns. Her other challenge explaining theoretically the content 

knowledge so that the learners could understand (DBLinterv.1//16). This is evident in her 

statement:

The challenge o f  environmental content knowledge is we rely on theory that we get 

from  the textbooks. Teachers and  learners w ill understand environmental content 

knowledge much better i f  it is a hands-on lesson. (DBLinterv.1//101-103)

4.3.2 Lesson detail

The class was composed of 35 learners and the duration of the lesson was one hour including 

a class activity and the lesson presentation. In this section, the detail of one lesson plan was 

briefly outlined, based on the evidence from data generated through the lesson plan. The 

lesson plan description outlines curriculum requirements (content knowledge), specific aims 

and skills followed by a brief description of each activity.

The teacher did not indicate her specific aim for the lesson plan (Appendix 4.2). The 

resources used were textbooks, chalkboard, chalk, pen, handouts and exercise books. 

Assessment activities outlined in the lesson plan were verbal questions, peer to peer 

discussions and a written class activity.

4.3.2.1 Curriculum links and teacher intention

The focus of the lesson was the impact of human population growth on the environment. The 

curriculum intention was for learners to “become more informed and more sensitive to 

environmental issues and to modify their behaviour to lessen their impact on the 

environment” (South Africa. DBE, 2011a, p. 49). The teacher described her intention for the 

lesson:

The main intention was fo r  learners to know everything that humans do in one way or 

another affects environment. So we have to preserve the environment. So in order to 

preserve it we have to know what the human beings do to destroy it so that we can 

know how to counteract it and  to save environment because it is important to us. 

(DBLinterv.1//8-13)
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The activities conducted are briefly described below:
Activity 1: The teacher explained that the increase in human population size places huge 

demands on the environment in terms of food and deforestation.
Activity 2: The teacher wrote a definition of concepts such as deforestation, photosynthesis, 

soil erosion and ecological footprint. She added short summaries on the chalkboard 
and learners took down notes (see PLATE 2, Photograph 5).

Activity 3: The teacher explained the concept of a carbon footprint and gave examples linked 
to individual impact, family, community, and the country.

Activity 4: Assessment activity -  Learners calculated their individual carbon footprint then 
added this to other group members (see PLATE 2, Photograph 6). Learners’ group 
scores were written on the board and they discussed who had the heaviest and the 
lightest carbon footprints (see PLATE 2, Photograph 7).

Activity 5: Formal assessment -  Learners were given an assignment on human impact on the 
environment (see PLATE 2, Photograph 8).

4.3.2.2 Description of activities

PLATE 2: DBL School

Photograph 7: G roups’ scores on 
ecological foo tprin t questionnaire

Photograph 5: Learners writing  
definitions o f  concepts

Photograph 6: Learners calculating  
individual foo tprin t (questionnaire)

Photograph 8: L earner’s assignment 
on human impact on the environment
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4.3.2.3 Teaching methods 

Investigation

The method that was used by the teacher was an investigation whereby learners explored how 

individuals’ lifestyle choices impact on the environment. A questionnaire was given to 

learners to calculate their individual footprints, which was then added to other group 

members’ footprints. The learners gave themselves scores on the following questions: “How 

much water do you use? What kind of food do you eat? How do you shop? Where do you 

live? How much electricity do you use? How do you get to school? How much paper do you 

use? How much rubbish do you throw away?” The questionnaire scores were orally presented 

by groups and were discussed in relation to heavy and light carbon footprints.

Question and answer
The content knowledge was presented through a question and answer method. The

questioning and answering was done in isiZulu (home language). Below are a few translated

examples of questions used during the lesson:

Teacher: How do we depend on the environment? Environment being the plants, the soil 
and other living organisms, how do we depend on them?
Learner: We need energy from  the plants.
Teacher: What do we call the process whereby plants make their own food?
Learner: Photosynthesis.
Teacher: How is deforestation going to affect the level o f  carbon dioxide (CO 2)  in the air? 
Learner: By removing trees...
Teacher: How w ill it affect the level o f  CO 2 . Is  it going to increase or decrease?
Learner: I t w ill increase.
Teacher: Why will it increase?
Learner: I t ’s because trees that use it had  been destroyed and  CO 2 that human beings 
exhale w ould  accumulate in the air and  no trees to absorb.
Teacher: What other impacts w ill the rise o f  human population have on the environment? 
Learner: Soil erosion 
Teacher: What do you  mean?
Learner: The increase o f  population lead to people building houses even on steep slopes. 
They remove plants that hold  the soil particles together and  plants are also destroyed.

When the teacher was interviewed and asked why she mostly used the question and answer 

method in her lesson, she replied:

When it comes to question and  answer by the time you  ask a learner a question, you  

stimulate his brain so that he can think. So that he w ill see that what you  teach is not
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something fa r  from  his environment. When I  teach, I  ask a question in between so that 

a learner’s brain w ill focus on w hat we are doing. (DBLintev.1//41-45)

Chalk and talk method
The chalkboard was mainly used to write definitions of concepts discussed and short 

summaries of the facts highlighted. The teacher emphasised the importance of using chalk 

and talk method:

So, firstly  the chalk m ethod helps learners in terms o f  spelling because a learner can 

know a lot about environment content knowledge but he cannot be good  in spelling. I f  

you have written down the w ord she w ill know how to spell it and  also understand it. 

He w ill never fo rg et it. (DBLinterv.1//37-40)

Local examples
The teacher used family sizes as an example to show the impact of population increase on the 

availability of resources. This helped to enhance understanding of concepts and content 

knowledge. She further gave examples from the local environment and incidents to highlight 

the impact of human population increases such as shortage of burial sites, increase in crime 

rate and high rate of unemployment.

When the teacher was asked about the challenges she faced in teaching environmental 

knowledge, she responded by saying that the inability of teachers to expose learners to the 

environment outside the classroom due to lack of resources such as financial constraints 

which hinders teachers from taking excursions with learners was a major challenge to her 

(DBLTP).

4.3.3 Emergence of curriculum competencies

The table that follows outlines the formal assessment questions used.
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Table 4.2: Analysis of curriculum competencies in DBL formal task (assignment)
Extract Cognitive

assessment
Challenges/
task

Analysis of learners’ work 

No. of learners

Level
5-7

Level
2-4

Level
1Cognitive

Skill
Cognitive
Level

A. Human impact on environment 
Identify 3 examples of environmental 
influence in your area. Write a report on 
each influence based on the following sub
topics.

(a) Its causes Analyse High 4 2

(b) Its effects on the environment Analyse High 2 3 1
(c) Ways to reduce the effects Solve Medium 1 1 4

B. Water availability
Complete the following table to summarise 
the impact of human activities on water 
availability in South Africa.
Construction of dams

Destruction of wetlands 
Poor farming practices 
Boreholes 
Exotic plantations 
Wastage

Explain Medium 6

C. Recycling
Do research about recycling and choose 
one material that can be recycled. Write a 
detailed report on the process of recycling 
the material you have chosen. Include 
photographs or pictures if  you can.

Illustrate M edium 1 4 1

D. W ater allocation in  South A frica 
1. Use the data given in  a table above 
to draw a pie chart

Illustrate M edium 2 4

2. What is the environmental reserve? Define Low 4 2

3. Explain why South Africa has begun to 
import water from other countries.

Suggest a 
reason

H igh 2 4

4. What is a wetland? Define Low 3 3
5. Matching biological terms with 
definitions

Define Low 1 3 2

The assignment catered for all cognitive levels. It is noticeable in  the table that four of six 

learners answered question A (c) incorrectly w hich required a solution and question D (3)
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which wanted them to suggest reasons. The section below describes the key sustainability 

competencies that emerged from the lesson.

4.3.4 Emergence of sustainability competencies

The section below describes the key sustainability competencies that emerged from the 

lesson.

Systems thinking

The lesson activities covered concepts such as deforestation, ecological footprint and 

photosynthesis, which required an understanding of human-environment relationships/social- 

ecological systems.

Table 4.2 (Questions A, B and C) also shows evidence of the development of this 

competence as learners were expected to mention the influence of human activities on the 

environment. In Question A four learners achieved between level five and seven and two 

learners achieved between level two and four. In a discussion of human influences on 

deforestation, one learner stated that:

Agricultural activities -  due to ever growing dem and fo r  fo o d  product, huge amount 

o f  trees are fe l l  down to grow crops and  fo r  cattle grazing. Urbanisation is where 

there is more land needed to establish housing and settlement therefore fo res t land is 

reclaimed. Fires occur due to extreme warm summers and  m ild  winters. 

Desertification o f  land occurs due to land abuse that making it unfit fo r  growth o f  

trees.

In Question B learners performed well as all sampled six learners achieved between levels 

five and seven. In Question C one learner achieved between level five and seven, the other 

four achieved between level two and four and one learner achieved level one, implying that, 

with some refinement, this competence could emerge.

Anticipatory competencies

Identifying Sustainability Challenges: The lesson covered how population size affects the 

environment. The teacher highlighted that the increase in human population size would have 

a negative impact on the environment (plants, the soil, and animals) (DBLobserv.1//3-5).
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Causal problem analysis: The teacher analysed the challenge of population increase through 

elaborating the negative impact it would have on the environment, namely an increase in 

unemployment rate, crime, death rate, shortage of space, and loss of biodiversity of plants 

and animals (DBLobserv.1//70-73). This was summarised in the teacher’s statement that:

After every five  years, the survey that is done indicates that the human population is 

shooting up, but as it increases it affects the environment. (DBLobserv.1//19-24)

In this lesson, unlike the previous lesson described, there was integration between thinking 

and anticipatory competencies where firstly, learners were exposed to the concepts of 

deforestation, and ecological footprints relating to the impact of human population size on the 

environment. Then, anticipatory competencies were integrated when the teacher described the 

impact of the increase of population size on the environment. Impacts described included loss 

of biodiversity (plants and animals) and shortage of space.

4.4 CON school (lesson 1)

The data used in this section came from the CON School and teacher profile (CONTP), one 

lesson plan (CONLP1), one observation (CONobserv.1) and one stimulated recall interview 

with the teacher (CONinterv.1). The data also included the one (informal) group presentation 

and learners’ responses. The task was designed by the teacher and given to learners to guide 

their informal group presentation on the greenhouse effect (CONAT1) as well as the six 

charts that the six groups used to support their oral presentations (CONLW1).

There were 40 learners in class for the lesson observed. The lesson took one hour 15 minutes 

due to the large volume of content knowledge covered.

4.4.1 School context and teacher profile

This section describes the case of the CON School teacher, a Grade 11 Life Sciences teacher 

at a combined school on a farm at Nottingham Road Village. The teacher described the 

community surrounding his school as one facing social problems such as alcohol abuse, 

unemployment, poverty and child-headed families. Despite the above-mentioned challenges, 

the teacher claimed that parents are sometimes supportive of teaching and learning. 

Elaborating on the availability of resources within the school, the teacher responded in an 

interview that:
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Generally, we have teaching resources and  we have functional computers, a science 

laboratory, information technician that is helping out when learners are researching, 

resources fo r  group work, textbooks and  all that. But since we are located around a 

central area we f in d  that numbers in school w ill strain the resources. The resources 

are lim ited in relation to the numbers o f  learners that are coming to the school. A t a  

learning level the school is equipped to meet the website and  internet needs. A t times 

the parents are supportive o f  the course o f  learning. (CONinterv.2//72-79)

In terms of the infrastructure, the teacher mentioned that the school was not fenced, there was 

little water but the electricity supply is good. The school was adequately resourced. The 

teacher specialised in Environmental Sciences at a Cambridge school in Zimbabwe and had a 

Bachelor’s degree in Education. The environmental content knowledge was not new to him 

as he had learnt it from Grade Five as part of the school curriculum. He was a facilitator of 

environmental education in 2001 and was involved in agricultural activities. He reported that 

the environmental education that he studied in Zimbabwe, contributed considerably to 

understanding the CAPS curriculum. He further mentioned that the nature of his training was 

hands-on and he was involved in agricultural activities when he was young.

He mentioned that he did not have a challenge with the implementation of CAPS 

environmental content knowledge as it was related to Natural Science that he covered during 

teacher training. He attended a one-week CAPS workshop organised by KwaZulu-Natal 

Ezemvelo. He reported that he encountered challenges especially in those areas that need 

outdoor activities or use of expensive resources and excursions. He also reported that he gets 

support from the senior teacher at the school who has been helping him as well as from the 

resource people who visit the school. The teacher was asked if he experienced any challenges 

in teaching environmental content knowledge. He responded in an interview that:

A t the personal level I  do not face  the challenge as I  am being groom ed by the senior 

teacher at the school who has been helping me a lot in this learning area. She is 

developing me as she is involved in environmental hands-on activities in the school 

and the resource people [Eco-School facilitators]) who are coming to the school to 

assist us a lot. (CONinterv.2//58-62)
In the sections below the detail of the first lesson was briefly outlined based on the lesson 

plan (CONLP1).
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4.4.2 Lesson 1 detail

This first lesson was about human impact on the environment, looking at the current crisis of 

human survival (CONLP1). Lesson 1 focused on how the greenhouse effect is brought about 

and how it causes global warming. The lesson plan description outlines the lesson objectives, 

teacher activities, learners’ activities and resources needed (see Appendix 4.3).

4.2.2.1 Curriculum links and teacher intention

The focus of the lesson was the atmosphere and greenhouse effect. With this topic, the CAPS 

curriculum aims to “emphasise the interrelatedness and interdependence of the human 

impacts and the environment “(South Africa. DBE, 2011a p.51). The teacher’s aim for the 

lesson was to make learners understand that as they are growing up, they are also part of the 

universe and it is their responsibility to take care of the environment for the next generation 

to be able to live like them. The teacher wanted them to realise they are utilising the space 

and the resources found in the environment (CONinterv.1//6-8). With this lesson the teacher 

aimed to address the Life Sciences’ Specific Aim 1 which relates to knowing the subject 

content and Specific Aim 3 which relates to understanding the application of Life Sciences in 

everyday life, as well as understanding the history of scientific discoveries and the 

relationship between indigenous knowledge and science (South Africa. DBE, 2011a).

4.4.2.2 Description of activities

Activity 1: The teacher explained the direct and indirect impact humans have on the 

environment as they interact with the environment.

Activity 2: Short summaries and concepts such as greenhouse gases, climate change, human 

impact and atmosphere were written on the board (see PLATE 3, Photograph 9). 

Activity 3: Learners were divided into six groups and different topics were given to each 

group to present in front of the class as outlined below:

• Group A: Explain the process of the greenhouse effect (see PLATE 3, Photograph 10).

• Group B: Identify greenhouse gases and how they are produced (ozone depletion, 

methane and carbon emissions).

• Group C: Discuss human activities that produce greenhouse gases

• Group D: Describe the effects of greenhouse gases

• Group E: Anticipate the effect of greenhouse gases in South Africa in 70 years 

(see PLATE 3, Photograph 11)
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• Group F: State and explain strategic ways of creating a sustainable environment. 

(see PLATE 3, Photograph 12)

PLATE 3: CON School (Lesson 1)

Photograph 9: K ey concepts 
written on the board

Photograph 11: Learner presenting on the effect 
o f  greenhouse gases in South Africa in 70 years  
to come

Photograph 10: Learner explains 
the process o f  greenhouse effect

Photograph 12: Learner presenting strategic 
ways o f  creating a sustainable environment
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Using definition of concepts/usage of textbook
In the lesson, the definition of key concepts and short summaries were written on the 

chalkboard. The teacher identified the new terms and wrote them on the board so that the 

learners would note the correct spelling and meaning. For example, human impact, 

environment, atmosphere, climate change, biotic, abiotic and ecology were written on the 

chalkboard. When the teacher was asked why he used the textbook content knowledge, he said: 

So it was imperative that we start with the knowledge from  the book and  also the 

assum ed knowledge that we have in class before they embark on other activities 

outside the classroom. (CONinterv.1//56-57)

Question and answer method
Questions were the main mode through which the content was presented to learners.

Here are few examples of questions asked during the lesson presentation.

Why are we referring to the atmosphere as very important? (CONobserv.1// 79-80) 
Who can define the term ecology? (CONobserv.1// 101)
Who can identify some o f  these greenhouse gases? (CONobserv.1// 124)
How do humans interact with the environment? (CONobserv.1// 130)

The teacher stated that he used this method mainly to assess the prior knowledge that learners 

had gained throughout the study from senior phase to the secondary phase (CONinterv.1// 63-64).

Group discussion
This method was used for learners to further elaborate on particular concepts and prepare for 

presentations that would follow. No marks or rubric were used to assess presentations as this 

was an informal activity intended to actively involve learners in the lesson. Learners used the 

Life Sciences textbooks to access knowledge for this group activity. Flipcharts were given to 

groups to write down their responses for presentation tasks. The teacher’s aim for using this 

method was to:

Give them chance to present and  show i f  they have expressive skills to demonstrate 

knowledge on areas that were asked in the lesson. (CONobserv.1// 64-66)

Scenario planning
The teacher gave learners a scenario where they were asked to think about and anticipate the 

unknown future through observing what was happening in the scenario (Activity 3, group E). 

They were asked to predict what would happen in 70 years and to develop a strategy on how

4.4.2.3 Teaching methods
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to mitigate the situation. This method helped to stimulate critical understanding of what 

sustainability means in their context.

4.4.3 Emergence of curriculum competencies

In Table 4.3 below, the group presentation was analysed, according to cognitive skills and 

cognitive levels that emerged. The teacher divided learners into six groups and each group 

had a different question to discuss and present to the whole class.

Table 4.3: Analysis of curriculum competencies in the CON Informal assessment task 1

Extracts Source Cognitive
assessment

Challenges
task

Cognitive
skill

Cognitive
level

Group A: Discuss the process of 
greenhouse

CONobserv.1//148 Discuss High

Group B: Name greenhouse gases 
and [explain] how they are produced.

CONobserv.1//148 Name Low

Explain Medium

Group C: Explain human activities 
that produce greenhouse gases

CONobserv.1//150 Explain Medium

Group D: Discuss the effects of 
greenhouse gases

CONobserv.1//152 Discuss High

Group E - South Africa in 70 years 
will have a temperature rise of about 3 
degrees Celsius. Calculate the annual 
rise over the given period of time. 
Predict the effects of such a 
phenomenon to South Africa in 70 
years.

CONobserv.1//154-
156

Calculate Medium

Predict Medium

Group F: Suggest strategic ways of 
creating a sustainable environment, for 
example, use of green technology.

CONobserv.1//159-
160

Explain Medium

Learners’ responses to the above group task
The task above was analysed differently from other learners’ work because there was no 

rubric or assessment guidelines used (see Section 3.5.3). In Group A, the presenter explained 

the greenhouse effect. He said:

A s it goes to the earth, it goes through the atmosphere where it gets gases such as 

carbon dioxide, methane, chloroform carbons (CFCs) and  heats them. The
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abovementioned gases w ill get hot and  heat the atmosphere, which is why it is called  

global warming. (CONobserv.1//235-259)

The Group B learners discussed how greenhouse gases are produced. The presenter 

explained:

Nitrogen oxide breaks down organic matter in the soils and  they have CFCs which 

are aerosol sprays and  industrial cleaning materials. (CONobserv.1//207-209)

The Group C learners presented human activities that produced greenhouse gases. The 

presenter explained activities such as burning of fossil fuels, deforestation, littering, use of 

fertiliser by farmers as well as the use of aerosol sprays. The presenter for the group 

explained that by aerosol sprays he meant perfumes that are not ozone friendly 

(CONobserv.1//178-186).

The Group D learners presented the effects of greenhouse gases. The learners explained that 

greenhouse gases cause global warming, climate change, desertification, and floods that leave 

some people without homes (CONobserv.1// 216-220).

The Group E learners anticipated the effect of greenhouse gases on South Africa in 70 years. 

Learners first calculated the annual rise of temperature from the scenario given by the 

teacher. They found that the temperature increases by 0, 04 degrees Celsius per year. The 

learners further explained that, with the increase in the South African population, more coal 

will be burnt to generate electricity and that will increase the emissions of carbon dioxide into 

the atmosphere. Learners also mentioned that the rise in temperature will cause sea levels to 

rise that will result in floods and melting of ice (CONobserv.1// 293-330).

The Group F learners presented strategic ways of creating green technology. Learners 

suggested the use of water in generating electricity because water can be reused rather than 

using coal. They also suggested the use of solar panels to generate electricity 

(CONobserv.1//353-362).

4.4.4 Emergence of sustainability competencies

In this section the key sustainability competencies that were developed during the lesson 

presentation are highlighted.
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Systems thinking

Identifying Sustainability Challenges: The teacher explained that humans have a direct and 

indirect impact on the environment as they interact with living and non-living organisms. In 

this activity, Group C described the human activities that produce greenhouse gases, namely 

burning of fossil fuels, decomposition, forest fires, use of nitrogen fertilisers and use of 

chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) in sprays (see Section 4.4.2.4). In their presentation they focused 

on basic causes (human activities) and the effect of a sustainability problem (greenhouse 

gases on the environment). Group C further explained the effects of greenhouse gases by 

stating that:

It causes global warming, climate change, desertification, floods, high and  low 

temperatures and  winds. (CONobserv.1//217-218)

Learners were able to make connections between the ideas and concepts, for example, they 

knew that humans are producing substances that trap heat so that it is not released. Group D 

was given an opportunity to analyse the process of greenhouse effect (explain how it 

happens). They explained that:

The sun is generating heat energy, and  that heat energy goes to the earth where it w ill be 

reflected into the atmosphere, scattered and  absorbed. (CONobserv.1//276-277)

This understanding is not entirely correct. Actually, the sun produces light (or radiant) 

energy, which is absorbed when it hits the Earth’s surface and is emitted as infrared energy 

(or heat).

The teacher further elaborated that:

Human activities are not only generating temperature (heat) but also producing  

substances that trap the temperature so that it is not released. When heat is trapped on 

earth, the ozone layer w ill start to have holes that allow a lot o f  sun to come directly to 

the earth which is not good  fo r  biodiversity because we have organisms that cannot 

tolerate high temperatures. (CONobserv.1// 278-289)

Group E discussed different sectors in South Africa that would contribute to the increase of 

carbon dioxide in the atmosphere namely, coal industry, agriculture, health, sea level rises 

and transport system (CONobserv.1//319-335). The foregoing discussion revolved around 

systems thinking competence.
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Anticipatory competencies

The teacher gave Group E a scenario-like task:

In  the next 70 years, temperatures in South A frica could rise by 30C causing a 10%  

decrease in rainfall, m aking already dry areas desert-like. (CONobserv.1//155-157)

Group E was expected to calculate the annual rise of temperatures over a given period of time 

and anticipate how the increase of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere would impact on the 

environment. The presenter concluded thus:

There w ill be unpredictable diseases and  let us save South Africa. Let us think o f  the 

fu ture generations. (CONobserv.1//337-338)

Strategic competencies

Group F discussed ways to mitigate the effects of greenhouse gases on the environment. 

Learners strategised how human activities might contribute to future sustainability problems 

(greenhouse gases).

We can f in d  another source to produce electricity, like water because we can re-use 

rather than coal which we cannot reuse. We can introduce solar panels, and  green  

technology. (CONobserv.1//353-360)

Integration of sustainability competencies is noticeable in this lesson when learners explored 

different factors that contribute to greenhouse gases (systems thinking), calculated predicted 

temperature rises over time and the potential effect on the environment (anticipatory 

thinking), and crafted a vision for renewable energy in South Africa (strategic competence). 

Although, not every group was challenged to develop the same competencies as the whole 

class, there was potential to see the integration of these presentations and the potential to 

develop integrated competencies if learners were focused on the topic and on their peers’ 

presentations.

4.5 CON school (lesson 2)

The data used in this section came from the CON School second lesson (CONLP2), one 

observation (CONobserv.2) and one stimulated recall interview with the teacher (CONint.2). 

The data was drawn from one informal oral presentation and one written formal assessment 

task (CONAT2). The data included:
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• The written task designed by the teacher and given to learners to guide their informal 

group presentation on food security (CONAT2) as well as the six charts that the six 

groups used to support their oral presentations (CONLW2).

• The verbal instructions given to learners to guide them on the formal research 

assessment assignment on food security (CONAT3) as well as six examples of 

learners’ work representing different levels of achievement (CONLW3).

There were 40 learners in class in the lesson observed.

4.5.1 School context and teacher profile

This section was elaborated in the first lesson (see Section 4.4.1).

4.5.2 Lesson detail

This lesson was also about human impact on the environment, looking at current crises for 

human survival (CONLP2). Lesson 2 highlighted factors that affect food security such as 

exponential growth of the human population, droughts and floods (in turn affected by climate 

change), poor farming practices, alien plants and reduction of agricultural land. It was an 

hour-long lesson according to the lesson plan but it took one hour and 30 minutes due to the 

large volume of content and class activities that were planned.

4.5.2.1 Curriculum links and teacher intention

The focus of the lesson was on food security which is another topic under ‘Human impact on 

the environment’ under Knowledge Strand 3: Environmental Studies. With this topic, CAPS 

“emphasises the interrelatedness and interdependence of human impacts and the 

environment” (South Africa. DBE, 2011a, p. 51). The teacher intended learners to see the 

need to look at food security as a major factor that is directly related to the use of natural 

resources in the environment (CONinterv.2//14-15). A Life Sciences Specific Aim the 

teacher addressed was Specific Aim 1 that relates to knowledge understanding and Specific 

Aim 3: Understanding the applications of Life Sciences in everyday life as well as the 

relationships between indigenous knowledge and science (South Africa. DBE, 2011a, p. 13).

4.5.2.2 Description of activities

Activity 1: The teacher explained the importance of food and the concept of food security. 

Activity 2: The teacher handed out a local newspaper and learners were asked to look in the
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advertorial insert for prices of the food types they use on daily basis (see 

PLATE 4 Photograph 14).

Activity 3: Learners read and discussed an article in the local newspaper in which local 

farmers raised concerns about veld fires and drought and the impact on food 

production.

Activity 4: Learners discussed the impact of human exponential growth on food availability 

based on the content knowledge in Life Sciences books (see PLATE 4, 

Photograph 14).

Activity 5: Informal assessment: Learners broke into six groups to work on the following 

tasks:

• Group A: Explain the impact of exponential human growth on food security.

• Group B: Explain how natural environmental occurrences can impact on food 

security.

• Groups C and D: Explain how the agricultural sector had impacted on food 

security looking at aspects such as monoculture and use of fertilisers.

• Group E: Anticipate how a selection of different economy sectors could 

contribute to food insecurity. For example, fuel price increase, poverty, food 

price increase and monopoly of seed production.

• Group F: Identify intervention measures that can be taken to address the 

problem of food insecurity in South Africa (see PLATE 4, Photograph 15). Life 

Sciences and Geography textbooks were used to deepen their knowledge on the 

topic.

Activity 6: Learners were given an assignment to do research on how Chimanimani in

Zimbabwe used permaculture farming to mitigate food security problems (see 

PLATE 4, Photograph 16). The task was given verbally and there was no rubric 

for assessment.
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PLATE 4: CON School (Lesson 2)

Photograph 13: Learners looking at fo o d  
prices in the newspaper

Photograph 15: Learners 
presenting measures that can be 
taken to mitigate fo o d  security in 
South Africa

Photograph 14: Graph showing impact o f  
human exponential growth on fo o d  
availability

Photograph 16: L earner’s research 
on Chimanimani permaculture 
project in Zimbabwe

4.5.2.3 Teaching methods 

Question and answer
Questions and answers was used as a baseline assessment to assess the level of learners’ 

understanding of concepts. Answers and definition of concepts were discussed and written on 

the board: population, need, food security ecology and human impact.

Case study
In Activity 3, the teacher gave learners a clipping from the local newspaper to present the 

sustainability concern of the local farmers about food security. The teacher used this method
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to conscientise learners regarding the impact of human activities and to reflect on the 

implications of these activities on the environment. The teacher also gave learners a case 

study about Chimanimani permaculture programme to research.

Presentation
Groups were given tasks to discuss and develop presentations. Learners were given charts 

and koki pens to write down their points.

4.5.3 Emergence of curriculum competencies

Table 4.4 below is an analysis of the level of questions used during the informal group 

research task (Activity 5) given to learners in order to prepare for their formal research task. 

It is noticeable that most of the questions asked during the lesson were of a medium order, 

one was of a high order and three of a low order. Learners’ command of English was good 

and they also displayed good presentation skills and showed good understanding of the 

relationship between humans and food security.

Table 4.4: Analysis of curriculum competencies in the CON informal assessment task 2

Extracts Source Cognitive
assessment

Challenges
task

Cognitive
skill

Cognitive
level

Group A: Explain briefly how 
human growth pattern impacts on 
the food security

CONobserv.2//179-
181

Explain Medium

Group B: Explain how natural 
occurrences like drought, floods, 
climate change can affect food 
security

CONobserv.2//231-
232 Explain Medium

Group C and D: Name four poor 
farming methods and discuss how 
each contributes to food insecurity. 
Define monoculture and explain 
how is it linked to food insecurity?

CONobserv.2//294-
295

CONobserv.2//308

Name Low

Discuss High
Define
Explain Low

Group E: Predict how petrol prices 
will contribute to food insecurity 
in South Africa

CONobserv.2//341 Predict Medium

Group F: Identify intervention 
measures that can be taken to 
address the problem of food 
insecurity in South Africa

CONobserv.2//357-
358

Identify Low
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The task above was also analysed differently from other learners’ work because no rubric or 

assessment guidelines were used (see Section 3.5.3).

Group A learners interpreted the graph (see Photograph 14) by stating that at the start of the 

graph the human population was low and the food supply was plenty, but as the population 

increased, food supply decreased. They further highlighted that the increase in population 

resulted in more farming land being used for building houses that also resulted in more 

resources used (CONobserv.2//188-196).

Group B explained how natural occurrences such as drought, floods, climate change can 

affect food security. Learners defined these concepts and further elaborated that floods wash 

away topsoil causing the soil to be infertile resulting in food insecurity. The learners 

mentioned that climate change would have a negative impact on the growth of plants 

(CONobserv.2//235-248).

Groups C and D explained four farming methods and their contribution to poor food security. 

The farming methods that were mentioned were monoculture, overgrazing, use of fertiliser 

and the use of pesticides. Learners explained that monoculture reduces soil nutrition and 

therefore reduces food supply. The use of pesticides has a negative impact on top soil, 

decreasing its nutritional value. They stated that overgrazing causes desertification that 

results in soil losing its topsoil. They explained that the use of fertiliser produces a lot of food 

in the shortest time (CONobserv.2//294-314).

The group E presenter explained how the increase in food prices affects food availability in 

the country. The presenter explained that if food prices increase, this results in less 

availability of food, as the majority of the people cannot afford to buy food due to low 

household income. The presenter for the group also mentioned that the increase in petrol 

price results in the increase of food prices due to food transportation costs 

(CONobserv.2//329-401).

The Group F learners suggested permaculture practices as a strategy to secure food for 

everyone.

The group presentations were followed by a formal assessment task which was a research 

assignment on Chimanimani permaculture project. The teacher gave the task verbally:
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Go to the computer room and download this information. What is happening to 

Chimanimani area? You go and  type this w ord  ‘Chimanimani ’ and  ‘permaculture ’. 

Research on fo o d  security Chimanimani-Zimbabwe permaculture-Tsuro perm anent 

culture. (CONobserv.2//410-417)

In the absence of a detailed assignment, this task was treated differently from the others. 

Instead it was analysed according to the cognitive skills and levels that emerged in the 

learners’ research assignments as well as the competencies that emerged. The extracts were 

taken from two learners’ work because others simply downloaded information from the 

Internet and submitted this. Learners who downloaded material did not work substantively on 

the material and this made it impossible for analysing as there were no emergent cognitive 

skills to analyse. The extracts below display the cognitive skills and cognitive level that 

emerged from the assignment.

Table 4.5: Analysis of curriculum competencies in the CON formal assessment task 3

Extracts Cognitive
assessment

Challenges/ task

Cognitive skill Cognitive level
Tsuro holds regular workshops and meetings, 
promoting key permaculture technique such as 
integration of livestock and crop management.
Tsuro also promote the use of nitrogen-fixing plants 
as an organic and low-cost method of soil 
enrichment

Explain Medium

The first Chikuwa workshop: The community and 
interested farmers were invited to the training. The 
community agreed to prioritise water retention 
protection of the spring from cattle and goats and to 
plant trees on the hilltop catchment.

Explain Medium

One of their most inspiring project is the 
community health initiative, Zunde Tamambo, 
which bring the permaculture principle of caring for 
people’s lives by promoting the community support 
for vulnerable individual (such as orphans and 
elderly) by cultivating food crops on special plots 
of land on their behalf.

Explain Medium

The abovementioned cognitive skills were highlighted from learners’ assignments as their 

responses were in an explanatory form, explaining how the community engaged in decision

making and action plans to develop permaculture gardens.
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4.5.4 Emergence of key sustainability competencies across CON informal assessment task 

2 and formal task (assignment)

Systems thinking

The teacher and learners analysed the sustainability problem (food security) by discussing the 

dynamics across the multiple domains, namely society (exponential increase of human 

population), natural occurrences such as droughts, floods, climate change (environment) and 

the rise of petrol and food prices (economy) as well as the use of fertilisers by farmers 

(technology) which are related to food insecurity. The teacher highlighted the cause-effect 

relationship of the problem through mentioning that: “As the human population increases, 

more food is required” (CONobserv.2//195). The teacher explained the interrelationships 

between living and non-living things and how living things impact on food availability at a 

local level (farms around the area), South Africa and the world as a whole. He accentuated 

this point when he said:

I f  you  read carefully in your newspaper there, you  can see that there are some aspects 

that are making South Africa not to get enough food, as in M idlands certain 

environmental conditions affect fo o d  production. (CONobserv.2//124-126)

Anticipatory competence

The learners anticipated that as the human population increases, the following challenges 

would be experienced: poverty and a high unemployment rate. The learners identified 

poverty in the country as the main cause that leads to a high birth rate. They also noted that 

the shortage of food locally will lead to high demand thereof, which may lead to food price 

hikes. Furthermore, they argued that the retailers and consumers might have to buy food from 

remote areas which will have an impact on fuel cost. This could lead to further food price 

increases to cover transport costs (CONobserv.2//342-350). In the formal task, the following 

competencies emerged:

Interpersonal competence

Learners read and wrote about Chimanimani community engagement with issues of 

sustainable food security as well as ways to enrich the soil. Learners highlighted the 

importance of collaboration and effective communication towards a common goal that was 

mutually beneficial to community members that resulted in the success of permaculture 

project. The realisation of the importance to engage in collaborative decisions by learners, 

revealed the development of this competence.
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Strategic competence

Only one case of strategic competence development was evident in the learners’ assignments, 

as they read and wrote that the community took action to retain spring water by planting trees 

on the hilltop catchment. Learners highlighted the importance of taking action to achieve the 

goals that make a community sustainable vision happen.

Normative competence

In one of the learner’s work it became evident that the learner read and wrote that the 

community members developed permaculture gardens for the elders and orphans. This 

showed a stronger sense of responsibility within the community members. This was 

appreciated by the learner in an assignment which indicated the development of normative 

competence.

It was noticeable that five sustainability competencies were integrated across the two tasks 

mentioned above (informal task 2 and formal task). The understanding of environmental 

issues (systems thinking), anticipation of environmental problems (anticipatory competence), 

importance to engage in collaborative decision (interpersonal competence), the significance 

of taking action in achieving goals (strategic competence), the appreciation of the 

community’s responsibility to care for elders and orphans (normative competence).

4.6 TON school

The data used in this section comes from the TON school and teacher profile (CONTP), the 

lesson observation (TONobserv.1), the additional questionnaire (TONIC1) after the lesson, 

the lesson plan (TONLP1), informal assessment task (TONAT1) and formal assessment task 

(TONAT2) and learners’ work (TONLW1 and TONLW2).

4.6.1 The school context and teacher profile

This section describes the case of the TON School teacher -  a Grade 11 Life Sciences teacher 

at a farm school in the Midlands area in KZN. The school is situated on a 1200 hectare farm. 

The school is an Agricultural College and it is an ex-model C school with 80 learners. The 

teacher described the community surrounding his school as one that lacks motivation 

especially the learners. In terms of the infrastructure, the teacher mentioned that the school is 

in very good condition and is well resourced. The teacher specialised in Life Sciences, has 28 

years teaching experience and has a Higher Diploma in Education. In terms of teacher
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professional development, he attended a CAPS workshop which was organised by the 

KwaZulu-Natal Department of Education. He said it was good and mentioned that he was 

privileged as he could use the farm as a context to relate to environmental problems. He 

further mentioned that he used a variety of teaching methods in teaching environmental 

topics.

4.6.2 Lesson detail

In this section the detail of the one lesson plan is briefly outlined (based on evidence from the 

lesson plan and observation). The lesson plan focused on water quality. The lesson was about 

the impact of human activities on water availability and quality, focusing on the current crisis 

for human and animal survival (see Appendix 4.5). There were eight learners in the class and 

the lesson was an hour. The lesson included presentation of content knowledge and the filling 

in of worksheets.

4.6.2.1 Curriculum links and teacher intention

The focus of the lesson was the impact of human activities on water quality and availability. 

This lesson features under Knowledge Strand 3 (Environmental Studies). Under this topic, 

the CAPS curriculum intends to “emphasise the interrelatedness and interdependence of 

human impacts and the environment” (South Africa. DBE, 2011a, p. 51). The teacher 

intended learners to look at the causes and consequences of problems with water quality and 

availability as well as solutions to these problems. The lesson was also intended to address 

Life Sciences Specific Aim 1 (knowing the subject content) and Specific Aim 2 

(investigating phenomena in Life Sciences) (South Africa. DBE, 2011a, p. 13). The visit to a 

local river (Activity 1) below responded to an assessment requirement stipulated by the 

curriculum where learners are expected to do a practical observation of one example of 

human influence on the environment in the local area (South Africa. DBE, 2011a, p. 51).

4.6.2.2 Description of activities

The activities conducted to address these curriculum objectives are described below:

Activity 1: Fieldwork (Site 1 -  River). The teacher took the learners to a local river to

observe and discuss human impact on water quality between the weir to a point 

eight kilometres down the river. They drove along the river, discussed and 

compared the two parts of the river. Activities 2 and 3 below were between the 

two points mentioned above.
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Activity 2: Fieldwork (Site 2 -  Textile factory ). The teacher showed the learners the textile 

factory pump that pumps water from the river to the machines and back to the 

river and explained the state of water from the factory that was clean but hot 

(thermopollution) (see PLATE 5, Photograph 17).

Activity 3: Fieldwork (Site 3 -  Sewage farm). The teacher stated that sewage was a big

problem. He explained how the local municipality purifies sewage water and the 

challenges the municipality has with the leaking sewage pipes that go straight into 

the river (see PLATE 5, Photograph 18). He further explained that the 

municipality was doing something to solve leaking pipes.

Activity 4: The teacher summarised the lesson at the sewage farm by emphasising the impact 

of human activities on plant and animal biodiversity such as poor farming 

practices, exotic plantations and destruction of wetlands, as well as the 

importance of clean water in the human body. One learner anticipated the risk of 

cholera that might occur by drinking polluted water.

Activity 5: The teacher asked learners to come up with a solution to this problem of poor 

water quality. This was informally discussed and one learner mentioned that 

people need to be educated by the municipality about the importance of water and 

the municipality must monitor the condition of the river frequently working 

closely with uMngeni water board.

Activity 6: Informal Assessment: Worksheet -  learners filled in answers on a worksheet 

during the lesson presentation at the site and completed it as homework (see 

PLATE 5, Photograph 19).

These lessons covered the content knowledge that learners were expected to know such as 

farming practices, exotic plantations, destruction of wetlands, need for water purification on 

water availability (Activity 2-4). They also covered the content knowledge in their 

observations of the eight kilometre drive along the river.
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PLATE 5: TON School

Photograph 17: Site 2 -  Textile 
factory

gUDY: WATER AVAIIAB11TY & QUAUTY IN THE MOOI RIVER D 1ST Bin

Name the new Dam that has been built on the Mow River i  pj

Name the Weir where Moot River town gets it's water suppf, M U & lt  l<j>Kl'\,e<; (t)

Discuss the quality ol the water found at ths Weir̂ ifention the £ Colt count and; 

methods to determine pollution levels) ̂ 10  '  jQ & b Q p G  s Ogxy><yv^L<

eVA -Shiwa fcV<A tk M r r

-aIIm alumsExplain how dams have a huge i

jj for (qtJ  c*n<L

Write a report on the state of the river and quality of water at Helen's Bridge 7km for the weir 

mentioned in question 1  Mention £ Cofi content, sources of pollution as well as how to solve 

any pollution issues T W  noir*- yt/jjgM tt I L  ^ r i

M  nP 'S ooo -loncm ino  rt’id

«afe-.g*rfhtoj

Explain how the following factors affect the availability and quality of water 

a) Exotic trees

Photograph 19: L earner’s worksheet on 
water quality and  availability

4.6.2.3 Teaching methods

Investigative method (experiential learning)
The main method for this lesson was fieldwork which involved a visit to a local river to 

observe and discuss quality of water from the weir to eight kilometres down the river and 

learners were given worksheets to fill in the answers. The teacher showed and told learners 

how humans negatively impact the quality of water (show and tell method). The teacher 

elaborated on the reason for using this type of method:

The use o f  D VDs and textbook p u t a barrier between learners’ lives and  the problem, but 

i f  they see what is happening in their area, it becomes real to them. (TONCI no.9)
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Question and answer
The question and answer method was used to mediate the content knowledge. During the 

lesson learners were involved by answering questions. They defined scientific concepts 

related to the content knowledge

4.6.3 Emergence of curriculum competencies and learner achievement in TON informal 

assessment task (worksheet)

In Table 4.6 below, the informal assessment task was analysed, according to cognitive skills 

and cognitive levels that emerged. It is also about learner achievement at the different levels.

Table 4.6: Analysis of curriculum competencies in the TON informal assessment task

Cognitive
assessmen
t

Challenges/
task

Analysis of learners’ work

No. of learners

Extracts Cognitive
skill

Cognitive
level (Level)

5-7
(Level)
2-4

(Level)
1

1. Name the new dam that has 
been built on the area

Name Low 6

2.Name the weir where local 
River gets its water supply

Name Low 6

3. Discuss the quality of water 
found at this weir (mention the 
E.coli count and any other method 
to determine pollution levels)

Discuss High 6

4. Explain how dams have a huge 
ecological impact

Explain Medium 6

5. Write a report on the state of 
the river and quality of water at 
Helen’s Bridge 7 km from the 
weir mentioned in question 2. 
Mention E.coli content, sources of 
pollution as well as how to solve 
any pollution issues.

Solve Medium 6

6. Explain how the following 
factors affect the availability and 
quality of water:
(a) Exotic trees
(b) Destruction of wetlands
(c) Poor farming practices
(d) Irrigation e.g. centre pivots

Explain Medium 4 2
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7. Write a report on Weston’s 
water management including the

Explain Medium 6

following factors. Sources of 
water, quality, conservation of 
water, management of liquid 
waste and if problems are 
discovered, provide realistic 
solutions (a digital report with 
photos will be accepted).

Solve

The informal assessment was a worksheet about their study of water quality and availability 

in the local river. Of the seven questions, one was of a high order, two were of low order and 

the other four were of a medium order. The cognitive levels were not distributed according to 

CAPS requirements (see Table 2.2).

In addition, the formal assessment (class test) was also analysed together with the learners’ 

work according to their performance per question in relation to cognitive skill and cognitive 

level of each skill. From Table 4.6 below, it is evident that learners had challenges in the 

calculations (question 2.3) and understanding of concepts and processes (question 3.5). Nine 

questions were of a low order, eight questions of a medium order and four questions were of 

a high order. Learners’ performance in questions 2.3 to question 2.5 showed some challenges 

in understanding what was required by the action verb such as ‘explain’ used in questions as 

well as conceptual understanding. Some learners failed to suggest reasons in question 2.6. 

The test showed fair distribution of cognitive skills. They met curricular weighting of 

cognitive demands (see Table 2.2). The learners’ performance was good in terms of 

addressing different cognitive levels and cognitive skills.
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Table 4.7: Analysis of curriculum competencies in the TON formal assessment task 
(Test)

Cognitive of Challenges Analysis of learners’ work
assessment task No. of learners

Extracts Cognitive skill Cognitive
level

(Level)
5-7

(Level)
2-4

(Level)
1

1. Give the correct 
biological term for each 
of the following:
1.1 The cultivation of 
plant population of a 
single species

5 1

1.2. Chemicals used to 
kill pests Define Low

6

1.3. The fertile upper 
layer of soil

6

1.4. Plants that are not 
indigenous to an area and 
spread quickly replacing 
indigenous plants

6

1.5. Human waste 
consisting of urine and 
faeces

5 1

2.1. Illustrate the data in 
the above table

Illustrate Medium 6

2.2 Describe ozone layer 
depletion

Describe Low 3 3

2.3 Calculate number of 
years taken for ozone 
layer to triple

Calculate Medium 2 4

2.4 How much ozone was 
lost from the stratosphere 
in 1994

Read the table Low 3 3

2.5 Are CFCs 
immediately removed 
from the atmosphere 
when you stop using 
them? Explain your 
answer.

Explain
Medium 2 2 2

2.6 After 1994 the ozone 
depletion decreases. 
What do you think was 
the reason for this 
decrease?

Suggest a 
reason

High 1 2 3
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3.1 Define the term 
greenhouse effect Define Low

1 3 2

3.2 Name one way the 
greenhouse effect 
benefits the earth

Name
Low

4 2

3.3 Exp lain  the effects of 
global warming

Explain
Medium

5 1

3.4 Exp lain  the difference 
between afforestation and 
deforestation

Explain Medium
6

3.5 W hat is  the main 
cause of desertification in 
South A frica?

Explain
Medium

6

3.6 W hy is it necessary to 
manage natural resources 
in a sustainable w ay?

Suggest a 
reason

H igh
3 3

4.1 Exp lain  what over 
utilisation means?

Explain Medium 2 1 3

4.2 W hat do you think 
makes rhino poaching 
different from other 
forms of poaching?

Differentiate H igh
4 2

4.3 W hat is  meant by 
subsistence poaching? Define Low

4 2

4.4 W hat gas can be 
harvested or recovered 
from lan d fill sites and 
used as energy source?

Name Low
4 2

4.5 Name two sustainable 
energy sources

Name
Low

4 2

4.6 W ater quality is 
rapidly becoming a more 
critical problem that 
water availab ility in 
South A frica. W hy is this 
case?

Suggest a 
reason

H igh 2 2 2

4.7 Exp lain  the 
importance of carbon 
sinks

Explain Medium 2
4

3 12
2

4.8 G ive  an example of 
carbon sink

St State Low 6
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4.6.4 Emergence of key sustainability competencies 

Systems thinking

The sustainability challenge identified in this lesson was the impact of human activities on 

water availability and quality. The teacher explained the impact of society, economy and 

technology on water availability and quality. The teacher explained to learners the history of 

the river, the catchment area, and the dams, as well as the wetlands and their role in 

sustaining water quality.

The teacher asked learners to compare the state of water between a point at its source, and a 

point where human activities had impacted on its quality. Learners applied their theoretical 

knowledge to a real problem where they studied various processes that negatively impact on 

the quality and availability of water, namely thermo-pollution from a local textile factory, 

poor farming practices and leaking sewage which all cause harm to biodiversity. The teacher 

claimed that the E.coli count of the water from its source was 20 per million. He emphasised 

the importance of water to the human body stating that about 65 percent of the adult body is 

water. He stated that:

Water is ju s t more important than the fo o d  we eat, seriously, because it makes 65% o f  

your body fluid. (TONobserv.1//261-263)

From the informal assessment activity, it was evident that most learners were able to 

demonstrate systems thinking as most of them achieved between levels five and seven (Table 

4.6). One learner’s response to Question 5 was:

They release hot water in to the dam. It is not the long-term problem  but it affects the 

living things in the water. In the sewage farm , the use o f  chlorine to clean the water 

kills bacteria but not the metals, batteries and  a ll the other chemicals that get flu shed  

down to the toilet. There were also lot o f  sewage leakage that come flow  straight into 

the river from  Bruntville, the E.coli count was 1500 per million at H e len ’s bridge.

In the formal task, there was an evidence of systems thinking emerging as in Table 4.7 

question 4.2 (What do you think makes rhino poaching different from other forms of 

poaching?); four of six sampled learners achieved between levels five and seven, and the 

other two learners achieved between levels two and four. One learner’s response to the 

question was:
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In  m ost cases the rh in o ’s horn is taken and  the body is left there to die. In  normal 

fa rm s o f  poaching they use bushman poaching. People poach because they are poor  

and they need the fo o d  whereas rhino poachers take the horn fo r  profit.

Anticipatory competence

Learners anticipated diseases like cholera that might occur due to poor water quality (risks). 

The teacher followed by adding that:

I t  can be any type o f  diseases because lot o f  kids p lay  here. Little kid  can fa ll  and  

swallow this water. (TONobserv. 1// 174- 175)

Strategic competence

The teacher mentioned that the local municipality was trying to do something about the issue 

of leaking sewage pipes. He also appealed to learners to come up with a solution to minimise 

water problems (TONobserv.1// 176-177). It was evident in learners’ work that this 

competence was developed as six learners for Question 4 achieved between levels five and 

seven in the informal task. However, in Question 7 (Write a report on Weston’s water 

management), all six learners achieved between levels two and four (Table 4.6).

When responding to Question 7 of the informal task, a learner a suggested a strategy that 

could be taken to address the issue of liquid waste of (Table 4.6). This learner stated that:

We can prevent this by revamping smaller p ipes into bigger ones. Restrict dumping  

from  the river.

In this lesson, integration of three sustainability competencies were supported when the 

teacher highlighted the impact of society, economy and technology on quality and the 

availability of water (systems thinking). He further highlighted the plans (strategic) of the 

municipality to fix leaking pipes and he urged learners to come up with a solution to avoid 

water challenges in the area. Learners predicted the type of diseases that might arise due to 

poor quality of water (anticipatory).

4.7 Conclusion

This chapter has described the challenging socio-economic contexts in which the four 

teachers participating in the study were working. The three community contexts displayed
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aspects of poverty and unemployment and one school had a water availability challenge. All 

four teachers were qualified to teach Life Sciences. Three of them had a Bachelor of 

Education degree and one had a teacher’s diploma. Three teachers taught Zulu-speaking 

learners and the fourth taught multi-lingual learners in an ex-model C school. Three of the 

teachers noted a shortage of resources such as textbooks, library and financial constraints for 

taking learners out for an excursion. The methods used by the teachers were demonstration, 

investigation, researching information from the Internet and a case study (newspaper article). 

One teacher took his learners for a fieldwork study of water quality in the local river. A 

textbook was mostly used by three teachers for delivering the new content knowledge. 

Assessment tasks given to learners were drawn from the textbook by three teachers and the 

fourth teacher’s task was research work using the Internet.

All four teachers gave informal assessment tasks during lessons, and three presented a formal 

task. Formal assessments were given in the form of assignments -  one was on food security 

another on human impact on the environment and one class test focused on human impact. 

The assessment tasks displayed a variety of cognitive levels ranging from low to high order 

questions and some learners experienced challenges with the high order questions, especially 

with questions where they were requested to give reasons. The key sustainability 

competencies such as interpersonal and normative were not strongly evident in the lessons. 

Three teachers (DBL, CON and TON) managed to integrate some sustainability 

competencies such as systems thinking, anticipatory, and strategic in their lesson 

presentations.
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CHAPTER 5: FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

5.1 Introduction

The previous chapter presented data relevant to the research question: How are teaching 

methods and assessment practices used to develop curriculum and sustainability 

competencies in environmental learning practices? This chapter focuses on Goals 2 to 4 as 

Goal 1 has already been addressed in Chapter 4.

In discussing the findings, the following sections relate to the key research question 

informing the study which is in line with the research goals. This is followed by 

recommendations based on the findings of this study.

5.2 Factors influencing the emergence of sustainability competencies

This section is divided into sub-sections that address Goal 2 of this study, which was to 

investigate curriculum planning, teaching and assessment practices amongst the four 

participating teachers.

5.2.1 Curriculum planning and implementation

One of the factors that influences the emergence of the sustainability competencies is the 

topic of the lesson. The first two teachers (ZOK and DBL) developed lesson plans on the 

topic ‘Population Ecology’, the first of two possible topics in the CAPS Life Sciences 

knowledge strand: Environmental Studies. With this topic, the Life Sciences curriculum aims 

at helping learners to be more informed and more sensitive to environmental issues and 

modify their behaviour to lessen their impact on the environment (see Section 4.3.3). This 

highlights the need for systems thinking competencies for understanding complex socio

ecological interactions within population dynamics.

The first teacher (ZOK) involved her learners in an activity to determine population size by 

simulating a mark-recapture technique. The lesson activities attempted to address the real- 

world sustainability problem (impact of an exponential growth of human population on the 

environment). While the activity focused on understanding the complexity of population 

growth and its measurement (using a mark-recapture technique), the relationship between 

population growth and environment was assessed but not taught (see Section 4.2.2.2,
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Activities 1 and 2). The teacher developed the lesson activities to address her learners’ 

challenges with calculation, application and interpretation (see Section 4.2.2.2). Even though 

an important higher order skill -  critical thinking through reasoning -  was included in the 

lesson, this was of a scientific and technical nature as it did not develop the socio-ecological 

higher order system thinking competence needed to understand the complexities of 

population-environment relationships. The lesson, based on the topic ‘population ecology’, 

expected learners to draw on their tacit knowledge when they were asked about the impact of 

population increase on the environment. Thus, the lesson served to develop foundational 

knowledge regarding population but did not explicitly lend itself to understanding human- 

environment relationships (see Section 4.2.4).

The second teacher (DBL) developed lesson activities on the topic ‘Impact of human growth 

on the environment’ that reflected the interrelatedness and interdependence of humans and 

the environment (see Section 4.3.2.1). The lesson activities demonstrated the potential to 

develop systems thinking competence by highlighting the negative impact of the increase of 

population size on the environment. This was also supported by the teacher’s explanation of 

carbon footprint where she gave examples of individual, family, community and the 

country’s impact on the environment (see Section 4.3.2.2, Activity 3). The footprint 

calculation activity raised learners’ awareness of their impact on the environment and they 

compared individual footprints amongst group members. This enabled the development of 

learners’ reflexivity. According to Wiek et al. (2011), normative reflexivity is defined as the 

ability to specify, compare, apply, reconcile and negotiate in a responsive way (see Section 

2.8). This activity would have been good grounding for the further development of reflexivity 

if learners had been asked to discuss different ways of reducing their carbon footprint in 

response to the teacher’s intention of developing learners’ knowledge of how humans destroy 

the environment as well as how to counteract these actions (see Section 4.3.2.1). Such an 

extension of this activity would also have addressed the CAPS curriculum interest in the need 

to suggest solutions to modify learners’ behaviour to lessen their impact on the environment.

The other two teachers (CON and TON) developed lesson plans on ‘Human impact on the 

environment’, the second topic of CAPS Life Sciences subject knowledge strand: 

Environmental Studies. In this particular topic, Life Sciences aims to emphasise the 

interrelatedness and interdependence of human impacts on the environment. This aim lends 

itself to the development of systems thinking as described in Section 2.11.
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The third teacher (CON) and his learners developed the potential for systems thinking by 

discussing the impact of humans on the environment. Learners were involved in group 

discussions and presentations on the topic of the greenhouse effect. This offered potential for 

the development of systems thinking competence as indicated in the lesson activities (see 

Section 4.4.2.2, Activity 3). Other sustainability competencies that emerged during learners’ 

presentations were anticipatory (predicting the impact the increase of carbon dioxide in the 

atmosphere would have in the environment) as well as showing strategic competence 

(introduce solar panels and green technology) to mitigate the effects of greenhouse gases on 

the environment (see Section 4.4.4).

The same teacher’s second lesson addressed a problem of food security. The lesson made use 

of an article in a local newspaper focusing on food prices. The activity developed critical 

thinking about the cause and effects of food prices on the availability of food. Activities 2 

and 3 gave the learners an opportunity to discuss among themselves the challenge faced by 

local farmers as well as the country in terms of food security (see Section 4.5.2.2). The lesson 

activities provided the potential for the development of systems thinking sustainability 

competence when learners discussed different factors contributing to food security challenges 

such as human population growth, environmental conditions and agricultural practices (see 

Section 4.5.2.2). Anticipatory competence emerged when learners predicted the impact of the 

population increase on the availability of food, citing many challenges that could emerge 

from this catastrophe (see Section 4.5.2.2.).

The fourth teacher (TON) planned his lesson activity based on the availability and quality of 

water in a local river. Lesson activities 1 to 4 illustrated the potential to develop systems 

thinking competence where a textile factory, sewage farm and other human activities were 

explored in relation to quality and availability of water (see Section 4.6.2.2). Anticipatory 

competence emerged when the learners anticipated the outbreak of cholera (see Section 

4.6.4). The development of strategic competence was enabled by Activity 3 when the teacher 

explained the strategy taken by the municipality in solving the issue of leaking pipes and 

asked learners to think of other strategies themselves (see Section 4.6.4.).

The above discussion illustrates that human impact topics lend themselves more strongly to 

understanding human-environment relationships and therefore are more likely to lead to the 

emergence of sustainability competencies. The CAPS curriculum gives teachers the
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opportunity to expand beyond given content knowledge specified in the document (see 

Section 2.5), and some of the lessons in this study were able to demonstrate this. This was 

evident in the lesson where learners explored and wrote a report on three examples of 

environmental influence in their area (DBL). Further evidence was the research assignment 

about the Chimanimani permaculture project (CON) and the field trip and report on water 

quality (TON).

5.2.2 Teaching methods

The teaching methods that influenced sustainability competencies in different ways from all 

four sampled schools are discussed below. The commonly used method by teachers in this 

study was question and answer. Teachers explained that they mostly used this method to 

define concepts, assess learners’ prior knowledge and to keep them focused on the lesson. 

Teachers used this method to actively involve learners to think critically, become more 

interactive, creative and suggest solutions themselves. This latter use of the method has 

potential to support reflexive and responsive environmental learning.

Investigative methods were used by two teachers (DBL and TON) in this study. This method 

was evident when the DBL teacher asked learners to explore how their individual lifestyle 

choices impact on the environment and TON learners compared quality of water in different 

sections of the river (see Sections 4.3.2.3 and 4.6.2.3). The evidence of strategic competence 

developed on the river field trip (as described above) in particular supports the argument of 

Kostova and Atasoy (2008) (see Section 2.6) that investigative methods can be oriented to 

agency, capabilities, and social and structural change. Also, this strategic competence 

contributes towards a responsive approach to teaching. Section 2.9 described responsiveness 

as learning to cope with profound societal, international and ecological change.

The other teaching methods that were used by teachers were chalk and talk, simulation, use 

of local examples, group discussion, scenario planning, case study and presentation. This 

resonates with Loubser (2008) (see Section 2.6) who emphasised that effective teaching of 

environmental education should move away from teaching and learning based solely on 

transmission of knowledge. All these methods formed a good base for the development of 

sustainability competencies such as systems thinking and anticipatory competence. The 

methods were used by all four teachers to present environmental content knowledge in a
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manner that recognises complex system interactions as well as anticipates the effects of 

human actions on the environment.

In this study, the use of different methods by three teachers (DBL, CON and TON) enabled 

learners to work with contemporary environmental issues such as food security, impacts of 

population growth and water issues in their local environment. This was evident when DBL 

learners investigated their carbon footprint (see Section 4.3.2.2) and CON learners discussed 

the food insecurity problem in their local environment and deliberated on ways to solve the 

problem (see Section 4.5.2.2). The TON learners also worked with a local environmental 

water issue highlighting the need for an educational response by the municipality (see Section 

4.6.2.2). These lessons were illustrative of the value of involving learners in real 

environmental threats and problems and encouraging them to look for solutions (authentic 

learning) (Lotz-Sisitka & Raven, 2001) (see Section 2.6)).

5.3 The emergence of curriculum competencies in informal and formal 

assessment in environmental learning

This section addresses Goal 3, which concerns the development and the emergence of 

curriculum competencies in informal and formal assessment in environmental learning. For 

each school, curriculum competencies in informal assessment will be discussed, followed by 

a discussion of the formal assessment tasks.

In the ZOK school informal assessment task, medium and higher order questions dominated 

(see Table 4.1). The learners performed well in the medium order questions which focused 

on estimations and calculations. The higher order questions focused on complex thinking 

where learners were expected to comment on the reliability of the mark-recapture technique 

and suggest reasons for the difference between estimations and reality. It was at the higher 

order level that the learners’ performance was particularly poor. Lack of exposure to higher 

order questions during the lesson presentation might be a factor influencing the learners’ poor 

performance in higher order questions in the informal written task. During the lesson 

presentation, the teacher used interrogative question verbs (why, which and what) when she 

asked questions. The 2013 examiners’ report noted that learners displayed misunderstanding 

of requirements of action verbs in assessment questions (see Section 2.7). This could be a
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reason for learners not achieving in high order questions which used action verbs such as 

‘suggest a reason’.

In the DBL school, the assessment task required a variety of cognitive skills with medium 

order competencies dominating. Learners encountered challenges when they had to suggest 

reasons (higher order) and also showed some difficulty with low order questions that needed 

definitions of concepts. The reason might be the fact that during the lesson presentation the 

concepts were written on the board in English and explained in isiZulu, yet in the assessment 

they had to define these in English (see Section 4.3.2.3). As the questioning and answering 

was in isiZulu this might also be a limiting factor for learners in developing the curriculum 

competencies outlined in the CAPS document (see Table 2.2). Learners might know the 

definition in isiZulu but struggle to translate this to their second language (English).

The first informal assessment task in the CON school, displayed evidence of reflexiveness as 

learners were able to specify human activities that produce greenhouse gases and compared 

the current emissions of carbon with future emissions (see Section 4.4.3). This activity 

enabled learners to think of alternative ways to respond to the greenhouse gases challenge 

(see Section 4.4.4). In CON school’s second assessment task (food security), learners related 

human exponential growth to food availability as well as its impact on the economy (fuel 

price increase and food price increase). Learners also specified how environmental 

occurrences and agricultural sectors had contributed to food insecurity (see Section 4.5.2.2). 

During the lesson presentations, the teacher worked at a high level as he allowed learners to 

develop knowledge through group discussion and presentation. He encouraged them to use 

textbooks to analyse concepts. The lessons supported and succeeded in the development of 

curriculum competencies including: explain processes, discuss, predict and calculate (see 

Section 4.4.3 and 4.5.3). Learners presented confidently and their command of English was 

good. After discussing the food insecurity problem, learners suggested permaculture as a 

solution (see Section 4.5.3). In the formal task (assignment), low and medium order questions 

dominated. Learners read and highlighted how Chimanimani responded to the food insecurity 

problem

The teacher at CON school also made links across the grades when he asked questions on 

atmosphere and ecology (grade 10 content knowledge) that displayed vertical progression 

within the subject from simple to complex at higher grade levels (see Section 2.10). This
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could be a reason why learners performed well in responding to high order questions in 

assessment tasks.

The teacher at TON school conducted two assessments. The first one was informal and the 

second one was formal. The informal task addressed all three cognitive levels, although the 

medium order questions dominated in the task and learners achieved well at all the levels (see 

Table 4.6). The reason for high achievement might be the fact that the lesson was an 

experiential one where learners directly experienced a real water challenge in their area. This 

might indicate that learners learn better if they are able to relate content knowledge to real- 

world experience. In this task, few learners displayed difficulty with questions that required 

them to give reasons

TON school’s formal task addressed different aspects around sustainability challenges and 

learners were expected to suggest reasons and solve environmental problems (see Table 4.2 

and 4.7). Learners were tasked to assess and evaluate liquid waste in their area and provide 

realistic solutions for water quality management (see Table 4.6). In the formal assessment, 

different aspects of human influence on the environment were assessed such as ozone 

depletion, greenhouse effect, global warming and over utilisation of natural resources 

(interconnectedness of related topics). The assessment task developed learners’ knowledge of 

human-environment interactions in a systematic, rather than fragmented, way.

The performance of four learners out of six was excellent (at level five to seven in the 

informal tasks) (see Section 4.6.2.2, Photograph 19). There may be a connection between 

learners’ successful demonstration of higher order questions in this task and the teacher 

exposing them to a greater number of higher order questions during the lesson presentation. 

The TON school (according to the contextual data presented in Section 4.6.1) was 

advantaged with respect to factors such as availability of resources, class size and language 

and these factors could also have contributed to the high level of performance at all cognitive 

levels. This is a possible indicator that local contextual factors influence classroom teaching 

and learning.
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5.4 Integrated approach to developing sustainability competencies in 

environmental learning processes

This section discusses the fourth goal of this research: To investigate the emergence of an 

integrated approach to sustainability competencies in environmental learning processes.

With one teacher (ZOK), two sustainability competencies were supported: systems thinking 

and anticipatory. However, these competencies were not used to build on one another as there 

was no connection between the population dynamics content knowledge (supporting systems 

thinking) and the expected knowledge of the impact of population size on the environment 

(which would have demonstrated anticipatory competence) (see Section 4.2.4). This relates to 

the concern with the fragmented acquisition of isolated skills or pieces of knowledge (De 

Kraker et al., 2007) (see Section 2.9).

In the DBL lesson presentation on human impact on the environment, systems thinking and 

anticipatory competencies were supported (see Section 4.3.4). This was noticed when the 

teacher explained the concepts required to understand factors influencing population size 

(systems thinking) and anticipated the impact of an increase in population size on the 

environment (see Section 4.3.4). The carbon footprint activity opened up the need for 

reflection on human-environment relationships, but not sufficiently to stimulate learners to 

make decisions towards modifying their behaviour and lessening their impact on the 

environment as suggested by Life Sciences environmental knowledge strand 3 (see Section 

4.3.2.1).

In the CON first lesson, the competencies that were supported were: systems thinking, 

anticipatory and strategic competencies. They were integrated as all three are linked (see 

Section 4.4.4). Through learners’ responses, competencies emerged when learners identified 

greenhouse gases, discussed human activities (systems thinking), anticipated the effects in 

seventy years to come (anticipatory competence) and decided on alternative ways to building 

a sustainable future while instilling a sense of responsibility (strategic competence) towards 

their country South Africa (see Section 4.4.4). These competencies built on one another as 

they addressed the current situation (where are we now?), the future (where are going?) and 

action (how do we get there?).
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In the CON second lesson focusing on food security, evidence was found of integrated 

system thinking and anticipatory competencies as learners first analysed the problem (see 

Section 4.5.4) and then anticipated the impact of food insecurity on local people if the 

problem was not addressed. In the CON informal assessment tasks, systems thinking and 

anticipatory competencies were integrated (see Section 4.5.3). Based on learners’ work in the 

formal task (assignment), interpersonal, strategic and normative competencies emerged and 

were integrated. In this task, learners demonstrated knowledge of the engagement of 

community members in discussions of how to turn to sustainable food security (interpersonal 

competence), deliberating on ways to retain water (strategic competence) and taking care of 

elderly people and orphans through development of permaculture gardens (normative 

competence) (see Section 4.5.5).

Noticeably, the CON teacher’s two lessons supported the development of sustainability 

competencies (systems thinking, strategic and anticipatory) as these were developed in both 

lessons presented, thus reinforcing the development of these competencies (see Section 2.4).

The food security activities provided an opportunity for learners to be critical and creative to 

cope better with the complexity of sustainable development through discussion of sustainable 

ways of addressing food insecurity (see Photograph 15). Learners in this lesson highlighted a 

number of aspects contributing to food insecurity and decided on permaculture practice as a 

solution. Looking more deeply into ethical practices of permaculture could provide a useful 

springboard for exploring sustainability values and principles in future lessons. Such 

explorations are central to Wiek’s notion of normative reflexivity (see Section 2.8).

In the TON lesson about human impact on water quality and availability, systems thinking 

(explanation of the impact of society, economy and technology), strategic (revamping smaller 

pipes into bigger ones) and anticipatory (anticipated diseases like cholera that might occur) 

competencies were integrated. In the TON school the design of the informal task and the 

questions supported this integration as was evident from learners’ responses (see Table 4.6).

5.5 Summary of the study

This study was conducted as a case study of four schools in the rural town in KwaZulu-Natal 

Midlands area. The study investigated teaching methods and assessment practices used by
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Grade 11 teachers to develop curriculum and sustainability competencies in environmental 

learning practices. The study employed qualitative methods, specifically questionnaires, 

lesson observations, stimulated interviews and document analysis. The study found that 

structural factors in three schools (namely class size, inadequate teaching and learning 

resources, library and laboratories) were influencing the teaching of environmental learning. 

Teachers involved in the study had good knowledge of environmental content knowledge and 

they were qualified and experienced in the subject.

The study also revealed that sustainability competencies the CAPS Life Sciences knowledge 

strand 3 provides a platform from which all five can be integrated. Systems thinking and 

anticipatory competencies were supported by all four teachers in their lesson presentation and 

they were integrated in three of the four schools. The other sustainability competencies that 

were supported by two schools were strategic competence and one school (CON) 

demonstrated the emergence of all five competences in an integrated way in the second 

lesson (food security). However, the interpersonal and normative competencies were not 

extensively evident, but highlighted by two learners in their research assignments as an 

important aspect of solving problems.

The study also provided evidence of teachers integrating different methods in their lessons 

presentation to develop understanding of social and ecological processes. The study found 

that three teachers (ZOK, DBL and CON) were unable to do fieldwork. This indicates a need 

for teacher training regarding fieldwork, as this method is one of the CAPS curriculum 

assessment requirements, particularly with respect to environmental content knowledge. The 

study found that all three cognitive levels (low, medium, and high) were assessed in all five 

informal assessment tasks and learners from two schools (ZOK and DBL) displayed a 

challenge in responding to high order questions that expected them to suggest reasons.

Factors such as the use of home language (isiZulu) during lessons presentation, use of low 

and medium questions during lesson presentations, lack of resources (libraries and 

laboratories) and use of interrogative verbs (what, how, why) might have negatively 

influenced learners’ performance.
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5.6 Recommendations

The study found that the nature of Life Sciences environmental topics and implementation 

influences the development of curriculum and sustainability competencies. Also, the choice 

of teaching methods influenced the emergence of particular curriculum and sustainability 

competencies. The findings also suggested that switching between isiZulu and English, 

unfamiliarity with action verbs, and the inconsistent use of higher order questions in 

classroom discussion, informal and formal assessment tasks might have affected success in 

the development of higher order thinking skills. Finally, the study revealed that 

environmental learning has the potential to support the development of integrated 

sustainability competencies.

This study was driven by an interest in environmental content knowledge, teaching and 

assessment within the South African Fundisa for Change network of environmental 

educators. It is hoped that the study’s illustration of how consideration of curriculum and 

sustainability competencies can contribute to quality education practices in environmental 

learning, will be of use in this network.

5.7 Recommendations for further research

There were limitations to the study as it was conducted in only one ward with four teachers. 

Issues raised in this study are still open for comparison as they were only studied within a 

small sample of schools.

5.8 Critical reflections

The research process was beneficial to me as well as the participants as it highlighted the 

strengths and weaknesses of our teaching and assessment practices. From the research and 

learning process we (participants and I) came to an agreement of setting common assessment 

tasks together. From this practice a slight improvement in Grade 12 Life Sciences results have 

been noticed in the two participants’ schools that were underperforming. The research study 

has been most beneficial to me in terms of improving my teaching and assessment practices as 

it helped me to understand the value of using local environmental issues when teaching
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environmental content knowledge. The study highlighted the importance of lesson planning 

that will enable learners to be actively involved in a lesson.

The stimulated recall interview method was useful as it enabled participants to reflect on their 

own teaching practices and highlighted the ways they could improve their practices. It also 

enabled me to learn more about the participants’ understanding of the CAPS curriculum as well 

as the challenges they face when teaching environmental content knowledge. The research 

would have benefitted from a second stimulated recall interview with the participants, after the 

assessment tasks, in order to gain insight into their reflections on the impact of their teaching 

practices on the learner performance (assessment practices). One challenge with these 

interviews was fitting into one of the participant’s busy work schedule. I had to change the 

method from stimulated recall interview to a questionnaire, which limited the depth and scope 

of data obtained from this participant. The questionnaire was also useful in giving me a picture 

of the participants’ school context and how these affected their teaching and assessment 

practices.

There were further challenges I encountered. For example, one lesson observation was 

disturbed while the lesson was in progress. The teacher had to stop the lesson and let the 

learners leave to write a Mathematics exam paper that was scheduled by the Department of 

Education. This illustrates a problem with researching environmental content knowledge which 

is taught in the third and fourth term when the focus is on examinations.

5.9 Conclusion

The study investigated how teaching methods and assessment practices are used to develop 

curriculum and sustainability competencies in environmental learning practices. Teaching 

methods, assessment practices used by teachers involved in this study as well as the 

curriculum and sustainability competencies developed, were discussed in Chapter 4. The 

findings were discussed in this chapter (5), followed by the recommendations as well as the 

further research study recommendations.

The study concluded that, for quality education in South African schools especially in 

environmental learning, teachers could be supported to develop teaching methods that 

involve outdoor activities as well as the use of simulation when resources are limited. The
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conclusion was that the focus on ‘human impact’ in the Life Sciences FET CAPS enables the 

emergence of all five sustainability competencies in an integrated way. The study found that 

the development of sustainability competencies was supported and they were integrated in 

three lessons. One of the lessons in the study was able to display the integration of all five 

competencies as illustrated in Wiek et al.’s model of key sustainability competencies. The 

study also highlighted the poor performance in higher order questions in two schools; this 

implies that teachers could be further developed in designing lesson activities that could 

stimulate critical thinking. The study also used critiques around the notion of competence to 

review the lessons in order to ensure that a problematic perspective on competency did not 

limit the analysis of the study. These critiques enabled the application of the lenses of 

reflexivity, responsiveness and fragmentation to the data.
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Appendix 1: Sample of a questionnaire

School Profile
1. In which area is your school? e.g. farm, township or rural?

2. In which quantile is your school? (fee paying or no fee paying school?)

3. How many teachers do you have in your school?

4. How many learners do you have in your school?

5. What is the teacher -  learner ratio in class?

6. What subjects does your school offer in grade 10 -12?

7. What is the first language of the majority of learners in your school?

8. What is the first language of the majority of teachers?

9. What is the language of instruction in your school?

10. Briefly describe the infrastructure of the school in terms of buildings, water, 
electricity and fencing

11. Can you elaborate on the availability of resources within the school? 13

12. Is the teacher(s) teaching Life Sciences in this school adequately competent to teach it 
in grade 10 to 12?

13. What social factors are you facing in your school?



Teacher information
1. How long have you been teaching?

2. For how many years have you taught Life Sciences?

3. What was your previous pass rate in Life Sciences?

4. What are your qualifications?

5. What teaching methods do you tend to use in Life Sciences?

6. What assessment techniques and tools do you use in Life Sciences?

7. What challenges are you facing in the teaching of environmental content knowledge?

8. Have you been workshoped on CAPS? If yes, how useful did you find the workshop?.

9. What supporting materials are available for teaching environmental content?

10. Are there any comments you would like to make in relation to teaching and assessment 
of environmental content in Life sciences?



Appendix 2: Sample of a colour coded lesson observation transcript

C ate go ry Colour
C o ntent know ledge Red
Teachin g m ethod Green
A ssessm ent Purple

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8 
9

1 0
11 
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20 
21 
22
23
24
25
26
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28
29
3 0
31
32
33
34
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36
37
38
3 9
4 0
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
5 0
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
6 0  
61  
62

Teacher: These are dominant species; by dominant I mean there are more than any other species. If human beings increase in the 
world, we look at the impact that would have in the world. By impact we look at the negatiygjmgact that might have in the 
environment. According to your knowledge, we as human beings, how do we depend on environment? Tnvrrannieiit being the 
plants, the soil and other living organisms~(animals). How do we depend on them?
Learner: We need energy from plants. _________________
Teacher: So wc get energy from the sun. What do we call the process whereby plants make their own food?
Teacher: Yes Tizo (pseudoname)
Learner: Photosynthesis
Teacher: It is called photosynthesis, so we are dependent on plants because we get starch from the plants. So you know from 
your knowledge of food chain that sometimes we do not get energydirccUvfnnTm>lant;^iometimejmtfmiidnect]^vherebv^^^a1 
animals that oat grass in that way that is indirectly e.g, cow.
P B iB H P B iill do how it affects thfcenvbonmeial So it has been proven that population human population is increasing 
gradually. If it was started with two people, Adam and Eve in the world, then the human population started to grow and grow. 
Every year the survey or every five years the survey' that is done, we find that human population is shooting up, but as it 
increases, how docs it affect the environment? Teil me how human population size affects the environment? 1 liink ol the 
simplest form at your home, you started being only two members, then being your cousins come to live with you, think about the 
space, how will you be affected?
Learner: The more the population increases, there will be a shortage o f space; plants too will be affected through deforestation 
where trees which photosvnthesizes, isn’t Miss?
Teacher: Yes
Learner: Trees need carbon dioxide, then the oxygen that is given ofl'by trees as a byproduct that means we will be running 
short of O2 that we need.
Teacher: So she talked about increasing of human population will lead to the process o f deforestation. So it will have an impact 
around us. For example, the increase of human, it’s obvious it will need more space that will mean the area that had trees. 
Remember that trees
Don't just only photosynthesizc to provide human with Oj, they also provide shelter for other animals. You know there are 
animals that live full time in the forest, like what? Which animal live full time in the forest?
Learner: Baboon
Teacher: Baboon, exactly. I.isten springboks live under the trees, so trees do not supply oxygen to human beings, they are also 
useful to other animals. When the human jjopulation grows, more space will be needed for shelter. The Government sat down and 
realized that human population has grown, so he needs to build more RDP houses. Trees were destroyed even if  it’s two or three 
that were providing oxygen, supporting even the 5 ants, now they have destroyed the homes of other animals. When trees or 
plantations are destroyed that is the process of deforestation. So we say deforestation is the removal o f  trees or forest. We said 
photosynthesis is when plants use CO-, , water and light make their own food, so this is how wc are dependen^^eforestotion  
utkes place, wc are minimizing plants and limiting the am ou n^ ^ 0^ hafo^ i^ h ^ aic^ ^ en n^ ofC ^b JH H H S H |j^^ H |^ ^H H  
to affect the level of CO, m the air? By removing trees, how will it affect the level of CO? ? Is 11 going to increase or decrease?

Yes, Siza (pseudoname)
Learner: It will increase
Teacher: m a  m m a a m
Learner: It because trees that uses it has been destroyed and C 0 2 dial human beings exliale will accumulate in the air and no 
trees to absorb it.
Teacher: Exactly the level of CO? will rise, because trees that were supposed to absorb it have been destroyed and there are few 
left because others have been cut down. So reflect to your grade 10 content that the rise o f C 02 lead to ozone layer, greenhouse 
gases and in the

Learner: Unemployment rate will increase.

______ r: Yes, which will lead to an increase of crime rales and the spread of diseases.
Teacher: Sp what, ifthgcriminitf* increases,htifwwglitagfectthB environment?

cvill it affect the e
Learner: When the criminals kill people, those people need to be buried, that means plants will be destroyed when tombs are 
dug
Teacher: So 1 can take that answer because whenever you think o f any impact, you must link it by stating how it alfects the 
environment. Let’s say if  the population increases the industries will fail lo employ more people because people will be more 
than job opportunities, which will lead to high unemployment rate which in turn will give rise to high crime rale. Crime rate will 
lead to an increase of death rate, so more space will be needed for burial which destroys environment by decreasing biodiversity 
of plants and animals. That is why government is proposing that people must be buried standing, have you heard of that? 
Learners: (chorus) Yes/ No!
Teacher: Why?
Learner: Because there is no space and plants are destroyed.
Teacher: Yes, that has already started; Government has noticed that people arc increasing in numbers drastically, so you will end 
up being buried on lop of your grandfather. Ok what is other impact?



Learner: Soil erosion
Teacher: what a big concept? What do you mean?
Learner: That means Miss, the removal of soil 
Teacher: what causes it?
Learner: Even in that Miss, the increase o f population, lead to people building houses even on steep slopes. They remove plants 
that hold the soil particles together and plants are also destroyed
Teacher: Exactly, even when they are building those houses, they use tractors that degrade the soil, killing small insects. Once it 
has degraded the environment, no plants will ever grow there. Because the more you walk on the same path, the soil is destroyed 
as well as soil nutrients. Even though I have never gone to Hlathikhulu but l think it’s  a place that has large space where one can 
plant vegetables.
Learners: Yes (chorus)
Teacher: Let’s sayvou aretw ohiyoui^ am ilv^ n i^ hei^ lW ou ^ ousin ^ ron ^ ou ^ ram w ^ ha^ oi^ on ^ cn ow ^ om ^ n^ tay  
with vou. Due to

You ll1 experience the
shortage of food and space. Then can we try to look at the concept called ecological footprint Turn to page 319 in your life *
sciences books and any one can read for us.

bed with one of you. Another person comes now you are 5 still there is space in two beds Are you affected according to space 
Yes or No?
Learners: (chorus) No
Teacher: Because he or she can share a bed with the other one. If another group of people come then you end up being ten by the’ 
end of the year, your impact now will be felt by the space around you because you are too many, environment will be affected. 
(Writes definition of the two types of footprints on the board) It will depend on whether the country is affected or not Jfp eop le  
from outside the country immigrate in another country, what happens jn thefamily^will_jiappen_in^

shortage of food,, increase environmeiu
As we are still on ecological footprint, by Light has less impact and heavy has larger impact (high degrees o f impact). In your 
exercise books, not exercise books, textbooks, there is a short activity for you guys to determine how1 you as an individual destroy 
the environment. Are you in light or heavy? Please turn to page 318 and the handout on the next page. If you look at the table, it 
has some questionnaires there. How are you going to do this, turn your chairs to the people behind you and for a group o f 4, 
There arc questions there, you determine an individual footprint and add with the other members’ footprint in your group. I want 
to see which group destroy the environment. Activity page 319. first question says:

_______ ______________ _______________________________ is a question that you don’t understand ask
your neighbor. At the end, you have the total score o f 100, what you w ill do you will add all the numbers and divide by the 100 
then it will be the group’s impact. We want to see how much space you used that will be your ecological foot print. Arc you light 
or heavy person.
(Teacher assist groups with calculations) she draws 7 columns on the board to write results. Now give me the scores.
Learners: Group 1= 4.58 group 2= 4.56 group 3= 2 88 .
group 4 = 4,21
Group 5= 3.44 group 6= 5.90 group 7 = 6.18
Teacher: Which group has the heaviest footprint?
Learners: (chorus) group 7 
Teacher: Which group has the lightest?
Learners: group 3
Teacher: From your understanding, according to what you have done and see, you think which country’ has the affect the 
environment the most between the underdeveloped and developed countries?. If we are talking about developed country we talk



1 25  about country like America. They have the best technology, children at the age o f 13,14 by the time they reach 18, they have
1 26  driving licenses and parents have bought them cars. There are best hospitals and underdeveloped country they lack resources,
127  poor infrastructure. If you think which one destroys the environment between them?
128  Learner: Developed one
129  Teacher: If the developed one. Why?
1 3 0  Learner: They waste a lot
131  Teacher: What does it waste?
132 Learner: They have lot o f cars as young children have cars too, which releases C 02 into the atmosphere, which causes global
133  warming.
134  Teacher: Ok is there anyone who thinks it’s the underdeveloped? Ok actually yes. According to population size, which one do
135 you think has a high rate of population? Think about the poor and the rich family. Which one used to have more members?
136 Learner: Underdeveloped, more population due to poverty, they give birth so that they can get grant.
137 Teacher: What do others say?
138  Learner: Developed because those from underdeveloped will migrate to developed one.
139  Teacher: Let’s say there is a race if  we talk about race I mean blacks, whites and Indians. Which one is being perceived as rich
1 4 0  one?
141  Learners: (Chorus) whites
142  Teacher: They have access to resources the one who is p o o r c a n n o ta f fo r ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^
143 How can you as DBL school do to decrease the impact ’ Go home, think and come back tomorrow' on how you as an individual
1 4 4  What the school can do to reduce learner’s footprint on the
145  environment?

3



Appendix 3: Sample of colour coded stimulated interview transcript

C ate go ry Colour

Content know ledge Red

Teachin g m ethod Green

A ssessm ent Purple

Researcher:

T2:

Researcher:

T2:

Good afternoon Miss 

Good afternoon

Firstly I just want to play the first lesson that I observed. So on this one you say now your lesson was 

based on the human impact- population size on the environment. I just want to find out what was your 

intention? What is it that you wanted the learners to know?

Ok, I think the main intention was for learners to know everything that the human do in one way or another

it does affect the environment so we have to preserve the environment. So in order to preserve it we have 

to know what the human beings do to destroy it so that we can know how to counter act it. To save 

environment because it is important to us.

Researcher: Thank you very much for that answer, I am going to play another video clips. So when we look at this one, we 

can see that teaching was mostly in Isizulu, I just want to find out what socio-cultural factors shaped the 

teaching and learning that took place in the lesson? How did they contribute to teaching and learning?

T2: The learners that I teach, their first language are Isizulu, even if they communicate at homes. Their social

environment they are growing up into is Isizulu. So it is important for me that when teaching I have to 

code switch to Isizulu so that they will understand the concepts better. Because language has a role in 

teaching so that learners will understand. I do use English but I have to code switch to the language that 

they understand to make things easier for them. And also even if it comes to environment, their experiences 

that they encounter involve the language they are used to.So their background, if you see their historical 

background, they are more exposed to their home language than English. I do use English but there are 

concepts that I need to explain in Isizulu.

Reseacher: Thank you so much for answering that question. So the other thing I just want to find out from you. I just wanted 

to find out the method you used, because mostly you were using question and answer method and also 

chalk and talk. Why did you choose those methods? Particularly in this lesson.

T2: So, firstly the chalk method it helps learners in terms of spelling because a learner can know a lot about

environment but he cannot be good in spelling. If you have written down the word she will know how to 

spell it and also understanding it. He will never forget it. When it comes to question and answer by the 

time you ask a learner a question, you stimulate his brain so that he can think. So that he will see that what 

you teach is not something far from his environment. So it helps a lot that is why I chose it so that when I 

teach, I ask a question in between so that a learner’s brain will focus on what we are doing. We are not 

talking about something they he does not know or something happened in another environment, but we 

are learning about something that happens in his environment.

Researcher: I just want to find out also regarding your teaching and assessment, is there anything that your learners are

struggling with in terms of curriculum competencies? What are those curriculum competencies your 

learners are struggling with?

T2: Em, what I can say our learners especially the ones that I teach, curriculum demands that learners be

exposed to libraries and other resources that will help them to understand curriculum better. They rely 

mostly on the textbook, they are not exposed to technology yet knowledge is all over now, but they can’t 

access it.



Researcher:

They struggle a lot in accessing knowledge as they have only the textbook to refer to.

How do you help the learners to develop those curriculum competencies that they are lacking?

T2: Most of the time I try to look for more resources, consult different textbooks, or if I happen to get a DVD

that talks about environmental part. There are some DVDs that talks about animals and human survival

and so forth. So it becomes my duty to get some DVDs that can watch. Then they relate it to what they

have learnt in the classroom. I also use some other textbook they might explain much better the same

Researcher:

concept.

What was your aim of carbon footprint activity specifically when learners are asked to start calculating 

their carbon footprint before comparing it with their group mates?

T2: The aim of the lesson was that the learner as individual should know how he contribute to carbon because

when we talk about human impact, he should understand that he also contribute carbon emission.

By calculating theirs individually, I wanted them to realize how each of them negatively impact the 

environment. My aim was to let each one of them to take full responsibility of his or her actions and see 

that the future of the environmental resources lies upon each of them to save them. So they will realize 

that to save the environment, they have to do something. By comparing with his carbon footprint with his 

group mates, enabled them to see how much damage they cause on the environment, then they can decide

on the action to take to reduce their impact on the environment.

Researcher: When observing this video of your lesson presentation, what else can you do to improve the quality of teaching 

and learning of environmental content knowledge?

T2: I will probably, environment is nature so it is very hard to explain it right through in theory. So I will 

probably plan my lessons to be an outdoor lesson where the environment is. So learners will not end up 

with theory, as it is all about what they know. By taking them out for excursion will help learners to 

understand better all what they have learnt in the classroom? I will improve it by not concentrating only 

to textbooks but to take excursions to let them see and learn more about environmental aspects they are 

dealing with in that time.

Researcher: Are there any challenges that you encounter when teaching environmental content knowledge, since it is 

new and most of us have not been trained about it during our teacher-training?

T2: Yes, Challenges link to your previous question, all the information I have as a teacher I get it from the

textbook. So the learners also rely on the textbook. The challenge of environmental content knowledge is

that there should be a part of observation, because it is practical. It can be seen, the challenge is we rely

on theory that we get from textbooks. It seems that a teacher and a learner should be exposed to all the

environmental aspects that are in the curriculum. Teachers and learners will understand environmental 

content knowledge much better if it is a hands-on lesson.
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Appendix 4.2: DBL Lesson Plan



Appendix 4.3: CON Lesson Plan 1

climate change
Other activities such as burning fossil fuels and deforestation and decay of plants conWbute more carbon dioxide into the atmosphere 
In S o u l Africa, energy production through coal power stations is the biggest contributor to carbon dioxide emissions

lESSOMWIKIlVES

Term 4 Repel

Gracte 11 Life Sciences la w

Human impact on the EnvironmentGRADE SUBJECT
Bill

life Sciences Introduction (the atmosphere and the green
house effect)

II jo^llC l^
Confer.):

The learner nr.ust be able to:
Understand that climate change has always been part of tilhe Earth's history
p n B y  the greenhouse gases and explain how these contribute to the natural green t e e .  effect
Explain how man s activities has increased the release of greenhouse gases and how I S  is contributing to global w ir in g  and climate c iw ii
Discuss how different sectors in South Africa are contributing to the increase of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere
Complete an activity on the green house elfecl by inlerpi niing inlonnafion and a n w s

LEARNER A C M IE S TIMING RESOURCES M

I c ~ a  owledge. How clirnolc Cfvjncio cccuusd ounrQ.hs coflh $ history ond why; ̂

Climate change has occurred many times throughout the history of the Earth

activity releasing particles into the atmosphere affected the climate of Earth in the pas;
for all: Life Scene

The {blowing must be highlighted by use of blackboard/transparendes and class

The greenhouse gases carbon dioxiide, water vapour and methane are naturally found



Appendix 4.4: CON Lesson Plan 2

Subject: Life Sciences
Topic: Population Ecology- Food security Date planned: 15/09/14

Specific Aim: 1 j -L 3

Learner Activities Resources Assessment Time

Teacher introduces the 
lesson by consolidating 
previous work done on the 
previous lesson on human 
impact on the environment- 
greenhouse gases

Listening and writing down 
definition.

Life Sciences 
Text book grade 
11

5 min.

Introduces new content- 
Food security by defining the 
term: Food Security. Asking 
questions.
Mention factors that affect 

food security.
- Exponential growth 

o f human impact
- Droughts and 

floods/climate 
change

- Poor farming 
practices

- Monoculture, pest 
control, loss of 
topsoil and need for 
fertilizers

Writing notes., answering 
questions
Reading newspaper article 
Village Talk- local newspaper 
'Drought threat to food industry'

Discuss how poverty and food 
security linked

Newspaper
article

20 min.

Discuss how small scale 
agriculture can increase food 
security.

Mention main agricultural 
products produced locally.

Focus
Geography book 
Grade 12 pg. 265 20 min.

Genetically modified foods
Loss of wild varieties - 
Impact on gene pool

South Africa’ top ten 
agricultural products by value. 
Pg. 259 geography book.

Classwork
15 min.

Teacher Reflection: Homework:
Write a few para 
insecurity in Sou

graphs explaining why food 
h Africa so often occurs in 
lands. End by suggesting 
-term remedy.1 Enrichment: Contribution of agriculture to the South African 

economy.

the former home 
one possible long



Appendix 4.5 TON Lesson plan 1
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APPENDIX 5 Document analysis: Assessment Tasks and Learners’ work

Appendix 5.1 ZOK Assessment Task 1

04/06/14
LIFE SCIENCES GRADE 11 
CLASS ACTIVITY 
Estimate population size by Mark-Recapture

1. In an investigation to determine the number of grasshopper in a field, 14 grasshoppers were 

caught and a spot of blue paint was applied to the shield of each. The grasshoppers were then 

released into the field.
Tw o weeks later a sample of 25 grasshoppers were re-captured from the same field. The 

drawing shows the grasshoppers that were re-captured.

iW  w M

1.1
1.2

1.3

Estimate the total number of grasshoppers in the field. Show all working. (5) ft1 <r < ^1
Suggest a reason why a estimated size of the population may differ from the real population , .
size. m Hl 3 ^
State TW O  ways in which the reliability of this method can be improved. (2) /— C1

2. A group of students in an industrial area were given a school project which required them to

Determine the population size of two species of moths (A and B). Their results are indicated in 

the following table.

Species April 1999 May 1999

Number marked and released Number in captured 
sample

Number marked in re
captured sample

A 25 402 10

B 30 48 8

2.1
2.2
2.3
2.4

Estimate the size of species B. Show al working.
Estimate the total number of moths in the area. Show all working.
Suggest why there is a difference in the numbers between species A and species B. 

Why did the student mark the moths on the undersurface of the animals?

4>Uĉ c|<2Sfc| J|\|£ 4. te^Sorf

(4) li\&rdiUIY\

(4) fnecrfi u ir\ 
(2) Hi °\ H.
(2) Hit 4  
[21] J



Appendix 5.2: Sample of ZOK Learner’s work
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Appendix 5.3: DBL Assessment Task



Appendix 5.4: Sample of DBL Learner’s work
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Appendix 5.5: Group Assessment task 1- Atmosphere and greenhouse effect

Group A: Discuss the Process of greenhouse Discuss High

Group B: Name greenhouse gases 
and [explain] how they are produced.

Name Low

Explain Medium

Group C: Explain Human activities that produce greenhouse gases. Explain Medium

Group D :Discuss the Effects of Greenhouse gases Discuss High

Group E - South Africa in seventy years will have a temperature 
rises of about 3 degrees Celsius. Calculate the annual rise over the 
given period of time. Predict how the effects of such a phenomena to 
South Africa in 70 years to come.

Calculate Medium
Predict Medium

Group F: Suggest strategic ways of creating a sustainable 
environment for example use of green technology.

Explain medium



Appendix 5.6: Sample of CON Learner’s work 1

G R O U P F

Lcw\
S T A T E  A N D  E X P L A IN  S T R A T E G IC  W A Y S  O F  C R E A T IN G  A  S U S T A IN A B L E  

E N V IR O N M E N T , F O R  E X A M P L E  -  U S E  O F  G R E E N  T E C H N O L O G Y .

f) NTt C~\ p fiTc> L'l f Lc: i\ f) N IG IQ H  LL- l  '-j



Appendix 5.7: CON -  Food security assessment task 2

Cognitive
skill

Cognitive
level

Group A Question: Explain briefly how human growth 
pattern impacts on the food security

Explain Medium

Group B: Explain how natural occurrences like drought, 
floods, climate change can affect food security? Explain Medium
Group C and D: Name four poor farming methods and 

discuss how each contributes to food insecurity. Define 
monoculture and explain how is it linked to food 
insecurity?

Name Low

Discuss High
Define
Explain Low

Group E: Predict how petrol prices will contribute to food 
insecurity in South Africa?

Predict Medium

Group F: Identify intervention measures that can be taken to 
address the problem of food insecurity in South Africa.

Identify Low



Appendix 5.8: Sample of leaner’s work 2 -  Food security

GROUP C ____ _ _ _ _ _

IDENTIFY 4 POOR FARMING METHOD AND HOW EACH CONTRIBUTE TO POOR 
FOOD SECURTY. N A nO C ORlsf-'ftj EX .PL.fVN  (m e tiu flf lj

J g, IHHkJtVGj
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Appendix 5.9: CON assessment task 3- Food security

What is happening to Chimanimani area? You go and type this word Chimanimani and 
permaculture. Research on food security Chimanimani- Zimbabwe permaculture-Tsuro 
permanent culture.



Appendix 5.10: A sample of CON learner’s work - Assignment Chimanimani permaculture project
■ _j ' •j . . j
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Appendix 5.11:TON Assessment Task 1 (worksheet)

STU D Y: W A T E R  A V A ILA B IL IT Y  & Q U A LITY  IN TH E  M O O I R IV ER  D ISTR IC T

NAM E:_____________  TO TAL: 40

1. Nam e the Dam that has been built on the Mooi R iv e r__________________________  (1) Low

2. Nam e the W eir w here M ooi River tow n gets its w ater s u p p ly .____________________  (1)

Low

3. Discuss the quality  of the w ater found at th is W eir ( m ention the E coli count and any other

m ethods to determ ine pollution le v e ls )._________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________ (4)

High

4. Explain how  dam s have a huge ecological im p a c t._______________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________ (4)

M edium

5. W rite a report on the state o f the river and quality o f w ater at Helen's Bridge 7km for the w eir 

m entioned in question 2. M ention E coli content, sources of pollution as w ell as how to solve any 

pollution is su e s .________________________________________________________________________

(solve)

M edium

6. Explain how  the fo llow ing affect the availab ility and quality of w ater. 

Exotic trees

(10)

(2)

M edium

(b)D estruction o f w etlands.



_(2)

(c) Poor farm ing Practices

_  (2)

(d) Irrigation e.g. center pivots

_  (2)

7. W rite a report on W esto n 's w ater m anagem ent including the fo llow ing factors. Sources of 

w ater, quality, conservation o f w ater, m anagem ent of liquid w aste and if problem s are 

d iscovered, provide realistic so lutions ( a digital report with photos will be accepted).

(13)

M edium



Appendix 5.12: Sample of TON learner’s work 1

D e s tru c tio n  o f  w e tla n d s

W r it e  a re p o r t  o n  W e s t o n 's  w a t e r  m a n a g e m e n t  in c lu d in g  th e  f o llo w in g  fa c to rs . S o u rc e s  o f  
w a t e r , q u a lity , c o n s e rv a t io n  o f  w a t e r , m a n a g e m e n t  o f  liq u id  w a s te  a n d  if p ro b le m s  are  
d is c o v e r e d , p ro v id e  re alistic  s o lu tio n s  (a d ig ita l r e p o rt  w it h  p h o to s  w ill iy s  a c c e p te d ).

7U r&r-cvypr -titles
i -

5 i ■ <<
irngat

-̂V _T~ a- c<_ — <bl

C CPi-AAXt

tlrrn  kz

(13)



Appendix 5.13: TON Assessment Task 2

CLA SS TE S T

TE R M  ;

T IM E : 4-5 M IN U TE S  

TO TA L: 50

H U M A N  IM P A C T ON TH E E N V IR O N M E N T

Q U E S T IO N  1

G IV E  T H E  C O R R E C T  B IO LO G IC A L T E R M  FO R  EACH O F T H E  FO LLO W IN G :

The cultivation of plant population of a single species.
Chem icals used to kill pests.
The fertile upper layer of soil.
Plants that are not indigenous to an area and spread quickly replacing indigenous plants.

1.5 Human w aste consisting of urine and faeces. (5)

Q U E S T IO N  2

Study the table below that shows the amount of ozone depletion in the stratosphere over a certain time 
period and answer the questions that follow:

Y e a r 1 9 8 2 1 9 8 4 1 9 8 6 198 8 1 9 9 0 1 9 9 2 1 9 9 4 1 9 9 6 —

O z o n e  d e p l e t i o n  
( in  t o n )

2  OOO 3  OOO A OOO 3 8 0 0 6  0 0 0 7  0 0 0 E 0 0 0 6  5 0 0

2.2

2.3

2.4

2.5

2j

(LeoSP̂

Draw  a line graph to illustrate the data in the above table.

Describe the ozone depletion in the given time period.

How  m any years did It take for the initial amount of ozone depletion to triple? 

How much ozone w as lost from the stratosphere In 1994?

(8) rrvc îu n\ 
(4) L-CJ UO 

( 1)

(1) U )U J

Are C FC 's  immediately rem oved from the atmosphere when you stop using them? Explain your
answer. (2) f'-O ' u  »V\

After 1994 the ozone depletion decreased. W hat do you think was the reason for this decrease?

(2}

Q U E S TIO N  3

3.1 Define the term  G reenhouse effect. (2) ^

3.2 Nam e one w ay the greenhouse effect benefits the earth. (1)

3.3

3.4

3.5

3.6

Explain the effects of global warming.

Explain the difference between afforestation and deforestation.

W hat is the main cause of desertification in South Africa? G y v |j)  t 

W hy is it necessary to m anage natural resources in a sustainable way?

4.3

4.4

4.5

4.6

(5) FAe <3h u
(2 )

(1) Medium
(2) VKgk

Q U E S TIO N  4

4.1 Explain w hat over utilisation means.

W hat do you think m akes rhino poaching different from other forms of poaching?

W hat is m eant by subsistence poaching?

W hat gas can be harvested or recovered from landfill sites and used as an energy source? 

N am e two sustainable energy sources. (2)

(2) j''/\«as3lvoi
(2 )

01(11ft.
? (2/ /-ouJ

Z__e? nM

3 3 ^*3-
4.7

4.8

W ater quality is rapidly becoming a more critical problem that w ater availability in South Africa.
W hy is this the case? (3)

Explain the importance of carbon sinks. (2) 1,0

LjOCaJGive an example of the carbon sink. (1)



Appendix 5.14: Sample of TON leaner’s work 2



Appendix 6: Additional questionnaire (TONCI)

V . D id  th e  p r e s e n ta t io n  o f  th e  le s s o n  e n a b le  y o u  to  a c h ie v e  y o u r  g o a l?  Jf y e s , h o w ?
If  n o , w h a t  w e n t  w r o n g ?

...VAy\sA&*aYcac>.fli...YYW:..W »tav\...
C A ..Vkv%. . .  tea cAV^r.  ^sa»w ue>.

S . w h a t  m e s s a g e  w e r e  y o u  c o n v e y in g  to  le a rn e rs  a b o u t  t h e  w a t e r  s t u d y  a n d  h u r h o n -e n v ir o n m e n t  
r e la t io n s h ip ?  W h a t  is it th a t  y o u  w a n t e d  t h e  le a rn e rs  to  u n d e rs ta n d ?

. . . A y W .  .......x V > n S r . . . \ & _ . X 3 * J c ......U w a J p J _______ C -.v n < -A  V , o v . )
C O - v y  y ^ c x v s  c s t - o o \ e X  o ' *  C. o  r r t c A  < ..............

9 . W h a t  e lse  c a n  y o u  a d d  t o  im p r o v e  t h e  q u a lity  o f  th e  te a c h in g  a n d  le a rn in g  o f  e n v ir o n m e n t ? !  c o n t e n t  
k n o w le d g e ?

..... - . . . . . . ^ . . ^ S * .  .AASA ».<* Y , 0  O Y -  V....
...fesetAsftfyvt.^ t  WVvvjm.v'n.

Y W v r V t k o  c c w t X  V U s .  p -o Y A * * — . \ Y  \ V h c *j  v J W V
\v> AVvCvr OV3YN ‘\V b ttovA ts Vc_> Ws

9 . W h a t  s o c ia l —C u ltu ra l fa c to rs  s h a p e d  t h e  te a c h in g  a n d  le a rn in g  th a t  to o k  p la c e  in  th e  le s s o n ?  H o w  r '*L W ' '  
d id  t h e y  c o n t r ib u t e  t o  te a c h in g  a n d  le a rn in g ?

f S o c io -c u lt u r a l  fa c to rs  a re  f a c to rs  lik e  le a r n e r s ' p r io r  K n o w le d g e  a n d  e x p e r ie n c e s , la n g u a g e , 
c u lt u r e , h is to r ie s  o f  le a r n e r s  a n d  th e  s o c ie ta l c o n t e x t ).

. } . . Y h * - . . . \ « r . 6 'S f X > * _ V ^  ... W y . v T * ,  V  o ,

1 0 . W h a t  s o c ia l —c u ltu

.....
'.. . ?t. .. -'"I .

u r a l  f a c t o r s  s h a p e d  t h e  t e a c h i n g  a n d  l e a r n i n g  t h a t  t o o k  p la c e  in  t h e  le s s o n ?  H o w  
d i d  t h e y  c o n t r i b u t e  t o  t e a c h i n g  a n d  le a r n i n g ?

( S o c i o - c u l t u r a l  f a c t o r s  a r e  f a c t o r s  l ik e  l e a r n e r s '  p r i o r  k n o w l e d g e  a n d  e x p e r i e n c e s ,  l a n g u a g e ,  
c u l t u r e ,  h i s t o r i e s  o f  l e a r n e r s  a n d  t h e  s o c i e t a l  c o n t e x t ) .

W a t e r  s t u d y  le s s o n
Q u e s t i o n s  b a s e d  o n  t h e  l e s s o n  o b s e r v e d -  le s s o n  1

1 . W h a t  w a s  y o u r  i n t e n t i o n  o f  t h e  le s s o n  e s p e c i a l l y  f o r  t a k in g  le a r n e r s  f o r  a  f i e l d w o r k ?

..ZI!e....V«B\u...asfcK..̂ V^....«i«M«»*c!s»_<awo.«A....c^xys>R^.«*v\.cec».....<S^....>*&aJkkr
............

2 .  1 . W h a t  c u r r i c u l u m  c o m p e t e n c i e s  (s p e c i f i c O T m s )  w e r e  y o u  a i m in g  t o  d e v e l o p  in  t h is  le s s o n ? . ’ ....tAAA hkXrt.i££ CAi.wrxSt.................................................
sx*ASS&.\ca£«Jfc&t.Y».... am ,^.....X ..3,..uy> ,fiW Y »A ,y5.(j, .«uM ^..«tp^.U aJSev%  .

3 . D o  y o u  f i n d  It e a s y  t o  r e l a t e  e n v i r o n m e n t a l  c o n t e n t  w i t h  t h e  c u r r i c u l u m  s p e c if ic  a im s ?

... .̂4,2>....-..SLy\.V). ....<>VaA <k\ZL<̂ ........................

................................................................................ ....... .......... ..... .............
A .  H o w  d o e s  t h is  le s s o n  r e l a t e  t o  h u m a n -  e n v i r o n m e n t  I n t e r a c t io n s  a n d  im p a c t s ?

m . b . 'bY.sA.̂ yfwA... .<s.Vo.(r.«sA. _Ctt£*C ■■- A VvecA
<L-D.W C-(.\AC \y\ '̂Nl.wx . \  Vx\ccw\ VyV -f V \Cy\p r\ Vo vA xAh. £>Y
*s->pr £?W  cx -

5 .  W h i c h  c u r r i c u l u m  c o m p e t e n c i e s  d o  y o u  f in d  y o u r  l e a r n e r s  s t r u g g l i n g  w i t h ?  e .g  h i g h e r  o r d e r  
q u e s t i o n s -  r e a s o n i n g  s k ills

...Cy -<: i\ As-. .OhYN. v y ... Sssa Sfr .V' .̂M. .... s A  V..... Vr-.-r-rf ®... "Vsfr.fi. v>,....>J AftxAr ̂  ̂VJ. <A .____ __ __ _a.mmm a. u„..................
e .  H o w  d o  y o u  a s s is t  l e a r n e r s  in  d e v e l o p i n g  t h e m ?

...*Ojê >̂ ..Gn̂ .?iY.fS:»*jXwlo.....A«....«aNp0̂ .YY>'S
A .  w h i c h  c u r r i c u l u m  c o m p e t e n c i e s  a r e  y o u r  le a r n e r s  g o o d  a t ?

.. C b ( V o ^ a « i k i ^ . e ( s f V v ^ > v i i . . ^ . . . j . W o p * N o \ \ ^ . . . . e . . C ^ ,M M ^ . y v ^ * * c J Y . . . j . T e ^ c j C > . v i A A v - H ^ . .  « h T.<— . . . . ......................

5 , W h y  d id  y o u  c h o o s e  t h is  t y p e  o f  t e a c h i n g  m e t h o d ?  ( q u e s t i o n  a n d  a n s w e r J W h a t  o t h e r  m e t h o d s  c a n  
y o u  u s e  t h a t  y o u  t h in k  w i l l  b e  o f  b e n e f i t  t o  le a r n e r s  e s p e c ia l l y  w h e n  t e a c h i n g  e n v i r o n m e n t a l  c o n t e n t
k n o w l e d g e ?  ,

7  Y  Vs-N,̂ , > "S , ,.ck 'V y > < ^ ..... c A s  T5. 0 V.'SnÂ  .. >Y > .^ > ....CA.yf> ...X Y V N 1

... ... ........ ............. C ^ 4 A . ^ \ . V<>.. \a ^ o v \  n



Appendix 7 (a): Letter requesting permission to visit school

28 Ridge Road

Howick
3290

22 May 2013

The Principal_______

School

P.O .Box 138 

Nottingham Road 

3280

Dear Sir

REQUEST FOR PERMISSION TO CONDUCT RESEARCH IN YOUR SCHOOL,

I am a second year Masters student in Environmental Education at Rhodes University and 

currently planning a research project for my thesis. The proposed research is: AN 

INVESTIGATION OF GRADE 11 TEACHERS’ METHODS AND ASSESSMENT 

PRACTICES IN MEDIATING LIFE SCIENCES ENVIRONMENTAL CONTENT 

KNOWLEDGE AND COMPETENCIES. I request permission to conduct the research in your 

school this year (2014). It will be a qualitative study that will involve a grade 11 teacher. A 

teacher will be required to complete a questionnaire and he/she will be observed two times while 

teaching environmental content. These lessons will be videorised and the participating teacher 

will be interviewed. Each interview will be recorded. Confidentiality and anonymity will be 

ensured. Please feel free to contact my supervisor if you have any queries regarding the study.

Thank you 

Yours sincerely

f y w - _________ ..
A.T. Mkhabela (Researcher) antmkh(5)lantic.net 

0839496751

Dr. I. Schudel (Supervisor) i.schudel(5>ru.ac.za 

0845226644



Appendix 7 (b): Letter requesting permission conduct research in schools

education
Departm ent:
Education
PROVINCE O F K W A Z U LU -N A TA L

§R§yiFi§§: Phili§w§ N^l@vu mmmn

M iss A T  Mkhabela 
P O  Box 138 
Nottingham  Road 
3280

D e ar Miss Mkhabela

FiRMI§§l©N T© ©©NBU6T Ri§iAR6H IN TNI KIN 0©i INSTITUTIONS
Y o u r application to conduct research entitled: “AN INVESTIGATION OF GRADE 11 TEACHERS METHODS 
AND ASSESSMENT PRACTICES IN MEDIATING LIFE SCIENCE ENVIRONMENTAL CONTENT 
KNOWLEDGE AND COMPETENCIES”, in the K w aZulu-N atal Departm ent of Education Institutions has been 
approved. T h e  conditions of the approval are as follows:

1. T h e  researcher will m ake all the arrangem ents concerning the research and interviews.

2, The feseamhef must §n§yF@ that Itoatef ana learning pF§|Famme§ aF§ net inteFFuptea,
it lnt§Fvi§w§ §f§ net eentotei riuriFtg the time et writing examinatiens in egheele,
4. Learners, Educators, Schools and Institutions are not identifiable in a ny  w a y  from the results of the

research.
5. A  co py of this letter is submitted to District M anagers, Principals and H eads of Institutions where the 

intended research and interviews are to be conducted.
6. T h e  period of investigation is limited to the period from 01 Ju n e  2014 to 30 Ju n e  2015.
7. Y o u r research and interviews will be limited to the schools you have proposed and approved by the

H ead of Departm ent. Please note that Principals, Educators, Departm ental Officials and Learners are 
under- no obligation to participate o r a§§i§t you jn yo ur invgstigatign.

§; ihiulri y@u wii’h t© ©Mtihd the piriii i  yetJF §uwiy at the §§tel{§), pi§a§§ eentaet Mf, AIw§f at the
contact num bers below.

9. U pon completion of the research, a brief sum m ary of the findings, recom m endations or a full 
report / dissertation / thesis must be submitted to the research office of the Departm ent. Please 
address it to T h e  Director-R esources Planning, Private B ag X 9137, Pietermaritzburg, 3200.

10. Please note that yo ur research and interviews will be limited to schools and institutions in K w aZulu - 
Natal Departm ent of Education

©§feul§m§nMi 6©fflkin@d §§h©©l
Senzo kuhle  Com bined School 
S h ea  O ' C o n n o r Com bined School 
W eston Agricultural College

P O S TA L : Private Bag X  9137, Pietermaritzburg, 3200, KwaZulu-Natal, Republic of South Africa . dedicated to service and performance
P H YS IC A L: 247 Burger Street, Anton Lembede House, Pietermaritzburg, 3201. Tel. 033 392 1004bfW «C)@i3 392 d£$3ty
EM AIL A D D R E S S : keholoqile.conrue@kzndoe-aov.za: C A LL C E N T R E : 0860 596 363;
W E B S ITE : WWW.kzneducation.qov.za

mailto:keholoqile.conrue@kzndoe-aov.za
http://WWW.kzneducation.qov.za


Appendix 7(c): Teacher declaration



Analytical memos
Appendix 8.1: Analytical memo 1: Contextual analysis
This analytical memo draws most data from the four contextual profiles. However there are few cases 

where data from stimulated interviews is included in these cases. The interviews are specifically 

referenced.

Category School 1 School 2 School 3 School 4
Type of school Farm farm farm rural
Quintile 1 1 1 Fee paying
No. of teachers 14 13 21 16
No. of learners 480 297 740 180
Teacher- 
learner ratio

1:40 1:35 1:40 1:12

Subjects
offered

Maths/ Math Lit, 
Acc, Life Scie, 
Geog, Bus.St.,Eng 
LO & Isizulu

Maths, Life 
Scie,
Bus.St.,Eng, 
Isizulu 
Geog & LO

Maths/ Math 
Lit, Life Scie, 
Geog,
Bus.St.,Eng, 
Tourism, LO 
& Isizulu

MathsMath/Lit, 
Life Scie,Geog, 
Bus.St.,Eng, 
Amp, LO & 
AgricTech

First language- 
learners

isiZulu isiZulu isiZulu English

Language of 
instructions

English English English English

School
Infrastructure

Water tanks, 
electricity, no 
laboratory, 
shortage of books 
and desks,

Well equipped 
with resources, 
water and 
electricity

No fencing, 
little water and 
electricity 
supply is good

Very good 
condition, school 
situated on a 
1200ha farm

Availability of 
resources

No laboratory, 
shortage of books 
and furniture

Library with 
no full relevant 
curriculum 
material and 
no laboratory

Well-
resourced
adequately

Fairly good

Teacher
subject
competence/
qualification

Qualified- Senior 
Teacher’ 
Diploma- 
competent

Qualified- Bed
Hons
competent

BedAPPS 
(Bachelor’s 
degree - 
Competent

Higher Diploma 
in Education -  
competent

Social factors Illiterate, 
unemployment 
and no support 
from parents, 
learners walking 
long distances and 
not motivated.

Learners are 
growing 
growing up 
into isiZulu 
dominant area, 
So the teacher 
had to code 
switch for 
them to 
understand 
concepts better 
(DBLinterv.1// 
21-23)

Single and 
child-headed 
families, 
alcohol abuse

Lack of 
motivation

Teaching
experience

15yrs 5yrs 8yrs 28yrs

Previous
pass%

40% 87% 65% 98%

Teaching
methods
frequently
used

Question and 
answer, telling / 
lecture

Textbook 
approach and 
learner to 
learner

Interactive 
method and 
experiential

Various methods 
according to the 
topics

Assessment 
techniques & 
tools used

Activities, tests,
projects,
practicals,

Peer
assessment,
Rubrics,

Individual and 
peer
assessment

Formal tests, 
practicals,



assignment, rubric 
memo

written work, 
Self-study

assignments, orals 
& exams

Challenges
facing

Materials to use 
during the 
experiments

Rely on theory 
from textbook

No challenges 
as the teacher 
gets help from 
senior teacher 
and eco
School 
facilitators 
who are 
coming to 
assist us at the 
school
(CONinterv.2//
58-62).

Privileged as we 
can use the farm 
as a resource for 
teaching about 
environmental 
problems

CAPS
workshop

Yes-useful in 
terms of 
assessment and 
methods

A bit useful 
and insightful

Yes -  was 
quite
informative 
the errata 
always follow

Yes-very good

Supporting
materials

School 
environment, 
library & study 
guides.
Especially in my 
school we do not 
have money and 
we have many 
learners. So to do 
practical activities 
that just become a 
problem 
(ZOKinterv. 
1//64-65).

Only DVDs 
for learners to 
watch. The 
challenge of 
environmental 
content 
knowledge is 
we rely on 
theory that we 
get from 
textbooks. 
Teachers and 
learners need 
to understand 
it much better 
if it is a hands- 
on lesson 
(DBLinterv.1// 
101-103).

Functional 
computers that 
are helping 
when learners 
are doing 
research, and 
textbooks 
although 
resources are 
not enough for 
the number of 
learners at the 
school
(CONinterv.2//
72-78)

Microscopes, 
farm with 
different habitats



Analytic Memo 2.1: Most data is from lesson plans and extracts from lesson observations and stimulated interviews. There are 

few cases where from CAPS document is included. In these cases the specific references are made.

Appendix 8.2: Factors influencing emergent sustainability competencies- Goal: 2

School ZOK DBL CON TON
Lesson Plan 1 1 1 2 1
Topics
observed

Estimating 
population 
size- mark 
recapture 
technique

Impact of 
human 
population 
growth on the 
environment

Atmosphere and 
greenhouse effect

Food
security

Water
quality

Curriculum
intention

Learners 
will become 
more 
informed 
and more 
sensitive to 
environment 
al issues and 
will modify 
their
behaviour to 
lessen their 
impact on 
the
environment
(South
Africa.
DBE, 2011, 
P.49)

Learners will 
become more 
informed and 
more sensitive 
to
environmental 
issues and will 
modify their 
behaviour to 
lessen their 
impact on the 
environment 
(South Africa. 
DBE, 2011, 
p.49)

To emphasize the 
interrelatedness and 
interdependence of 
the human and the 
environment 
(South
Africa.DBE,2011,p
.5)

To
emphasize
the
interrelatedn 
ess and 
interdepende 
nce of the 
human 
impacts and 
the
environment
(South
Africa.DBE,
2011,p.5)

To
emphasize
the
interrelate 
dness and 
interdepen 
dence of 
the human 
and the 
environme 
nt
(South
Africa.DB
E,2011,p.
5)

Teacher
intention

To
determine a 
population 
size using 
simulated 
mark
recaptures. 
To address 
the problem 
of
calculation,
application
and
interpretatio 
n because 
she knew 
her learners 
were
struggling 
on these 
competencie
s
(ZOKinterv.
1//16-20

To indicate to 
learners that 
the increase in 
human 
population 
growth makes 
increasing 
demands on 
environment. 
For learners to 
know that 
everything that 
human do in 
one way or 
another does 
affect the 
environment. 
So we have to 
preserve it 
(ZOKinterv. 1// 
8-10

To make learners 
aware that they 
have a 
responsibility to 
take care of the 
environment. 
(CONinterv1//7

To make 
learners 
aware about 
the impact of 
human 
population 
growth to 
food 
security.

To look at 
the causes 
and
consequen 
ces of 
water 
quality 
and
availabilit
y
problems
and
solutions.

Specific aims 1,2 &3
follow
instructions,
estimate a
population
size

N/A Not indicated 1.2.&3 1 &2

Skills Observation 
s &

N/A Not indicated Not
indicated

Observati
on,



calculation recording
and
applicatio
n

Prior
knowledge

Census-
direct
technique

Human 
population 
growth form

Grade 10 
ecosystems

Human 
impact on 
the
environment

Grade 10 
work

Duration 60 minutes 60 minutes 60 minutes 60 minutes 60
minutes

Content
Knowledge

Under 
environment 
al studies we 
are talking 
about 
population 
ecology and 
human 
impact on 
the
environment

ZOKobserv.
1//11-12)

So what we are 
based on 
today, we are 
looking at the 
human
population size 
on how it 
affects the 
environment 
(ZOKobserv.1/ 
/15-16)

Explain the process 
of greenhouse 
effect
(CONobserv. 1//148
)

How human 
exponential 
growth have 
impact on 
food
production
(CONobserv
2//179-180).

We are 
going to 
look at the 
water 
quality 
and the 
human 
impact on 
it
(TONobse
rv.1//1)

Identify greenhouse 
gases and they are 
produced.
(CONobserv. 1//149
)

how natural
occurrences
like drought,
floods;
climate
change can
affect food
security
(CONobserv
2//231-232).

Then under 
that, we are 
going to do 
to determine 
population 
size.
ZOKobserv.
1//15-16)

Human activities 
that produce 
greenhouse gases 
and the effects of 
greenhouse gases. 
(CONobserv. 1//151 
-153)

How
agricultural
sector
impacted on 
food security 
(CONobserv 
2//294-295).

Anticipate the 
effects of 
greenhouse gases in 
South Africa in 70 
years to come 
(CONobserv. 1//156 
-157)

Intervention 
measures 
that can be 
taken to 
address the 
problem of 
food
insecurity in 
South Africa 
(CONobserv 
2//357-358).

Assessment
Experiment-
beans

Class activity- 
textbook

Informal-
presentations

Informal - 
presentation
s

Class
activity

Class
activity

Group activity Class activity Research
assignment

Workshee
t

Resources
used

Bean seeds, 
plastic bags, 
koki pens, 
calculators, 
charts

Textbook,
peers,
chalkboard,
handouts,
exercise books,
pen

Charts, textbooks, 
Koki pens

Geography 
book, 
newspaper 
article, Life 
Sciences 
textbook 
Charts, Koki 
pens

E coli test 
results 
Sewage 
farm visit



ANALYTIC MEMO 2.2: Analysis of teaching methods in the four schools.

Most data is from the lesson observations and interviews to further achieve Goal 2.

Appendix 8.3

Analytical Memo 2.2 — Teaching methods and lesson activities — Goal 2 

(a) Question and answers

Reference

Q. Put your beans together right, and then let us do our practical. What is our aim in this? We are 

estimating the number of beans by using which method?

ZOKobserv. 1//269-271

A. Estimate number of beans, using mark recaptures technique ZOKobserv. 1//272

Q. You took a handful beans and put them back, then now for the first time you were not supposed 

to close your eyes, but for the second time now you need to close your eyes, why? ZOKobserv. 1//461-462

A.So that I will not take the marked beans only ZOKobserv.1//464

Q. Why do we have to do this exercise five times? ZOKobserv.1//453

A. Learner: You want to make sure that results are correct and reliable. ZOKobserv. 1//457

Q. What impact an increase in population would have on the environment? ZOKobserv.1//531

A. If the population increases, there will be shortage of houses, water, fresh air and food ZOKobserv.1//535

Specifically I choose question and answer because in talk and chalk, I pause a question just to find 

out whether they are still with me.

ZOKinterv. 1//40-41

Asking them a question, two things are happening there. You go with them, you know whether they 

understand or not. Sometimes you will get the answer that you did not even notice that they 

know it.

ZOKinterv.1//53-55

According to your knowledge, we as human beings, how do we depend on environment? DBLobserv. 1//4

What do we call the process whereby plants make their own food? DBLobserv. 1//8-9

Tell me how human population size affects the environment? DBLobserv. 1//21

How is deforestation going to affect the level of CO2 in the air? DBLobserv. 1//46-47

How will it affect the level of CO2? Is it going to increase or decrease? What will happen if it 

continues to happen?

DBLobserv. 1//47-49

So besides deforestation, what are other impacts the rise of human population will have on the 

environment?

DBLobserv.1//58-59

If  we have too many criminals how will it affect the environment? DBLobserv. 1//64

When it comes to question and answer by the time you ask a learner a question, you stimulate his 

brain so that he can think.

DBLinterv. 1//41-42

So it helps a lot that is why I chose it so that when I teach, I ask a question in between so that a 

learner’s brain will focus on what we are doing.

DBLinterv. 1//44-45

What do you understand when we say impact? CONobserv. 1//33

Let us talk about the term environment. What do you understand by it? CONobserv. 1//43

In other words we say eh, the scientific terms for living things? CONobserv.1//53

What do you understand the term atmosphere? CONobserv. 1//73

So this part of the atmosphere is very important, why is the atmosphere important? CONobserv. 1//80

There are important gases that are good for life, for example? CONobserv. 1//83

Can you say gas is a living thing? CONobserv. 1//87

So, in fact in that atmosphere, there is a thin blanket that covers the atmosphere what do we call that 

blanket?

CONobserv. 1//91-92

The term ecology. Who can define the term ecology? CONobserv.1//102

Who can give us the other flow of energy? CONobserv. 1//113

So, with those gases that are produced naturally there have been there since time unknown. There 

were there, who can identify some of these gases?

CONobserv. 1//124-125

How do humans interact with the environment? CONobserv. 1//131

Who can give us an example of fossil fuels? CONobserv. 1//203

What type of electricity that is used to generate electricity using water? CONobserv. 1//375



Who can define the term need? CONobserv.2//8

The question and answer activities were mainly used to pour the prior knowledge that they have 

throughout the study from senior phase to secondary.

CONinterv.1//63-66

So who can give us the understanding of what we understand by the term population? CONobserv.2//28

Species should be of the same found in the same area and are? CONobserv.2//35

I think population should be there, what is needed for the population to be there? CONobserv.2//46

There is definitely food and what else? CONobserv.2//48

There should be a security of what? CONobserv.2//50

So what is ecology, so that we put the definition population ecology? CONobserv.2//54

Which one is a living thing interacting with a non-living without that they cannot live? CONobserv.2//63

food is a source of energy; this definition is more of what? CONobserv.2//68

We need food security. So we say food security, what is that that we are talking about? Security 

describes what?

CONobserv.2//77-78

Who has another definition or another view about security? CONobserv.2//81

We are making sure that we are ensuring what? CONobserv.2//96

Who can briefly describe the situation as South African families, are we having enough food? CONobserv.2//114

Can you think, are we having enough of food? CONobserv.2//115

So we going to look at the farming methods that they use, Are they sustainable? Who can give us 

another view about food?

CONobserv.2//121-122

Are we getting food security as we looking at South Africa? CONobserv.2//123

What are the normal natural causes that affect food production or availability of food? CONobserv.2//128-129

Who can comment on this fuel and food security? CONobserv.2//130

Which means those cars that deal with transportation of food, they have to increase the prices, and so, 

what does that mean?

CONobserv.2//152-153

The way population is growing year to year, world population also has direct impact on what? CONobserv.2//161

We did a test on this, we measured the E.coli count. Do you know what E.coli is? TONobserv.1//11

It is a bacterium, but where do we normally find it? TONobserv.1//15

All that water was lost. So what new dam was built? TONobserv. 1//31

So this building, so what do you think this pump house for? TONobserv. 1//44

So why is the pump so high? TONobserv. 1//46

What is the impact of building a dam in an environment? TONobserv. 1//52

Is it good or bad? TONobserv. 1//53

So now these trees here on the side of the river. Are they indigenous or exotic? TONobserv.1//68-69

Its clean water but it is hot from the machine, what damage will that do to the river? TONobserv. 1//79

What difference between the oxygen supply in hot water and in cold water? Which has more and less? TONobserv.1//81-82

How can you identify poor quality of water? TONobserv.1//1

the smell, and what kind of the animals in water? TONobserv.1//3

What should they do? TONobserv. 1//81-82

Why do you think you have those roters. What do those roters do, two things? TONobserv. 1//100

What kind of bacteria breaks down faeces? Anaerobic or aerobic? TONobserv.1//103

What does it do? TONobserv.1//105

What do we call this green when water contains too much algae in the river? TONobserv.1//111

But in the sewage farm, that is a good thing what do the plants do? TONobserv.1//118

What do you think this is used for? TONobserv.1//123

Put chlorine in it. What does chlorine do? TONobserv.1//130

But do you think that water is good? TONobserv.1//133

What does methane gas do? What is the problem with the methane gas? TONobserv. 1//146

What is the biggest problem? What does it cause? TONobserv.1//148

How does the water get from Drakensberg to Gauteng? TONobserv.1//153

Do you know Sterkfontein dam in Harrismith? TONobserv.1//154

Why is it good to stop the flow of sewage before it gets into the river? TONobserv.1//167



So what diseases can we get? TONobserv.1//172

But now look at the state of this river.

What if you have to do a report what would you think/ What is good and bad?

TONobserv. 1//219-220

Willow trees then? What is bad about it? TONobserv. 1//224

Is there something good about this river? 

(b) Chalk and Talk

TONobserv. 1//226

I used telling methods most of the time because I want to explain things. My learners they do not have 

books, no.2, they struggle with the language. If  you do not tell and explain, it becomes difficult 

for them.

ZOKinterv.1//58-61

So, firstly the chalk method it helps learners in terms of spelling because a learner can know a lot 

about environment but he cannot be good in spelling.

If you have written down the word she will know how to spell it and also understanding it, he will 

never forget it.

Dblinterv. 1//37-40

So it was imperative that we start with the knowledge from the book and also the assumed knowledge 

that we have in class before they embark on other activities outside the classroom.

(c) Group presentation (Strategy)

CONinterv.1//58-60

Let us present that which we were asked and let us also contribute towards eh, let us help each other 

when we are doing presentations

CONobserv. 1//168-169

And also give them chance to present and show if they have expressive skills to demonstrate 

knowledge on areas that were asked in the lesson.

CONinterv. 1//64-66

Group work was meant to loosen out the opinion or to interact only with themselves and also not with 

the teacher. But also with the book, peer and give them time to discuss among themselves and 

give them room to generate more ideas and also lead them to sourcing out knowledge.

CONinterv. 1//60-66

So we are going to try and break this topic and do it in groups. CONobserv.2//165

Mark recapture technique, we are going to estimate our beans in our bottles. 

(experiment)

ZOKobserv. 1//297

Right here I am having an activity. Let us all do this activity (worksheet) ZOKobserv.1//534

You are going to estimate the total number of grasshoppers in the field. ZOKobserv.1//540-541

Ok so whatever we are going to do in groups, we are going to do very fast.(group activity) CONobserv. 1//14



Analytical memo 3: Analysis of cognitive skills and cognitive levels in the six assessment tasks. Most data is from the Informal 

and Formal Assessment tasks — Goal 3

Appendix 8.4

Extract
Cognitive

Skill

Cognitive Level

Assessment task

Informal Task ZO K A T1 1.1 Estimate the total number of grasshoppers in 

the field. Show all working.

Calculate medium

1.2 Suggest two reasons. Why the estimated size of 

the population may differ from the real population 

size

Suggest a 

reason

high

1.3 State two ways in which the reliability of this 

method can be improved?

State low

2.1 Estimate the population sizes of species B. 

Show all working

Estimate medium

2.2 Estimate the total number of moths in the area. 

Show all working.

Estimate medium

2.3 Suggest why there is a difference in number 

between species A and B

Suggest a 

reason

high

2.4 Why did the student mark the moths on the 

undersurface of the animals?

Give a reason high

Formal Task D B LA T1 Human Impact on environment 

Identify 3 examples of environmental influence in 

your area. Write a report on each influence based 

on the following sub-topics.

(a) Its causes

(b) Its effects on the environment

(c) Ways to reduce the effects

Analyze

Solve

High

medium

Water Availability

Complete the following table to summarize the 

impact of human activities on water availability in 

South Africa.

- Construction of dams

- Destruction of wetlands

- Poor farming practices

- Boreholes

- Exotic plantations

- Wastage

Explain medium

Recycling

Do a research about recycling and choose one 

material that can be recycled.

Write a detailed report on the process of recycling 

the material you have chosen. Include photographs 

or pictures if you can.

Illustrate medium

Water allocation in South Africa



1. Use the data given in a table above to draw a 

pie chart

Illustrate medium

2. What is the environmental reserve

Define low

3. Explain why South Africa has begun to 

export water from other countries? suggest a 

reason

high

4. What is a wetland? Define low

Matching Define low

Informal Task CO N A T1 Explain Human activities that produce greenhouse 

gases.

Explain medium

Discuss the Effects of Greenhouse gases Discuss high

Discuss the Process of greenhouse Discuss high

South Africa in seventy

years will have a temperature rises of about 3

degrees Celsius. Calculate the annual rise over the

given period of time. Predict how the effects of

such a phenomena to South Africa in 70 years to

come.

Calculate medium

Predict

Suggest strategic ways of creating a sustainable 

environment for example use of green technology

Explain medium

Informal Task CONAT 2 Explain briefly how human growth pattern impacts 

on the food security

explain medium

Name four poor farming

methods and discuss how each contributes to food 

insecurity. Define monoculture and explain how is 

it linked to food insecurity?

Name low

Discuss high

Define

explain low

Predict how petrol prices will contribute to food 

insecurity in South Africa?

Predict medium

Identify intervention measures that can be taken to 

address the problem of food insecurity in South 

Africa.

Identify low

Informal Task TONAT 1 1. Name the new dam that has been built on the 

Mooi River. Name low

2.Name the Weir where Mooi River gets its water 

supply. Name low

3. Discuss the quality of water found at this Weir 

(mention the E.coli count and any other method to 

determine pollution levels)

Discuss high

4. Explain how dams have a huge ecological 

impact, Explain medium



5. Write a report on the state of the river and 

quality of water at Helen’s Bridge 7km for the 

Weir mentioned in question 2. Mention E.coli 

content, sources of pollution as well as how to 

solve any pollution issues.

Explain and 

solve

medium

6. Explain how the following factors affect the 

availability and quality of water.

(a) Exotic trees

(b) Destruction of wetlands

(c) Poor farming practices

(d) Irrigation e.g. center pivots

Explain medium

7. Write a report on Weston’s water management 

including the following factors. Sources of water, 

quality, conservation of water, management of 

liquid waste and if problems are discovered, 

provide realistic solutions (a digital report with 

photos will be accepted).

Explain

solve

medium

Formal Task TONAT 2 1.1 The cultivation of plant population of a single 

species.

Define Low

1.2. Chemicals used to kill pests.

1.3. The fertile upper layer of soil.

1.4. Plants that are not indigenous to an area and 

spread quickly replacing indigenous plants.

1.5. Human waste consisting of urine and feaces.

2.1. Illustrate the data in the above table.

illustrate medium

2.2 Describe ozone layer depletion

Describe Low

2.3 Calculate number of years taken for ozone 

layer to triple. Calculate medium

2.4 How much ozone was lost from the 

stratosphere in 1994

Explain medium

2.5 Are CFC’s immediately removed from the 

atmosphere when you stop using them? Explain 

your answer.

Explain

medium

2.6 After 1994 the ozone depletion decreases.

What do you think was the reason for this decrease Suggest a 

reason

high

3.1 Define the term greenhouse effect

Define low

3.2 Name one way the greenhouse effect benefits 

the earth

Name

low

3.3 Explain the effects of global warming Explain

medium

3.4 Explain the difference between afforestation 

and deforestation Explain medium

Formal Task TONAT 2 3.5 What is the main cause of desertification in 

South Africa?

Explain

medium



3.6 Why is it necessary to manage natural 

resources in a sustainable way? Suggest a 

reason

high

4.1 Explain what over utilization mean? Explain medium

4.2 What do you think makes rhino poaching 

different from other forms of poaching? Differentiate high

4.3 What is meant by subsistence poaching?

Define low

4.4 What gas can be harvested or recovered from 

landfill sites and used as energy source? Name low

4.5 Name two sustainable energy sources

Name low

4.6 Water quality is rapidly becoming a more 

critical problem that water availability in South 

Africa. Why is this a case?

Suggest a 

reason

high

4.7 Explain the importance of carbon sinks

Explain medium

4.8 Give an example of carbon sink State

low



Analytical Memo 4: Analysis of emergence of sustainability competencies — Goal 4. Most data is from the lesson observations 

and assessment tasks

Appendix 8.5

Lesson Observation Systems Thinking Normative
competence

Interpersonal
competence

Anticipatory
competence

Strategic
competence

Integrated/
Processual

ZOKobserv. 1 Systems dynamics: 
Explained factors 
influencing population 
size (natality, 
mortality, immigration, 
emigration and 
migration)
(ZOKobserv. 1//84-87). 
Quantitative modelling: 
population estimation

No support for No support 
for

In class the teacher asked 
learner to explain the impact 
an increase of population 
would have on the 
environment
(ZOKobserv. 1//533-535). 
The learners suggested 
shortage of houses, water, 
clean air and food 
(ZOKobserv. 1//534)

No support for No evidence 
of support 
for
integration

ZOKAT 1 Quantitative modelling No support for No support for No support for No support for No evidence 
o f support 
for
integration

ZOKLW1 From the calculations, 
all learners achieved 
quantitative modelling 
(Table 41, Q1.1, 2.1, 
2.2). However the 5/6 
learners were not able 
to answer the 
interpretive question 
(2.3) and no learners 
could answer critical 
thinking question on 
the mark recapture 
methodology

No emergent No emergent No emergent No emergent No evidence 
of
integration

DBLobserv.1 The increase in human 
population size would 
have a negative impact 
on the environment 
(plants, the soil, and 
animals)
(DBLob s erv. 1//3-5).

No emergent No emergent No emergent No emergent No emergent

DBLAT 1 A. Identify three 
human influences on 
the environment in 
your local area based 
on its causes and 
effects on the 
environment

No emergent No emergent No emergent A. Identify ways 
to reduce the 
effects of human 
influence on the 
environment.

No emergent

CONobserv.1 Group B is going to 
identify greenhouse 
gases and how they are 
produced.
CONobserv.1//148

No emergent No emergent Anticipate how the effect of 
such a phenomena to South 
Africa in years to come. 
CONobserv.1//154-156)

No emergent No emergent

CONobserv.2 Our topic was based on 
identifying natural 
occurrences like 
drought, floods; 
climate change and 
how they can affect 
food security. 
CONobserv.2//231-232

No emergent No emergent Give an anticipatory 
(forecast) view on how each 
of the following will 
contribute to food security: 
price increase of food, fuel 
price increase, poverty, 
monopoly in seed 
production.
CONobserv.2//329-383

No emergent No emergent

CONAT3 The teacher verbally 
asked learners to 
research in the Tsuro 
Trust NGO’s 
permaculture project in 
Chimanimani 
(CONobserv.2//410- 
417)

No emergent No emergent No emergent No emergent No emergent

CONLW3 No emergent community 
brought 
permaculture 
principle of 
caring for 
people’s lives

The learners 
highlighted 
the
importance of 
involving all 
stake holders

No emergent 2 learners -
evidence of
integration
between
systems
thinking,



by promoting 
the community 
support for 
vulnerable 
individual (such 
as orphans and 
elderly)

in problem
solving
meeting
(CONLW3).

normative 
and strategic
Big
difference 
between 
achievement 
levels -  4 
learners only 
downloaded 
and wrote 
nothing.

The community 
agreed to priotise 
water retention 
protection of the 
spring from cattle 
and goats and to 
plant trees on the 
hilltop catchment

TONobserv. 1 The teacher explained 
the impact of society, 
economy and 
technology on water 
availability and quality, 
TONobserv.1// 1-145

Water is just 
more important 
than the food 
we eat, 
seriously, 
because it 
makes 65% of 
your body fluid 
(TONobserv.1// 
261-263).

No emergent Learners anticipated 
diseases like cholera that 
might occur due to poor 
water quality (risks) 
TONobsev.1// 174

The local 
municipality was 
trying to do 
something about 
the issue of 
leaking sewage 
pipes.
TONobserv. 1//17 
7-178

Yes Partly 
(only
interpersonal 
competence 
did not 
emerge)

TO N A T1 
(Water availability 
and quality 
Worksheet)

Question 6: How the 
following factors 
affect the availability 
of water: exotic trees, 
destruction of 
wetlands, poor farming 
practices and irrigation 
(center pivots)
Question 7: Write a 
report on Weston’s 
water management 
including the following 
factors: sources of 
water, quality, 
conservation of water 
and management of 
liquid waste

No emergent No emergent No emergent Question 5: 
Mention E coli 
content, sources 
o f pollution as 
well as how to 
solve any 
pollution issues. 
Question 7: If 
problems are 
discovered, 
provide realistic 
solutions ( a 
digital report with 
photos will be 
accepted)

No emergent

TONAT 2 
(Class Test)

No emergent No emergent No emergent No emergent No emergent No emergent


